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1. INTHODUCTION 

Our thesis is that the prophet in the 01d Testament pe:.«iod. was an ordinary 

man with a specific ministry. His mjnistry was "both to comm'J.nicate the 

word of God to man and also to be consultee. by man about the hidden things 

of life. 

We consider some of the many factors which went to constitute the prop~et 

the mHn he was and thus enable him to have that assurance of being God's 

spokesman. These factors are both the religious experiences to which he 

laid claim, and the many huma11 influences that r'l:::::rived from his farilily

life, the accumulating tradition which he inherited &'1d upon which he was 

nurtured, and the varied experiences that cmne his way in his persone.l 

life. 

The prophet. shared the same traditions as his contemporaries. i"l'O:'.:'i. the 

richness of these trad.i tions arose a. bifurcated assessment of -!:he contem-· 

porary scene. We thus consider the propheti~ confrc-:'ltation of true versus 

false prophets and end.ea·.,rour to empathize with the agony of di1emm.a as to 

where the truth Jay, This agony was experienced by prophet 3.nd p<::ople 

alike, but ultimately each man had to make his own decision as to what 'd8.S 

truth and how to act accordingly. 

Since the Old Testament canon is closed we are present ea. only ·\'.-i th the 

canonical judgrnent of this bifurcation, and adequate evidence is not avail

able to n;.ake a second opinion. However, although the contents of the canon 

cannot be judged in its detail, it is open to the jud.gment of history in 

its totality. 'I'here is, we suggest, an intengible factor about the pro

phetic t:cad.itions as a whole which is incompatible with other views of God 

and the ce>smos. This is an enriching quality which finds its origins in 

the Old Testame:c;t but has been developing ever since in Judaism, Christianity 

and technological exploration and is yet open to the judgment of history for 

its evaluation. 



1. 

2. THE NA'I'UI1E OF PROPm:cy 

2 .1 IN'11RODUC'l1ION 

In this section we take a.11 essentially phsnorn.enological approach and con-

sider prophecy in its nature a . .s communication. The corner st.one of prophetic 

declaration is "Tbus saith the Lord"; the Biblical understanding is that God 

has a· message for his people and the prophets are his messengers. 

Our central concern is the prophet's reception and delivery of his message. 

This is related to his self assurence, for he n~v;.~r seemed conscious of 

doubt that it 1-ras indeed a word from the Lord. The fact of his confidence 

is clearer to us than the source of his confid.2ne;e. On occasions the source 

is mentioned but most frequently not. When it is mentioned it seems to U.0-~ 

rive from some personal or religious experience, a call, 2. dream or vision, 

or the claim to stand in the heavenly council, but when it is not mentioned 

we have no evidence from which to assume e.ny particular source .;;r experience. 

It is this paucity of mat2rial that cau·\..ions us against variom; conclusions 

which it would otherwise be tempting to draw. Our evidence c0mes from a 

handful of very prominent men covering some eight centuries of history re

corded by people with varying theological concerns. Attempts to fill in 

the gaps or to let the· imagina.ticn jump to logical conclusions may in fact 

conceal mo:re than they reveal. We must therefore question cert<dn assump

tions too easily made, particularly thosP that concern the creativity of 

the prophet:ic wora. and evolutiona:!'.'y ideas in Israelite prophetism. 

We will then consider the relationship between the ordinary man and the 

prophet. 'Ehere &.re two elements in this. One is the intelligent response 

asked of h:i.m in discerning and obeying the authentic message of the Lord; 

the other is very different and concerns his personal life and his use of 

the prophet as a means of enquiring of God-about those matters which cause 

him anxiety. 

Finally we consider the questions of fulfilment and canonicity as validating 

the authenticity o:t' :prophecy. 



I,iving in '.ill age of tolerance, doubt and committees we find it haYd to 

appreciate the extreme self-assurance with which the JJrophets of Israel 

spoke. Professor S.H. Blank entitled his Gold.ensen lecture in 1955 11 0f 

a truth the Lord hath sent me 11
, being an enquiry into the so-tJTc::e of the 

prophet's authority. He states that. the strongest argument that the 

2. 

prophet has :Ls simply his affirmation ttThe Lorc1 has sent me 11 (Jer 26 .12·-l)). 

Jeremiah claims as the source for his authority an experience of God a...'1d 

an intimacy with God (6.11; 15.17) stemming from bis call (1.7,9), Blar1k 

says 

Jeremiah rests hi.s -::ase w~Lth the prima fa.cie evidence of the messe..ge 
itself as the fina1 test of its authentJcit:r and his own veracity 
(Goldensen Lectur~~-' 1969~ p.rr) 

The prophets were ;noTe concerned with the fact tha.t they spoke at the be-

hest of the Lord tna:i. with the means by which they- received their mess2.ge, 

i:Thus saith the Lord", "The word of tbe Lord came to r:le 11
, "Hear the ''Ord 

of the Lord"~ these affirmations are adequate fo1· the :prophet, he relies 

mc1·e on the content to authenticate his m2ssage than either the meai."'""'.s of 

its revelation or the manne:::- of its delive1-y. It is thus fo:r· the he&.r2r 

to a.iscern whether the mes.Ba.ge comes indeed fr;:im God or not, and to decia.e 

what response to me.'ke to the words o:f the prophet. 

However, the prophets and the Bi-olical editors and historians do indi".'ate 

from time to time the source o:f the prophetic word. We now consider this 

Tu"'lder the headi.ne;s (1) tbe prophet's call, (2) tl1e p::-ophet 's elaim to 

stand. in the Council o:f the Lord and (3) the prophet's experiences. 

2.2.1 THE PROPHET'S CALL 

The Biblical narratives show considerable interest in the f'act that many 

p·ophets had a specific call to their ministry. Yet, for many others we 

have a minimum of biographical detail; this is true both amongst the 

"W:riting Prophets" as well as amongst those mentioned in the historical 

narratives. But in those instances where we have more biographical de-

tail a call is a1most invariably mentioned.. Elijah is perhaps the major 



exception. E.Jacob goes so far as to say th0.t the pror.1het's call dj.f

ferentia.tes him from other men and also from "false prophets 11 (E .. Jacob, 

1967' p. 239). 

Similarly Lindblom: 

'l'he legitimacy of the true prophet and the ei.J.thority of his message 
are esta.bJ ished by his call. He knew that he was properly called 
b;y- Yahweh' to carry out his ta.sk. The false prophet is declared to 
be such, and his visions and messages a.re rejected as valueless~ 
not because he did not have visions and ecstatic experiences, but 
because he harl not been called. (J.Lind.blom, 1973, p.182) 

It is, however, re.sh to draw such conclusions, as they are based on silence. 

There is no evidence that all "t.L'Ue 11 propbets :received a call, nor that 
11false 11 prophets could r~ot claim to be called. Indeed we do not 1'.:r10>1' llov:· 

prophets were ~ecruited either in Israel or amongst her neighbours. All 

we kn.ow of the "false" prophets is what the canonical prophets said of 

them. 'l'o acquiesce too readily in the subsequent canonical judgment of 

the situation overlooks the real agony of dilemma that must bave been ex

perienced by many thinking people amongst the prophets' contemporaries. 

Sigpifica.r.ce of the Cal.J. 

In most instances we lmow li ttl-=: of a prophet's life 'before his call, so 

we do not lmow whether his call experience was a discontinuous event or 

whether it was related to or a continuation of previous experiences, 

loyalties a..'1d attitudes. 

If the former is true, that the call is unrelated to previous experience, 

it could be suggested that subsequent prophetic messages were also dis-

continuous events arisin.g from ecstatic expe:::'ience with mininm.m allowance 

being made for the prophet's personality. 

If the latter is true, it should be possible to trace a spiritual pilgrimage 

along which the prophet proceeded. The call would then 'be a significant 

point, or even a turning point, but nevertheless a logical step in that 

pilgrimage. 

E.Jacob says "before being called, the majority of the prophets led a life 

of obedience and even intimacy with God", (op.cit. p.242) and John Skinner 

sees the call of the young Jeremiah as a continuation of his ow-n piety. 

(J. Skinner, 1961, p.26). 



There is evidenc~ to support this view~ o.1b~~it slendeI'. We must first 

note that the call is not into a. new relationslnp with God but to a new 

ministry; it is not a question of status, which might imply authority, 

but a question of mission. "I will send you" (F,x 3.10), "I tell hirn 11 

4. 

(r Sam 3.J3), "Whom shall I send?" (Is 6.8), "Go, take a wife" (Hos l.'2; 

3.1), 11 I appoint2d you 11 (Jer 1.5), nr send ycu" (Ezk 2.3), "Go 9 prophesy" 

(Am 7 .15). We can also trace a continuit:r of outlook or concern sornet:ime~~ 

in the call experience and. what we knew of the prophet's earlier l:ife and 

attitude. 

Moses, despite his upbringing in the court of Pharaoh with a.11 its privi

leges, still yearns for his kinsmen who were being oppressed (Ex 2.11) 

as well as for other social underdogs (Ex 2 .l'T). It is accordingly with 

the spirit of compassion that the Lord pers·:~acles Moses to return to Egypt 

(Ex 3,7). 

peJTI1J.el was prepared for his initial ministry to Eli by the advent of' the 

man of God who castigated Eli for his faillE·e as a parent (1Sam2.27-36). 

Isai ~J.h was in the 'J.'E::mple at the time of his call, very clearly a caJ.1 to 

ministry rather thar. status.. Isaiah 1.1 suggests that he had alrea.c\"· 1)een 

active as a prophet in the reign of Uzziah.. Chtipters 1-5 could include 

so'Jle of his preaching at that time. Isaiah 6 may then -be either a renewal 

call or a call to perseverance. Just as Jere..Giah had a second call CTer 

15 .19·-21) in terms similar· to his first (cf. 1. 8) , so also may Isaiah have 

had. 

There are other elements in Isaiah's call which show a note of contin'..lity. 

There is the contrast between the dead k:l.ng Uzziab and the everliving King, 

the Lord of Hosts; there is also the contrast between the holiness of the 

Lord of Hosts, and the sense of sin in Isaiah and the people. The use of 
' the name Uzziah rather than Aza.riah may be a reminder too of the sanctity 

of the temple which the king had violated~ according to the Chronicler's 

tradition (2 Chr 26.16-21). Isaiah's call is in keeping with his prior 

reflecti.cns a..l"ld his subsequent preaching with its stress on the Lord as 

King, and the Holy One of Israel. 



We therefore incl.ine to the view tha.t a prophet 1 s call was a natural de

velopment of his spiritual pilgrimage, crystallizing his prior convictions 

that something needs to be said and done~ and discovering to his surprise 

that it is he who is to say it G.nd do it. By wa~,r of example we can hypo

thesize that Jeremiah had already anF.t.lysed the situation of his people -

much needed to be broken down and destroyed before a new beginning could 

be made (Jer 1.10). vrnen God broke in on his meditations it was the timing 

rather than the calling that S<Lrprisea_ him, ana_ also that he should. "be the 

one chosen rather than someone else. 

'11y;p2s of Call 

We have noted an interest in the Bible in the call of certain prophets and 

we have suggested. tha.t the significance of the call is that it is to a 

specific ministry. The number of call narratives in the Bible is very few; 

Of over 40 named prophets calls are described in detail only for 1.foses, 

Samuel,Isaiah, Hosea, Jeremiah and Ezekiel, although references are also 

made to the call of Elisha and Amos. For the study of call narratives 

those of Gideon and Saul might be added. for their call was also to m~.nistry, 

though not to prophetic ministry. 

There are points of similaritJ' in these narrati.ves but each is distinct-. in. 

itself. R.E. Clements quotes Zimmerli as categ.:,riz:Lng call narratives into 

two basic types: 

{a) The divine overcoming of a sense of inadequacy and consequent 

reluctance on the part of the person called, e.g. Moses, Gideon, 

Saul and Jeremiah. 

(b) A vision of God and summons to the deliberations of the heavenly 

council e.g. Micaiah ben Imlah, Isaiah and Ezekiel. (R.E.Clements~ 

1975' p. 34). 

Even this. apparently simple codification has its problems. Jeremiah should 

perhaps appear in both categories since he more than any other speaks of 

standing in the council of the Lord. It needs also to be pointed out tha.t 

we know nothing in fact of Micaiah' s call. The episode in 1 Kings 22 

covers only one day in his ministry while bearing witness to considerable 

previous activity (v.8). 
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We would not wal1"G to use these two basic ty:pes :foi· :i;mr1:>oses of classification; 

they ma.y well be different elements in the sa.me call experience, underlining 

on the one hand the divine initiative and on the other the human response, 

rather than different types of call. It may ':e o1)servea. that those calls 

revealing the human response a.re generally recorded in the historicai sec- · 

. tions of the Bible and these revealing the divine initiative in the :prophetic 

sections. They may thus reflect different interests of the authors or 

editors. 

R.E.Clements notes that a warning of ·rejection and hostility is common to 

all the prophetic call narratives. He questions whether this was a genuine 

part of the prophetic call or whether 'it reflects back their subsequent 

ex:pf:rience. Alternatively he suggests that it could be a genuine part of 

the call and "simply reflects earlier prophe1;ic experience". (op.oit. :p.36). 

Neither o:f these expla.nat ions seems necessary. It must have been abux1dantJ.y 

clear to Jeremiah, for instance, at the time of his call that his message 

would be unwelcome a11d he would be re,i ectecl; this would ex.plain his reluc-d 

tance and sense of inadequacy. One does not need to suggest either that 

thir. was a writing back of later experience or that it was a reflection of· 

the experience of previous prophets. 

Co~clusion 

Each call experience was un i_que and involved br_•th a call from God. and the 

response of the indivia.ual. The prophet would have known of the calls and 

responses of earlier prophets, but we do not believe that this knowledg2 

would have structured his own call or the narrating of it. 

The most noticeable aspect is the complete assurance that the Lord had spoken 

and cormnissioned him and that he was to bring the word of God to his people. 

He did not validate his message by reference to his call (with the possible 

exception of Amos), nor to any particular status or authority accorded. by 

it, but relied solely on his.conviction that he spoke the word of God. 

2 .2 .2 THE PROPHET-, S -CLAIM 'l'O S'rAND IN THE COUNCIL OF THE LORD 

As "~ith the Call Narratives, so also either too much or too little signifi

C&YJ.ce can. be attached to the references to a Heavenly Council. 



The Heavenly Council with its Uge.::.-:!..t:i.c backgrcuncl is GeeYi as one way of 

expressing the propjJet 1 s J~e1ationship to the Lord and the source of his 

message, and also by implication its authority .. 

'I. 

It ':·fill be helpful to explore the in format fon at our disposal first by con

sidering the word. used for Co1mcil fi)'C:\] and then by considering other re·

ferences to the same idea couched in other tcrmj_nology. 

rtrl ., w ·d - j:g ( c . 1 \ _nc o:r I , OUJ1CL~L 

-ri~ occUTs 21 times fo the Old Testament (see Appendix 3) and covers 

several facets of the s8..JT.le idea. It may refer either to the gathering 

itself (council) or to its deliberations (counsel); it may be used in a 

good sense or c bad sense and may concern a purely human gathering (13 _ 

times) or a gather:lng which includes the Lora. and/or his angels (8 times). 

1'i1i also concerns the fellowship and confidence engendered by the council 

·and may thus be used on an individual rather thari collective basis. 

i 
Of th~ 8 references which involYe divine participe.tion four refer to the 

friendship of the Lord (Job 29.4; Ps 25.14; :;:'r 3.22; Am 3,7) anri 0!·1ly four·· 

to what is more teclu1ically understood as the Heaven1:~ C::iunciJ (Job 15. 8; 

Ps 89.8; Jer 23~18, 22). 

··If we had only these last four verses to ~ely on, our understanding of the 

Heavenly Council uould be very sketchy. However, there are other references 

to the same idea. 

Other References 

• 
Psalm 89 which referG to the Council (ill'j) 

as "the assembly of the Holy Ones 11 (QHtJ~'P: 
' . 

in v.8 speaks of it also in v.5 

S np,). The difficult phrase - . 
in v. 38- (p \)c~ ~ \ ~) may also refer to the Council and need not be emended, 

viz: '1the faithful witness in the sky" i.e. the Council has determined it; 

together with v. 6 it is the only use ofp n (!/in the singular referring to ..... 
the skies. The whole section of this Psalm (vv. 5-37) describes the faith-

fulness of the Lcrd surrounding him in his Cotmcil and exten\ied by covenant 

to David on earth. It recalls Nathan's prophecy of 2 Sam 7 pro::nising an 

enduring d:{n.asty U~ Sam 7 .13; Ps 89. 35f). If the covenant issued from the 

Heavenly Council the question at the end of the Psalm (49-51) is all the 

more poigna....-1t. 
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-o lm 82 1 ak f th a· · ·1 r<''""ri -· ,,, J R '· J. sa. . . spe s o·. - e .iv:;_ne C01JJ1c:i.. 1~'~' .,:,. I .:..>). ames oss qum:.es 
0<.11 - .. ,. .. 

this as further sui:::,oort for the Heavenly Council (B. W.A.11.de:rson and W. 

Harrelson, 1962, p.102), bu.t Derek Kidner obse-rves that the compe.l'.ly here 

is present to be judged, not consulted, D.nd so cannot refer to the 

Heavenly Council (D. Kidner, 1975, p.298). However, the picture is n0t 

clear in the Psalm. ~'he "gods 11 of v .1 may have been summoned to appear 

before the Council rather than being part of the Council. Whether or not 

this is a reference to the Heavenly Council must therefore remain in doubt. 

Job (1. 6; 2 .1) refers to occasions when "·the sons of God came to present 

themselves before the Lord". However this may be understood, it is in-· 

teresting to note that it is Tu""liq_ue in being the only reference in which 

the sovereignty of the Lord is challenged by an c.dversary. The Heavenly 

Council (-rfo) i.s referred to in 15. 8 by Eliphaz but d.S being unattainable 

·by mortal man. This is of a piece with the whole book, for LTob's dilemma 

would never have existed had he known of its deliberations and the esteem 

in which he was held by the Lord. 

I Kings 22.19-23 records a vision in which Micaiah saw "the Lord sitting 

on his throne, and all the host of heaven (U"' n <d;l }.'1'£ ) stand..i..ng beside 
. .~ "l'• ...... : 

him on his right ha.-r1d am~ on his left." This is the only reference to 

the Heavenly Council in which any individual. makes a conti·ibution viz "to 

be a lying spirit in the mouth of all his prophets". Tbis is the clearest 

example of what Jeremiah means by "standL1g in the council of tbe Lord" 

(23.18, 22) for this is where the prophet "perceives and hears his word" 

(v.18) so as to proclaim it to his people that they lliay "turn from their 

evil way11 
( v. 22). This picture of the Heavenly Council probably derives 

from the earthly Royal Court, to which,. for example, Micaiah wa.s su.mmoned: 

the kings seated on their thrones with the prophets gathered before them 

(1 K 22 .10). 

The next extension of this theme is in Isaiah, ·who would also have been 

well acquainted. with the Court in Jerusalem. In his call vision he sees 

the Heavenly King seated on his throne with his Royal Cortege about him 

(Is 6.1). Here too a duty needs to be performed and an eager response 

made. "vn10m shall I send and who will go for us? 11 
( v. 8) . This idea of 

commission is also noted by Jeremiah when speaking of the Heavenly Council, 

except that the Lord speaks there of messengers tnat have gone unbidden 

and delivered messages not given them (J~r 23.21). 



It may further b~ consid~red that the Heavenly Co·t..mcil is pa.rt of the 

Isaianic tradition. Thus Judah is summoned to it in 1.18-20. Deutero

Isaiah listens dpily to the Lord's deliberations 50.4f; indeed. 40,1-11 

9, 

may be quite a full picture of the way in which he received his instructions. 

Conclusion 

The evidence we have for the Heavenly Council is at once slight yet clear 

but wide in scope, and also patent of considerable expansion. The problem 

is to determine which parts of Scripture clea1·ly indicate such a Council 

rather than fit with the theory. 

Giv'en the theory of the Heavenly '.::ouncil much can be made to fit it. Ross 

sees its deliberations as being carried out in the phrase "let usn in Gen 

1.26; 3.22 and 11.7 (op.ci·t. p.102). This is surmise; others interpret 

these verses as a reference to the Trinity or simply to the :plural of 

sovereignty. Other theologians, such as Lindl)lom, use the theory of the 

Heavenly Council as a means of determining which prophets are true (those 

admitted to it) and which false (those not so ac_:::iitted) (J.Lindblom, 1973, 
./ 

p.182). There j s again littJ_e evidence to support this assertion, for 

J-eremiah and Micaiah are the only· prophets to lay claim to being involved 

in it. 

The word ;it) is not a technical term; it appears almost entirely in the 

books of Job, Psalms, Prov~rbs and Jeremiah and vTith a wide connotation. 

For instance the three references in Job refer to his intimate friends 

(19 .. 19) to his earlier friendship with God (29.4) as well a.s to the council 

of God ( 15. 8); and the gather fogs in chapters 1 and 2 are not referred to 

by that name. 

The clearest picture is presented by Jeremiah and Micaiah patterned on 

the human Royal Court but it cannot be assumed that every prophet knew 

this consciously as the source of his prophetic insight and message. It 

is a natural image to use and may have also been drawn from the Ugaritic. 

The terms1'il>and "T..ll'!?are found also in Ugaritic texts as also aren,i)~'.SJ? - . ... . ~. 

(angels, messengers}o1'?"rg(holy .ones) and ':ci'0·s~-'.Fr (sons of God). Be- .' 

ca.use of this Ugaritic background to the Heavenly Council, Horsfeld and 

Meyer deny the authenticity of J·er 23.18-22. (1973, p.83), yet this does 

not invalidate the concept in Israelite religion. Hebrew poetry also drew 

on the earlier concepts of its Ugaritic predecessors, but showed discernment 

in rejecting what was not compatible with Israelite faith. 
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We conclude therefore tha.t although the Heavenly Council is a Scriptrn~a:L 

concept, j_ts membership~ functioning and purpost: are uncertain aricl it is 

referred to in a variety of terminology. No clear link can be made be

tween a prophet's call and his summons to the Council, and e.part from 

Micaiah and Jeremiah no prophet makes a clear claim to :pa.rticipate therein, 

al.though Jeremiah infers that all prophets ·would be able to stand in the 

Council of the Lord (23.22). To those who were conscious of standing in 

however, there belonged a strong sense of assurance that they spoke as 

messengers of God, 

2.2.3 THE PHOPHETS' EXPERIE'NCES 

\-Te "'.:lust now consider experiences other tha..D. a call and standing in the 

Heavenly Council which enabled the prophet+'.") say "Thus saith the Lord", 

namely dreams and visions. 

The acceptance of dreams and visions as a means of divine commu.i".l.ic<:>.tion 

has a long history. F-.rom the days of Abraham to the prophecy of .Toe1 

they are well attested with tbe presumption that these were neither the 

firs';.; nor the last to be recorded. 

".L. ,, 
~v, 

The relationship of drear.is to visions is not c..Lee:c; it may be that visions 

were received in the daytime· and dreams at night, but this may be too simple 

a distinction. 

Cod, the Bible records, came to Abimelech in a dream by night (Gen 20.3) 

to reveal to him that the woman he had taken was Abraham's wife. He a:p

peared likewise at nigbt tO Isaac in Gerar (26.24) to J·acob in Bethel (28.11) 

and in Haran (31.10-13) and to Laban (31.24); it was at night time that a 

man wrestled with Jacob (32.24) and that God spoke to.him in his old age 

telling him to go down to Egypt (46.2). 

Joseph's experience of dreams was also considerable but his dreams were of 

a different nature. 'fuereas ~:;he others :mentioned contained. a clear message 

in verbal form Joseph's were entirely visual and needed interpreting. This· 

is true both of his own at the age of 17 (37.5-10) as well as those of the 

Baker, Butler and Pharaoh ( ~-0 .In) . 

In the remainder of the Pentateuch the only nocturnal communication men

tioned is of that to Balaam (Nurn. 22). The verbal content is stressed and 
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it is not C8.lled a drea."'Il, although on both occasions th.::? conversation is 

t · bt {·(",·' ,·c.., ,1 :~"1"\ •· ., a· nig 1 · and the same phrase J•\ {) '\i) ..;,1 11..;; 1.. ·and God caJne to· is used 

as in Gen 20.3 and 31.24. 
.._.. ' ·.": .,,,,,. 

By contrast God. speaks to Moses in the daytime at the Bush and. in the 

Tent of Meeting. Nm 12.6-8 both clarifies and confuses the issue. God 

says that to a prophet he makes himself kriow;.1 in a vision, he speaks ·with 

him in a dream. Moses is distiq;uished by his faithfulness ( / I?,\. J) anc. ,. ~*' '.' 
God speaks to him mouth to moutiJ, clearly a.nd not in dark speech. The 

implication is that God speaks with h:i.s prophets in riddles and obscure 

utterances, in a way that needs interpreting (so also Hos 12 .10). Miriam 

and Aaron clEdmed also to have been used as God's messengers ( v. 2) but we 

lac:~.;: evidence of the nature of their sayings. 

Nm 12. 8 does however elud.a.ate the claims of several of the cJ.assical 

prophets, who condemned their contemporaries of prop:nesying lies suosta,11-

tiated by the claim: "I have dreamed" (Jer 23.5). The dre&il because of its 

dramatic appeal was again given precedence over other forms of revelat:i.on 

(Dt 13.1-5; Jer 23. 27). The dream is contrasted with a clear word of God 

like straw to wheat; one cannot nourish, the other can ( Jer 23. 28). The 

dream which is a vehicle for the wrong message is decc..ptive and will lead 

men astray (Jer 29.8; Zc 10.2; Ezk 13.16; Mic 3.5). 

Because the prophets had been discredited with their dreams of peace t:h.at 

were not fulfilled Zecpari&.J.1 says they will be ashamed of their visions 

and removed by the 1ord (13.2-5). Joel however sees a renewal of their 

ministry (2.28). 

The dream is part of the fcrm of a message and does not necessarily validate 

its content. Sometimes the visual element predominates and sometimes the 

verbal. 

To those outside the covenant, with the exception of Abimelech ( G·en 20. 3), 

the visual predominates. In this way the man of God is able to move fully 

into the situation, so Joseph with the Butler, the Baker and Pharaoh. 

In most cases the verbal element is reported ( ;;hether or not there was much 

or any visual content) as it is the message that is supreme. In 1 Crir 1. 7 

we read "In that night God appeared to Solomon and said to him 'Ask what I 

shall give you'". At 7.12 we read "The Lord appeared to Solomon in the 
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night and said to him 1 I ha-~-e heard your _prayer, and have chosen this 

place for myself ·as a house of sacrifice'". The question comes to mind: 

was Solomon conscious or asleep at these moments? In the latter one woi:lld 

say he was conscious and possibly also in tl"le former. Yet the former event 

(but not the latter, so it remains an enigma) is !'ecordea. in 1 Kings 3. "The 

Lord appeared to Solomon in a C.ream by night . .And Solomon awoke, aDd behold, 

it was a dream11 (vv. 5.15). 

The only other people spoken to by God at night as recorded in the ·books 

of Samuel-Kings and Chronicles are lifatha.n and Samuel, 

To Nathan (2 S 7.4 = 1 Ch 17.3) the word of the Lo:rd. came by night. At 

the end of the pericope in each place it is called a vision. 

In 1 S 15 .10 the word of the Lord came to Sa..11uel as a result of which he 

spends the night in prayer and takes the Jnessage to Saul the next day 

(v.16). Samuel had received his call when clearly conscious at night t:Lme 

(1 S 3); The messc.ge he then received for Eli is also called a vision 

(v.15). 

Saul seeks guidance in all wo.ys o:;_:,en to him - by dream, by vision and "by 

prophets hut ree;eives nu answer so goes to a medium (1 S 28.6-15). The 

mention of prophets and dreams as separate methods would suggest that Saul , 

desired a dream of his mm. 

It thus remains a matter of conjecture whether the word of God came during 

sleep or in a conscious state. 

Dreams were accepted as a normative means of communication from God b::>th 

to Israelites and non-Israelites. Gideon even received encouragement from 

a Midianite dream. inter:p::.·eted by a.nother Midianite (Jg 7 .13-15). It was 

apparently in the 7th century and later that dreams were somehow manipulated 

a.nd doubt cast upon them both by the classical prophets as well as by their 

inaccuracy as evidenced by the fall of Jerusalem. 

This is not to say that all dreams and visions were invalid. Isaiah had 

visions (6.1; 21.2; 22.1-5) yet rejected those who err in vision (28.7). 

Ezekiel saw visions of God (1.1; 8.3; ·4o.2; 43.3) a vision of events in 

Jerusalem (11.24) and of a valley of bones (3"( .1) yet said that others 

saw delusive visions (13.7) and that false visions will end and true visions 
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be speedily fulfilled (12.21-25). Qoheletb has a word. of wisdom here 
11When dreams increase, empty woTds gro·w ma.ny: but do you fear Goa.n 

.(Ee 5. 7). 

There seems to be a close affinity between di.'eams and visions. Tb ere is 

no specific evidence to prevent us concluding that drear?1s refer alway.3 to 

nocturnal events. Visions however could be received either by day or night. 

The phrase "visions of the night" is spec:-'..f:i.c in Gen 1r6.2; Jb 4.13; 20.8, 

33 .15; Is 29. 7; Dan 2. 19, 7 ,2 s.nd apart from the first two are specifically 

par.allel.ed with dreams. Elsewhere there is ')ft en no clarity as to the time 

of receiving visions. Abraha.m received a vision at night (Gen 15.1) for 

the stars were visible (v.5)~ so also Balaam (Hm 24.4, 16 cf 22.8,20), 

Samuel ( 1 S 3 .15) , Nathan (2 S ~(; 4, 17) but within the prophet ie books no 

time is given (e.g. Is 6; Am 7.1, 4.7; 8.1). 

There is likewise no specific conclusion tb.at ca..D 1)e drawn about the state 

of consciousness. Dreams imply a. state of sleer and thus of unconsciousness. 

Abraham, Srunuel and Nathan just mentioned were presumably awake. The re-· 

ceiving of a vision, however the verbal and visual elements may be bala...11ced, 

is an uJ.traconscious rather than en Tu'lconscious event. 

The God of the Bible> is a God of variety and it would ·be wrone; to force 

experiences into a repetitive 10.ould lest one approach the :position of sug

gesting that the formula 11 'I'hus saith the Lord" always introduces a comnn.mi-

. cation received the previous night in a manner as numinous as that related 

in Job 4 .12·~16. i~evertheless when a message was received by means of a 

vision or a dream this added conviction to the person who thus received it 

that he had received a mess2.ge from God. 

Conclusion 

Dreams) vi~ions, and the Council of the Lord lent authori~y to only a small 

portion of the messages which the prophets uttered with divine assurance. 

It :may be that these were the substantiating experiences that stood behind 

other utterances but evidence is lacking. 

Too often we have little more than a formula such as "The Word of the Lord 

C8Jl1e to me". This formula introduces. 27 of the first 38 clJa:pters of 

Ezekiel; and this or a similar formula introduces 20 of the chapters in 

Jeremiah. Frequently a date :i.s also given which may suggest that a 
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t . t ' d d- " i·' 1 .,. - ( T "r::: 26 27 '~? cer ain even evo.n.e a wor - :i: ;.o:n ,ne ·O~ t1 ~-er C.J, , _ , , ---. ~ 34, 35, 36; 
Ezk 20, 24, 26, 29, 31, 32); sometimes men come to enquire for a word from 

the Lord ( Jer 21; Ezk 14, 20). In Ezekiel 8, -~- we are told. nthe hand of the 

Lord God fell upon me 11
, but what form this seizure took we are not told." 

Jeremiah on one occasion receives a word apparently by divinely guided 

meditation (18.2). 

However the word was received, what ste.nds out so clearly is that it was 

received as a word from the Lord. It is considered ,just as authentic 

whether it was received by way of a dream or vision or whether it crune in 

some other way. It was the Author of' the word rather than the means of 

its communication that was _preeminent. 
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2. 3 Till~ FROPHI~S' DELIVERY OF TEE WORD 

INTRODUCTION 

What we know of the prophetic ministry in Israel is in fact a very small 

pa.Tt of their total activity; it is limited to that which tbe Biblical 

authors considered importa.."'1t to their purposes. The chief information 

available to us covers only ten strategic personalities in six critical 

episodes during a period of 750 years: 

1. The Exodus . Moses is prophet, lawgiver and lead.er at a time of 

opportunity afforded by the redemption from Egypt for Israel to become a 

nation with its own land. 

2. The challenge of Kingship. 1100-1020. Samuel combines the roles of 

prophet, leader) priest and judiciary until he is relieved of the Tole 

of leader by Saul. With the full institution of the monarchy the prophet 

is further relieved of the roles of priest and judici2,ry; 

3. The challenge of Baal Melkart. 870-840. Elijah and Elisha contend 

against a takeover by the Tyrean Baal with its threat ~~Q Israel's ur1der-

standing of Kingship, the state and God. A third of the I and II Kings 

corpus, which covers ~00 years, is devoted to thi.s 30 year :period. 

4. The challenge of Apsyria. (a) In Israel 750-720. Amos and Hosea 

warn of destructi01; and exile; five dynasties fall in 30 years. (b) In 

Judah 750-700. Isaiah proclaims judgment, a remnant and hope. 

5. The challenge of Babylon. 630-580. Jeremiah a..~d Ezekiel proclaim 

the fall of 'Jerusalem, yet see beyond it the need of a new covenant and 

a new heart. 

6. The opportunity to Return. 539. Deuteroisaiah sees Cyrus as the 

servant of God to restore the exiles to their own land again. 

The significance of these episodes is sketched as a reminder that we shall 

not find anything like a full treatise on pro:phetism in the Old Testament. 

We can learn a lot from these ten men despite the long intervals between 

them and also despite the fact that we learn about them from different 
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standpoints. Of' Moses, Samuel, Elijah Wld Elisha we know chiefly wh:i.t 

they did, of the others chiefly what they said. 

Apart from these men we see only glimpses of s prophetism which ap1)arentl;y 

flourished throughout these eight centuries. Accordingly we are warned 

not to presume that we know more than we in fact do. 

Scripture presents to us a history centred largely around those six criticeJ_ 

episodes and the men prominent in leadership a.t those times. These men 

included the prophets we have mentioned.~ but th.ey are only a few of the 

many alluded to throughout the period. 

The most pertinent question concerning the prophet's delivery of the 

word is: "What is the relationshir; between the word received from God and 

the word delivered to men?" We shall see under "The Hrnnan Influences on 

Prophecy" ma..'1.y natural causes of a prophet's assurance of having the mind 

of God and being able accordingly to say "Thus saith the Lord". But such 

phrases as "The Word of the Lord came to me" suggest specific experiences 

of receivj_ng a word. The question is: "To what extent was this word 

embellished?" 
/ 

Georg Fohrer very helpfully delineated a four-stc,,ge pT0cess of development 

and interpretation. 

1. Ein Augenblick personlicher Gottergriffhei t (a moment of being 
individually grasped bJ God). 

2. Consideration of the meaning and significance of this experj_enee. 

3. Clothing the message in words. "Das L:i.llen des Zungenredens 
erreicht die Zuhorer nichtrr. (The tone of the actual speech 
does not r2ach the hearers). The prophet may add his own words. 

4. The oracle is put into artistic form, Us'.lally metric. (G.Fohrer, 
1974' :p .12). 

A prophet's integrity requires as close an affinity between steps 1 and . 

4 as possible. Balaam despite much inducement and vacillation was unable 

to declare a message alien to that which he received (Num 22-24). 

Step 2 may cover a prolonged period especially if the word from God is 

foreign to his understanding of' the -1;radition. Habakkuk exemplifies 

this. God 1 s word nI am rousing the Chaldeans" (1. 6) does not agree with 

Habakkuk's understa.r1d:i.ng of God's charact~r (1.12f), so he must take his 
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stand P.w.'1d :meditate aud wait :fer further. inte1li.gence (2.1). Only then 

is he ready, by his own personal commitment to :i.t, to proclaim the message. 

We see the prophet as receiving~ understacG.icg, becoming committed to and 

delivering substantially the Hame message to his people. 

We wish in this section to question three frequent assumptions made in 

the realm of Israelite prophetism: 

1. that prophets are forthteJ.lers rather than foretellers~ 

2. that the prophetic word is creative, 

? _,. that there was an evo1utionary process in prophetism. 

2.3.1 THAT PROPHETS ARE FOR'fiITELLERS RATHER TJIAN FORETELLERS 

A prophet i~ presented to us in the Biblical record as communicating God 1 s 

word to his people. He is a man of the word; the word is his stock in 

trade. This we un~erstand to be the ministry of forthtelling. 

11":'1 as a noun 
·f'~ 

(a word, thing) occurs 1439 times and as a verb (to S}Jt:ak) 

1142 times in the O.T. Of these occm'rences the noun is used 394 times 

of divine communication in the form of commandments , prophecy and words 

of help to the people. It is uniq_ue to IsraeJite religion that God is 

self-revealing, and th_e means of revealing the divine mind to the human 

mind is the word. The formulae introducing prophetic utterances are 

"'l'hus says the Lord", "Hear the word of the Lord", "Yahweh's word ·comes", 

etc. 

I H Von Rad points out that of the 241 instances of the phrase ?-1 J..'=l'( the 

word of the Lord) 221 c'oncern prophetic oracles of which. 123 oc~~ in the 

phrase _5,\ iJ..:Y,1 'lj)"l")(the word of the Lord carce to ... ), incl'.lding the 
.... •l-t° .. • :- --

definite article; it was ~he word for man in his situation. "There can 

therefore be no doubt but that this collocation was used .as a technical 

term for· an oral prophetic revelation." 

Many writers so stress the· content and. proclamation of a prophet's words 

that his role of foreteller is overlooked. Robert H. Pfeiffer (1961, 
:pp.117f) says: 



'l'he chief and almost only -.furici:ion of the reforming prophets' 
beginning with ·An1os, was to proclaim to their :people the 
nature arnl the will of Jehovah - a God of justice and love, of 
uns~potted moral character, a God. demanding ri.ght living rather 
than sa.crifice and of:fei-ings. 

18. 

Pfeiffer says a prophet was not concerned with predicting the future; be 

was a preacher rather than a fortune tel:i..er. 

Important as this stress is$ it is only half the story. God is not only a 

moral God but also an active God; there are sanctions to his dema."'1.ds, ru1d 

the prophet must proclaim both the sanct:ions and the demands; this involves 

foretelling as well as forthtelling. From Amos to Deuteroisaiah foretelling 

is a self-confessed part of prophetic m1nistry. All the acts 0f God are ::-e

vealed in order to be proclaimed (Am 2.7f). Von Had (1965, p. 93) co:mm.ents: 

· "There is absoiutely no saving event not foretold (Is ~-2. 9; 46 .10; 48. 5) n 

and observes that the Deuteronorriic historian: 

Pictures Israel's history as a. history of Jehovah's effective word.; 
it postulated a number of :predictions a.s the real causes of eYerits,, 
end at the appropriate places drew special attention to the way in 
which each particular one was fulfilled (ibid. p.94). 

"Coming true" is one of t:he tests of a :/rophet' s authenticity (Dt 18. 22; 

Jer 28. 9). Contrariwise failure to "come true" revealed the falsity of 

the prophets of peace in 586 B.C. The prophet of Israel was lifted out 

of the role of mere prognosticator as he was lifted out of the role of 

impassioned moral~.st by the nature of the God who had called him to his 

ministry. There are two factors in this. First, since God is just, 

forthtellhig and foretellfog are linked by the prophetic "'/ J~ (therefore) : 
- 'f 

e.g. "they said 1 We will not give heed.' Therefore hear ... and know ... what 

~ .. rlll ha:•pe;'1," '·Jc:.r o,,. 17f) .... .!:- •• \ ~ ~ • • Second, since God is gracious there is no 

mechanical or magical link between warning and fulfilment. '.rhe calamity 

foretold will happen, but on1~r if the warning is unheeded. This condi

tional element to prophecy is well :presented in the book of Jonah."Yet 

forty days a.rid l'Tineveh shall be overthrown" ( 3. 4) sounds final. The King 

of Nineveh, with considerable insight, says: "Who knows, God. may repent. 11 

(3,9) and his insight prov.es correct. 

We thus conclude that both foretelling and forthtelling are inseparably 

linked in true :prophetic ministry. 
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2. 3. 2 TBAT TH.E PROPBlTJ'IC vTOPJ) IS CREI\.'I'IVE 

The prophet ·believed himself to be in touch -vr.l th Yahweh> the God of Is:r~3.el , 

a.>J.d thus to sped;:_ on his behalf. It is f::;:eq_uently suggested that the Word 

of the Lord is c1·eative and tl:.us has its own independent pm-rer. This -;on

clusion is reached ljy linking the Biblical doctrine of creation to an unde:. ·-

standing of the power of a curse. Important though these factors aye t'hey 

overlook the doctrine of man's free will 5Jld the influence of ether factors 

such as conflicting prophetic words e.g. Micaiah and. Ahab's l~.oo prophets. 

Lindblom for instance spealrn of the o"bj ectivity of the Word but overstress es 

the case: 

It is impossible to understand the r6le played by the pro!ihets in 
Israelite sc.,dety without realizing that the divj_ne word pronounced 
by them in exhortation, ·warning and judgment was not only des cri:p-· 
tive but also effective a.rid creative (1973, p.114). 

That the words of the prophets of Yahweh, the mouthpieces and. mes
sengers of the omnipotent God, were filled with creative pow·er was 
self-evident to them_ (op.cit.:p.117). 

The words of the prophets were divine worG.s and thus thPy sh<=ired 
the active power of Yal1weh (op.ci-t.p.117). 

Jeremiah's fateful oracle (28.16f): 

is certainly net thought of only as a :::1rediction , but as a word of 
power which really killed Hananiah (op. cit.:p.118). 

About Zechariah's flying roll (5.1-4): 

This description reflects old ideas of the magic writing which acts 
ex ope re oper'ai:o (op. cit. p .119) . 

Because the prophets not only foretold calamities bt1t also created 
calamities, it was logical enough that they were both hated and 
feared (op.cit.p.123). 

We do not accept this understanding of the word and would point to four 

important distinctions which need to Qe borne in mind. 

L The first distinction that needs to be made is Yahweh's use of His 

word in nature s.nd in revelation. The basis of Lindblom' s argument for 

the independent effectiveness of. ti:1e ~-lord is drai;.,'11 f'rom O.T., Sumerian and 

Arcadian texts all concerning crea:tio~. &.'1d nature viz. Gen 1. 3; Fs 33. 6 ,9; 

148.5 which concern creat:1on, and Ps. J.1~7.15f, 29; 46.7; Am l.2 which con

cern his control of nature.· (In these v~rses Yahweh 1 s voice IG8.y mean no 
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more than thm1der). I,indblom then says ''There i.s no essential difference 

betweer. the word a.J an expressicn of the active powe1· of Yahweh and the 

divine woi-d pronounced ty th::: :prophets" (op.c,.':!;,p.117) and in his argmnent 

turns from the c:J;ove passages concerning i;reation and. nature to those con

cerning revelation to mankind. We agree that God has scwereign contrDl 

over nature, but he has crea~ed man with free will and this free will he 

respects. In the realm of revelation Am 3.7f is instructive: "Surely the 

J.Jord God does nothing without revealing his secret to his servants the 

prophets. The Lord has spoken who can but prophesy." In the affairs of 

mankind the word of the Lord is no fiat but an announcement of God 1 s plru1s, 

or a warning of what the future holds. 

'rhe prophetic word is thus not executive but admonitory and always condi-

. tiona1.· If it were not conditional, there would be little purpose to so 

much of the classical prophecy. It is usually man who signs his own death 

warrant - "why will you die?'! (Jer 27.13; Ezk 18.30; 33.11). Jonah's 

nationalistic heart could have wished that his prophetic word ~ absolute; 

he would have delighted in the power to destroy Nineveh. His very un-

11illingness to set out on his task was his understanding of Y&-.~;eh' s nature. 

"I knew that thou art a gracious God .... aboundlng in s":.eadfast love, and 

repentest of evil" (Jon 4. 3). Whatever attitude one takes to the histori

city of Jonah it gives a clear insight into its author's theological under

standing of the '~ord of God - that its pl~"!'pose is to achieve shalom by 

. means of prophet~ c proclamation and mM 1 s repentance. The book of Jonah 

also illustrates the sovereignty of God in the realms both of his inanimate 

and his animate creation. Man has free will (both Jonah and the Ninevites) 

but God has complete sovereignty over nature (the storm, the fish, the gourd 

and the worm). The later the book of Jonah is placed the more mature theo

logical :ceflection it contains. 

2. A second distinction to be made is between the word as the wora. of 

Yahweh and as the word of the prophet. We are now concerned with the pro

phetic ;.ro1·d in the realm of revelation; only occasionally is the prophet 

involved with the word of the Lord in its efficacious power in the realm of 

nature (e.g. Moses addressing the rock and the miracles of Elijah and 

Elisha). Even when the word of the prophet is the word of Yahweh it is the 

prophet who is feared. Md not Yahweh :. this indeed is underst8l1dable because 

it is the prophet who is seen and heard. If a fateful oracle is seen as a 

death sentence it must be seen clearly that it is a death sentence that 
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originates froni God a,nd not fror:t the prophet. J_,indl'•lom is not entirely 

clear on this point and it can J.ea .. d to con.fusion.. He calls the oracle 

against Hananj_ah Jereiniah's oracle (cp.cit.p.ll8); later he parallels 

this with the episode of Ana..rlias and Sapphire. in Acts 5 and. says "the 

two liars were killed by the d:i.vine poWf~r of the word of the Apostle" 

. (op. cit. p. 200). Since those who heard the pro:!_:'het were not to know -whether 

the word spoken originated with him or with Yahweh they would understand

ably err on the side of cau.tion 'and stand in awe of the prophet. For the 

word had power only if it crune from Yahweh and not simply from the mind 

of the prophet. 

Lindblom says "the effective power of prophetic words was increased by 

peculiar actions 'by which they ~:ere frequently accompanied" (op. cit, p. 

52). He instances Zedekiah &'1.d the horns of iron in l K 22. "tiith these: 

you shall gore the Syrians until they are destroyed". He omits to remind 

us that despite the symbolic actions his words were powerless, the Syrians 

were not destroyed. These words originated in Zea.ekiah' s mind not the 

mind of Yahweh. Jeremiah says of his contemporaries "they speak visions 

of their own minds~ not from the :rrouth of the Lord" (Jer 23.16), 'I':his 

underlines the truth of Dt 10.22 .... "the prophet has spoken it presump

tuously, you need not be afraid of him". 

To say that prophetic words hav~ power is true only if those words ori

ginate with Yahweh. The words of Micaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel etc., 

because they came from· Yahweh were fulfilled des:!_)ite the fact that those 

prophets were in a minority. The wora_s of the majority had no power. 

3. The third clist:i.nction to be drawn is between the power and the ful

filment of prophetic words. Here we wish to deny any magical potency 

attached to a prophet's words, although we appreciate there may have been 

. such an understanding amongst his hearers. To say that words have power 

is to claim that they are executive, as if they were arrows shot from 

bows; this allows no place for repentance by those addressed or for error 

on the prophet's part. 

The prophetic word claims to reveal what lies in the future and by no 

means creates the event prognosticated. Micaiah did not cause the King's 

death any more than Zedekiah enabled the army to conquer the Syrians. 

Micaiah .foresaw an event that would happen if the Kings went to war, 



Zedekiah &"1d his prophets were power1ess to aJ.ter it. 'Ebe prophet 1 s word'.:; 

were fulfilled not because they had power but because they we:re true. 

· 4. The final distinction to be made is bet.ween the emotive .force and . 

the content of the words. It is in this area, alone that words have ob

jective power. Words are weapons ·for good or for evil in themselves.They 

can bring peace or anger: "a soft answer tu,...neth away "llrath, but a harsh 

word stirs up anger" (Prov 15.1). Ill words from a prophet may instil fear 

(hence the corrective of Dt 18.22); words of doom will sap the morale of 

a nation - this is why Jeremiah was such a burden to .Judah; stirring wordg 

may lead to victory, Deborah was a great inspiration to Barak (Jdg 4 .14). 

It is in this sense that words of a curse or a blessing have great :power; 

parents who constantly denigrate or else encour2 . .se their chil.G.ren ha.ve a 

creative power over their development. "Angry public make rates staff 

ill 11 was a )_,ondon Daily Telegraph head.line (23 May, 19'75). 

Office workers in the rates department at St;.·atford-on-Avon are 
being taken i11 because of 'a persistent streaJll of vilification 1 

from angry ratepa:ye~s. JJast month 9 of the 22 staff members in 
the rates department became ill, in some cases for three weeks. 

Words in every society do have pecu..lia:. power and this power is enhanced 

in its impact by. em0tive or dramatic expression. Because of the credenc:e 

given to prophets their words have yet further power. They Pre creative 

and effective onl;r in as far as they act upon the e;notions and intellects 

·of their bearers - this is. a force not to be underestimated ru1d may have. 

curaulat i ve effect, yet they carmot affect future eve11ts independently. 

Symbolic A_sti~ 

Symbolic action is a means used to enhance the delivery of a message 

making it more r.:temorable. The comments made above as to the prophetic 

word apply also to s:rmbolism. It concerns the form of presentation rc-.t'ber 

than the content of a message. The word C8.J."'l oe portr.ayed dramatically but 

whether or not it is a word from the Lord depends on its content which, in 

turn, depencls on the prophet's receptiveness to the truth. 

Beth true and false prophets make use of symbolic actions. Zedekiah with 

his horns of iron (1 Ki 22) and Hananiah breaking the yoke bars round 

Jeremiah 1 s neck (Jer 28) are examples of false prophets using symbolic 
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actions. Jeremiah had made the yoke bars (2'7.2); he al.so remeined a 

bachelor (16.2) bought a field at Anathoth (32.9) hid large stones in the 

pavement at the entrance to Pha:i~aoh 1 s palace ( l~ 3. 8). Ezekiel shaved. his 

beard (5.1) sketched a siege on a brick (4.1) la;)r on his side {lt.4)· re··· 

f'rained from mourning when his wife died (24). Isaiah went naked for 

three years ( 20. 3) and both he and Hos ea gave symbolic names to tbeLr. 

children. All these were as much at the direction of the Lord and were 

as public demonstrations as the words spoken~ and. many were of an or.go frig 

nature. 

Of the earlier prophets Ahi<iah the Shilonite tore a mantle into 12 pieces 

(1 Ki 11. 30). Lindblom makes a note on the newness of the maatle "as 

be:i:ag better fitted for an extraordinary magical-religious use 11 (op. ait. 

p. 52 ). This is allied to his understanding of the effectiveness of pro

phetic words but it could also be argued that the newr..ess was either a 

mere eyewitness fact or else symbolic of either the newness Ol" the value 

of the nation of Israel in God's eyes. Jeremiah's new loincloth is also 

cited (Jer 13.1) and given a magical connotation whereas the emphasis in 

the text is on the contrast between it being new and being spoiled: it 

was good for nothing ( v. 7) • 

Symbolic rather th&""l verbal communication while having certaiYl advantages 

ar.1 disadvantages compared to the others being for example less p:::-ecise 

but more gripping and continuous, has nothing (;o add to our understan<llng 

of the prophets_' own v·iew of prophecy al.though we can admit that symbolic 

action may have further led some of their hearers into a more magical view 

of prophecy . 

2. 3. 3 THAT TFi.ERE WAS AN EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS IN PROPHEI'ISM 

The Literature 

Our understanding of prophecy in Old Testament times is gleaned principally 

from two sources, the Former Prophets and the Latter Prophets of the Hebrew 

Scriptures. It is all too rarely observed how different these two sources 

are, so that conclusions as to the nature of prophecy have been drawn on 

inadequate evidence. 

Reference to Appendix 2 will show that our literature is both extensive 

and limited. The Samuel-·Kings corpus devotes 88% of its space to the 10th 



and 9th Centurie~ and only J.2'.~ to the 8th and Ith Centuries wl1en the 

"classical prophets" flourishe:--1, and less than J.% to the 50 years of 

24. 

Manasseh's reign that divided these two :prophetic eras. Of the classical 

prophets only Isaiah is mentioned in the historical narrative; whereas 

the book o:' Jeremiah is longer than I and II Kings, which does not even 

mention his name. 

A different appreciation of prophecy is naturally given by tbe Former 

Prophets with a chiefly historical intei~est than by the Latter Prophets 

with a largely biographical concern. A fuller tmdersta...'1.ding of the nature.·. 

of prophecy is thus gained by amalgamating these insights rather than 

dividing them and setting one against the other, as has so often ·been done. 

Typical of the attitude of dividing these insights is C.H.Dodd. He begins 

chapter 3 of The Authority _of the Bible thus: 

The great prophets of the 8th and (th Centuries are a different 
breed from their predecessors. 

and two pages later: 

They feel themselves to be an altogether new kind of prophet, 
channels of a new religious impulse and a revolutionr-i.ry message. 

He later unwittingly gives a clue to how the picture is presented out of 

focus, but does not follow it up: 

It is indeed with the great prophets that we first come into 
direct touch with personE:l religion. Behind the stories of 
such a.~cient leaders as Moses and Elijah we can divine authen
tic religious experience, but it is a different thing to meet 
the prophet in his own writings and follow the movings of his 
spirit in communion with God (op.cit.p.120). Thus the great 
prophets are i:iresumed great because we know more about them. 

Bruce Vawter comments: 

The prophetic energy concentrated in ecstaticism that swept 
through the Tenth and Ninth Centuries had burnt itself out by 
the time that the great moral prophets of the Eighth Century 
made their appearance. (B.Vawter, 1961, p.23). 

This picture may appeal to those who compare Saul's prophetic experiences· 

with Amos but a.oes not make room either for Nathan or Ahab's proteges. 

We do not intend to enter the discussion of ecstasy, chiefly because ·we 

are more concerned with the content than the form of prophecy~ but also 
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because the pheno?menon is understood so w~WcJ.y by conunentators and. the 

evidmce hinges on the diffel'ent literary prese-r:tation of the Fo:nner 

Prophets and the Latter Prophets, and this has rendered the de.bate sterile. 

If we had as much information on the personal lives of the great figures 

of the Former Prophets as we have of the Latter Prophets, onr appreciation 

of them would be ve:7 different. 

Of Elijah we would learn of his agonising over his conflict with Ahab about 

Naboth's vineyard which earned him the title of Ahab's enemy (1 Ki 21.20) 

and over Ahab and the drought which earned him the title of "troubler of 

Israel 11 (1 Ki 18.17); we would also perhaps. discover more of his depression 

after Jezebel's threat on his life when he fled to Beersheba and to Horeb 

and said "take away my life; for I am no better than my fathers "(l Ki 19. 4). 

Elijah could well appear a spiritual giant as gree.t as Jeremiah. 

Samuel is another prophet to whom the historian devoted much space. All 

Isrciel k...'1ew that he was established a-s a prophet (1 Sam 3. 20), he had an 

intimate relationship with God (9.15), at the end of ~is life he cou~d 

claim to have lived blamelessly (12.3) and have prayed ceaselessly (12.23) 

ar..d was still able to preach powerfully (12.1-25). 

Many other men are mentioned but briefly, yet "•hat we know of them argues 

for a much deeper ~ppreciation of their stature. 

Micaiah shared Elijah 1 s privilege of being despised by Ahab, and a lo:.]ger 

ministry is mentioned than the single occasion of which we know (1 Ki.22.8). 

The unnamed prophet of 1 Ki 13, who cried against the altar of Bethel and 

prayed to the Lord that Jeroboam's suddenly paralysed arm might be res

tored (v.6), may have had a powerful and continuing ministry among a people 

led into sectarian apostasy by a rebel leader who began his leadership with 

the favour of the Lord (1 Ki 11.37). 

One may wonder too ¥rna.t more the ~ourageous Jehu ben H1mai1i did who with- . 

stood Baasha~ a regic~dalconspirator who had usurped Nadab's throne (1 Ki 

15.27f; 16.2-4). 
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When these are seen as men ra,ther than ind.dents they cam10t be lightl;)r 

dismissed, and when it is realised that we k._11ow of' them only what the 

historia...11s reveal, we can well understand that there is much more that 

has not been related. 

It cannot thus be so easily maintained that "the great prophets of' the 8th 

and 7th Centuries are a dif'ferent breed from their predecessors". That 

they had great :predecessors is not in doubt; Samuel 1 s influence on the 

monarchy was f'ormative and Elijah's determinations. As H.H.Rowley put 

it "Few crises have been more significant for'history than that in which 

Elijah figured .•.. without Moses the religion of Yahweh would never have 

been born. Without Elijah it would have died 11 (H.H.Rowley, 1963-2,pp.64f). 

The difference is in our lli"'lderstanding of them, a...11d this is caused by the 

different type of literature. 

It is instruct.ive to compare in the New Testament period the diff'erent 

standpoints of Luke as a historian narrating something of the ministries 

of Peter and Paul and of those men themselves as they appear in their own 

writings.. The par::?.llels between Luke's narrative in Acts and the history 

of t!1e 10th and 9th Centuries also militate against the idea of evolution 

in the ministry of prophets (see Appendix 5). 

For Peter and Paul one builds a more comprehensive picture by amalgrunating 

these two sources. Likewise a fuller understa..,_ding of the nature of' p:i--o

phecy in the Old Tcsta:rnent·.i.s gained by unitine:, the insights of the his

torians and the biographers. 

The Prophet's Followers 

We have so far looked at the outstanding figures on the prophetic scene 

in the 11th to 7th Centuries and realised that the difference between 

them is not necessarily as great as has often been suggested. We now turn 

to their followers. 

Dodd assumes that the prophetic bands of Elijah's day became the false 

prophets at the time of Isaiah and Jeremiah and appear as a degrading 

rather than an elevating influence (p. 60 op. cit.). The link between the 

two groups is seen as ecstatic behaviour, a concentration on the form as 

opposed to the content of prophecy. 
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In the Samuel--Kings corpus we see prophetic bar:.ds in the t:i.me of EJ.ijah 

who were loyal to 1n.hweh and others who were loye,l to Baal. Obadiah 

rescued some of the former when Jezebel t:r.ied to clestroy them (1 Ki 18, 

3.4). There were: thus groups with differing J.oyalties in Ahab's reign. 

A line of development is not clear between the 9th and Ith Centuries! 

partly because of the different standpoint of the historical narratives 

which give us the above information and the hiographical which tell of 

the false prophets. It cannot be asserted that the one led to the other. 

There were, moreover, in Jeremiah's days several groups of religious 

leaders who had varying loyalties: there were Jeremiah and those loyal to 

him, including Baruch and Uriah; there were his opponents who also. claimed 

loyalty to Yahweh and there were the Rechabites who likewise c-:1.aimed to 

be on Yahweh's side (Jer 35); there were also devotees to tbe queen of 

heaven and other gods ( 7 .18; 1(4 .15-25). 

There may have been certain similarities between the bands of Yahwistic 

prophets and the opponents of Jeremiah because both had a conservative 

and nationalistic flavour, but beyond this the point is not proved. 

A further source of unconvincing conclusions is a com:parisc-n be·cween the 

earlier prophetic bands e.z1d the later p:..·ophetic leaders. This is a failu:::-e 

to compare like with like. Lina_blom (1973, p.216) compares and cont:r.asts 

the classical prophets with what he calls the early or "primitive" prophets. 

He shows a. clear historical connection anJ. many similarities between the 

two groups, but wI'..en he contrasts them it is in fact the earlier groups 

that are contrasted with the later individual leaders. 

In the former, orgiastic ecstasy was more prominent ...• ecstasy 
was in some measure an end in itself... Other extraodinary 
gifts such as cle,irvoyance, wonder working and magical actions 
are practically alien to the great prophets. Dreams do not 
supply div-ine ~evelations. Most of the great prophets lived 
their own private lives .... they did not live in coenobia or 
belong to prophetic guilds like the majority of the early prophets 
(J.Lindblom, 1973, pp.216f). 

These statements provoke many comments: we know of no orgiastic experiences 

in men as early a.s Nathan and Gad; we are not told that the prophetic 

leaders amongst the early prophets did live in coenobia or belong to guilds, 

they seem very much freelance, lfke their later brethren;_ apart from 

Elijah and Elisha we meet little wonder working in either earlier or· later 
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prophets. This is not to deny that either the early or late prophets were 

in fact wonderwo:rY:ers. We are not informed on the point end. contrasts 

cannot be asserted from silence. If we only had the· epist.les of Paul &'1d 

·Peter we should be unaware of the outstanding ministry both had as wonder

workers. With Isaiah is connected the retracing of the sun's shadow on 

the dial (2 Ki 20.11; Isa 38.8). Ps 74.9 links the cessation of signs 

with the cessation of prophecy. 

Lindblom is at his most helpful when he says "the essential differer.ce 

consists in the content of their message. 'Io Amos and his successors the 

existence of Yahweh's people was at stake." They had a "compelling call 

tQ work as messengers from God to make the people conscious of the· dange!' 

to which they were exposea." (op. cit. p.216f). 

This is the crux of the matter; the nature of prophecy concerns not so 

much the form of prophecy as its content. There is not so much a develop

ment or evolution in I)rophecy as a different me<> sage to different si tua

tions. Prophecy is proclaiming the right message at the right time. 

The Ca.'1onical Presentation 

We do not deny that the ~rophets of the 11th to 9th Centuries are presented 

to us in a very different light from those cf the 8th to 6th Centuries. We 

do, however, tak.:. issue with those who wculd overstress the influer.ce of 

-ecstasy, disrega:;:d the genuine stature of the earlier prophets or on the. 

other hand oveTexal1~ the later prophets. 

The facts.are that, assuming that the so-called prophets wrote little them

selves, those who reported the fonr.er prophets concentrated on their deeds 

in a context, w1le1·eas those who reported the latter prophets concentrated 

on their words less clearly contextualised. As the editors of both· types 

of literature may have been contemporaries and since they also had theo

logical interests, some difference in the prophets may be indicated. 

What this difference may be is a matter for conjecture. We would suggest 

that in the second half of the period of the monarchy urbanisation, 

pessimism and cynicism were on the increase contributing to a loss of 

confidence in Gcd's goodness by ·most of Judah 1 s leadership. The "writing 

:p!"ophets" addressed an ongoing spiritual disease that deteriorated. into 

critical condition when the life of the nation was threatened. There was 
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thus a consistent theology warn~_ng of impend:l:1g doom ( 2 Ki 17 .13; 24. 2; 

Jer 7 .25) -which was given sharper definition in the times of the "classical 

prophets". This explains why the words of tr1e. "writing prophets" were 

retained rather tha:n the precise content ,although the general content for 

most of the !'writing prophets" was the demise of the nation. 

The days of Samuel to Elijah (the period of the "former prophets") a:od 

earlier were considered in the exile to have been the heroic age, in which 

episodes rather than words were recorded. '11he splendours of tbe past are 

evoked in the ph:::'ase 11 as in the days of old" •(Is 51.9; 63.9,11; Jer 46.26; 

Lam 1. 7; 5. 21; Am 9 .11; Mic 7 .14 ,20; Mal 3. 4). 

Finally we suggest that the difference in presentation of the Latter 

Prophets as opposed to the Former was caused s:l.m:ply by historical perspec

tive. In the days of the exile the words and agonies of the "cl&.ssical 

prophets" were remembered and recorded in detail, whereas the comparable 

details in respect of the former prophets had lnng been forgotten. 

Conclusion 

The idea of an evolutionary process in prophctism ar:..ses from a lack of 

awareness of the cli:>tinccive presentation of the prophets by different 

editors in the exilic period. This is aggravated unconsciow::ly by e.ccording 

greatness to tho~e about whom we know the most, and thus slighting those 

about whom we kn:,;r les.s. Great prophets arose when the situation called 

them forth and should -oe judged by their faithfulness rather t"hw by the 

amount of in format ion we have about them. 

(, 
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2·. 11 · MAN 1 S RESPONSE 

We have noted a firm conviction in the prophet that the source of h:~s 

message was with God. The word arose in his mind both from a personal 

relationship with God and from his understanding of the accumulated tra-

ditions of his people. He was thus able to speak and act with self-

assurance. 

It was then the lot of his hearers first to discern the authenticity of 

the prophet's message, and then, if satisfied that it was authentic, their 

responsibility to obey it. 

Discernment 

Bruce Vawter calls the prophet "The Conscience of Israel", imply:Lng that 

he was1 a traditionalist touching men's hearts reminding them of what they 

already knew (B. Vawter, 1961, p.16). "We now hear less and. less of 

"ethical monotheism" as the creation er discovery of the prophets of 

Israel." (op.cit.p"l8). 

This understanding of the prophet's ministry puts the onus equally on the 

hearer as on the prophet to test the authenticity of the message. '11he cnus 

i.s to obey the genuine word and to ignore the false; and thus to distinguish 

between the two. To enable him to do this there are two deute::cono:rnic 

guidelines as to authentic:i.ty, one negative and one positive. 

l. Dt 13 .1-5. A prophet who encourages idolatry must not be heeded. By 

analogy, based on· v. 4, t:q.is can be extended to cover a prophet "..rho en-

courages any. contravention of the Sinai covena.rit. The IIIrd Commandment 

may be understood to include false prophecy in its prohibition, for that 

is one f'o:cm of t.a1cing the name of the L0rd in vain. It is noticeable 

that Jeremiah :i~1 his indictment of false prophets pays as much attention 

to their moral oehaviour, especially their transgression of the VIIth and 

IXth Commandments (Jer 23.14) as to the content of their message. If a 

prophet contra.·renes Dt 13. 4 then he "is not to be listened to, for he is 

teaching rebellion (v.5). 
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The onus is thus pluced on the people since false prophecy is a test of 

their loyalty ( v. 3) • 

We shall be considering at greate:r length the question of true and falf'e 

prophecy in the next section. Towards the end of the monarchy the situa-· 

tion was aggravated by stress on conflicting elements wit:nin the tradition. 

Dt 13 concerns the basic principle when false prophecy involved a deni8.l 

of the tradi t:.i_on al together. 

2. Dt 18.15-22. A prophet like Moses is tc b.e heeded. He is typified 

. as a man of whom God says: "I will put my words in his mouth, and he shall 

speak to them all that I command him." 

Two contrasting examples are given in v.20 of prophets who are not to be 

heeded: 

( i) the prophet who speaks in the name of other gods; he is then 

similar to a prophet in Dt 13 .1-5 who encourages idolatry. 

(ii) "the prophet who presumes· to speak a word- in my name which I 

have not COlliill6llded him to speak". The word for presumes 

r··riy:;.J is a very strong word and cannot refer simply to one 

who is misguided. The root 1"' I means boil up, seethe, act 

proudly, presumptiously, rebelliously. The verb also occurs 

at Dt 1.43 with reference to the deliber~te rebellion of 

Hormah after the. Isri:i.elites' faithlessnt;:SS at Kadesh Barrea 

CNum 14). 

The word for rebellion at Dt 13. 5 m.?~] implies turning aside from t:Le 

wa;y of' the Lord, or apostasy. 

Thus the prophets who are to be disregarded are those who deliberately 

induce others to deny their loyalty to the Lord. The onus is upon the 

people to be sensitive to the spirit of prophecy. 

If', however, there is still doubt in the mind of the people whether the 

prophet is true to the Lord or not, a practical test is offered as well 

{ v. 22) . If' a word. is from the Lord it will come to pass , if it does not 

come to pass it is not from the Lo1·d. Micaiah may have been conscious 

of this test when he said to Ahab: "If you retui:.n in peace, the Lord has 

not spoken by me" (1 Ki 22.28). This guide also gives significance to 
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the use of signs. A sign is given to valjdate a. subsequent prophecy, if 

the sign is fulfilled. it is an earnest that the prophecy is of the Lord · 

and must be heeded. 

There is an insepal·able relationship between the prophecy and the prc:phet. 

There is, of ccurse, no claim made of infallibility for the prophet, a 

genuine prophet could utter an erring prophecy, (this however would be a 

misreading of the situation rather than deliberate deception e.g. 2 Sam 

7.3). Yet the character of a prophet would soon be made manifest. At 

the end of a period of dearth of prophecy Samuel arose and. there was no 

doubt throughout Israel that he was a prophet of the Lord (1 Sam 3.19-21). 

The same test of verification is referred to: "none of his words fell to 

tl:e ground. " 

These guidelines in Dt 13 a."1d 18 are complementary. They speak of purging 

Israel of prophets and other charismatic leaders who are false (13,5,18.20). 

This falseness is an attitude of heart that issues in apostasy and re

bellion, rather than a question of incidental inaccuracy. Since the death 

penalty is advocat.ed the onus of discernment is both on the prophet who 

stc;;:.1ds to be judged and the people who are to judge him. 

Obedience 

Having discovered the origin of what is procla.imed as prophecy one must 

give heed to it if it is cf the Lord, otherwise "I myself will require 

it of him" (Dt 18.19); if it is spoken presumptuously or in the name of 

anothei· god there is no need to fear the prophet or the outcome of his 

prophecy (18.22). 

The Deuteronomic historian moulds his history according to the response 

of the people and their leaders to God's covenant with them. Blessing 

attends obedience and cursing disobedience. 

It is at times of natione.l crisis that the ministry of the prophet be

comes most prominent. Their ministry is to aver that the crisis is not 

simply political but moral arid spiritual, so that the outcome of the crisis 

.is not a matter of armaments but of faith and obedience (Ps 20. 7, 14·r .lOf). 

Georg Fohrer, quoting Ezk 18. 23 ~ points out that God wa..Dts repentance 

rather than death for his people; the possibility of salvation is related 
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to the renewal of ma.:r1kind. Conee:rning the 8th Century prophets he says: 

Vonda aus ist das zentrale Thema derprophetischen Botschaft 
die mogliche Rettung des schuldigen und. eigentlich d.em Tade 
verfallenen Menschen (G. Fohrer, 1974, p.lG). 

(Henceforth the central theme of the prophetic message is the 
possible salvation of culpable mankind over -Y!hom hangs the . 
death sentence.) 

The big question of Amos' ministry is "Ist Rettung moglich?" - is salva

tion possible? (7.J.-9, 8.1-3). Israel's end (~p.) is near whilst i:t 

thinks itself at the height of its power. There are two possibilities 

(Moglichkeiten): (1) Repentance "Umkehr", so that God will be gracious 

or (2) redemption "Erlosung" through a new exodus - either way there will 

ultimately be a new c0Ill!11unity. 

Schliesslich finden sich die einzelnen Glaubenden, die durch 
lhnkehr oder Erlosung in ein neues Dasein gefuhrt worcen sind, 
zu einer Gemeinschaftzusammen, die das neue Gottesvolk darstellt 
(op. cit. p .1 7 ) • 

(Ultimately we are left with this single hope, that the people 
of God will be led into a new existence either through i•enen
tance or rederription, and thus be established as a new co:rr:muni ty.) 

Thus much of the message of the prophet concerns.obeQience. This goes to 

the root of the difference between the conception of divinity held by 

Israelites as opposed to that held by their Peighbours. To Israelj_tes 

Ya.~weh was a God to b~ obeyed - He had led tr.~m out of bondage in Egypt: 

they must be loyai to Him (Ex 20.1-2). To their neighbours however, the 

divinity was virtually the servant of the people to fulfil their wishes, 

worship being the means of obtaining those desires. "O Baal, answer us" 

is the incess~>.nt clamour on Carmel (1 Ki 18.26). "He never prophesies 

good concerning me", is Ahab's lament of the lone voice of Micaiah (1 Ki 

22.8); Jehoshaphat could discern insincerity in the voice of the 400 

prophets who said and sought to bring about what the king wanted to hear 

(v.7); when Johanan comes to Jeremiah he is ready to obey God only if 

the guidance is to his taste (Jer 42.2, 43.2). 

The prophet makes uncomfortable demands on his hearers. When Elijah 

came into confrontation with Ahab, it was not the forreer but the latter 

who was the real "troubler of Israel" on account of his disobedience to 

the moral demands of the law of God (1 Ki 18.18). "You have sold yourself 
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to do what is evil in the sight of the Lord, 11 (l Ki 21. 20) is Elijah's 

judgment of the character of the king. 

When God speaks, however he may communicate his words, he commands. "Go," 

he says to Abram (Gen 21.1). "I will send you to Pharaoh",he tells Moses 

(Ex 3.10) and when Moses says, 11send, I pray, some other person," (4.13) 

God is angry; objections he will answer but refusal is not permitted. 

"Arise) go ·over Jordan," he says to Joshua (Josh 1.2). · "To obey is better 

than sacrifice," Samuel says to Saul (1 Sam 15.22). In the 10th and 9th 

Centuries the imnamed prophets of 1 Kings stress the reward of disobedience~·· 

"Your body shall not come to the tomb of your fathers" (13.22), "a lion 

shall kill you" (20.36). 

Deuteronomy and Jeremiah each link obedience ·with blessing and disobedie;.,ce 

with harm. The extensive section Dt.27-30 portrays the history of the nation. 

"If you obey._ .. blessed shal_l you be" (28.1,3); this blessing covers city, 

farm and family, battle and national life. "If you will not obey .•. cursed 

shall you be" (28.15f); this curse covers the sa.'Ile areas, promising 

"confusion and frustration in all you undertake" (v.20), pestilence, fever, 

drought, defe£>.t; madness, bj indnt::ss and confusion of mind; oppression and 

robbery; and exile (28.21,22,25,28,29,36). 

Jeremiah has a similar message: "Amend your ways," (7,3) - turn away from· 

oppression, murder and idolatry (v.8) and your national security will be 

assured (v.7). Their, disobedience also covered a refusal to listen or 

to respond to the voice of God (v.13). A religious veneer persisted 

(vv .• 4,8) but this would not avert their justly deserved punhisment - the 

Temple could be destroyed (v.14) and the people go into exile (v.15). 

This was no new message but the same that Israel had received at the 

Exodus, "Obey my voice and I will be your God, you shall be my people; 

walk in all the way that I command you, that it may be well with you" 

(v.23). God had honoured his side of the covenant making his voice 

audible, but there had been inadequate response "from the day that your 

fathers came out of the land of Egypt to this day, I have persistently 

sent all my servants the prophets to them, day after day; yet they did 

not listen to me, or incline their ear, but stiffened their neck. They 

did worse than their fathers." (vv.25,26). 

Jeremiah preached this message for forty years but despite the events of 

597 and 587 the survivors would still not listen. In 606 he complains 
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that he has spo~en unheeded for 23 years already (25,3) - not to listen 

to Jeremiah was tantamount to refusing to list~n to God (v.'r), and that 

brings harm upon themselves. The pun.ish1nent for disobedience was out-

lined more clearly - Nebuch~dressar is God's servant now to cause IsTael's 

ruin and sorrow (vv. 8-11). Ten years later Jeremiah, despite opposition, 

is still saying that Babylon will conquer unless they yield in humiliation 

to their enemy (27. 8-11). Ten years later still the message is u."'lchange:J. 

(32.3,5). 

It is not only the people but the prophet himself who is called to obey. 

Jeremiah proved himself obedient by his constant preaching of the same 

message over 40 years; despite the suffering involved he could not kee~ 

sil.ent, "whenever I speak, I cry out. I shout 'Violence and destruction' 

- the word of the Lord has become for me a reproach and derision all day 

long .•. 'Denounce hi.m! Let us denounce him! ' say all my familiar friends. 

Why did I come forth from the womb to spend my days in shame" (20.7-18). 

Yet when he tries to hold back God's message he cannot. 
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2.5 MAN'S ENQlJlliES 

We have so far considered th2.t prophetic a(!tivity in which the prcphet 

took the initiative as far as his contemporaries were concerned by bringing 

a message to them. 

To his contemporaries the recognised prophet had also a very diffe:cen-c 

significance. It was through the prophet that men could enquire of God. 

If we were limited to the "Latter Prophets" o{ the Hebrew Scriptures our 

knowledge of their prophetic activity would concern solely their ministry 

of proclamation. The "Former Prophets" a.re written more from the his

torian's standpoint and reveal a complementary activity in which the 

people seek advice and wisdom. The prophe-~ stands between the people and 

God and is concerned both with what God had to say to his people and with 

what the people have to ask of- God. 

This ministry of availability to the people ma.y have consumed the larger 

part of the prophet's time. Until his father-in-law intervened, Moses 

was in danger of wearing himself out thereby (Ex 18.13-23). "The people 

come to me to enquire of God 11 (15). This judicial ca!)acity was also 

typical of Deborah's ministry (Jdg 4.5) and Samuel's (1 Sam 7.15ff). 

People came to the prophet.not only to have t11eir disputes settled, but 

also to discover God's gu5_dance at times of perplexity over other concerns. 

Saul seeking his father's asses, Jeroboam's wife concerned about her child·' s 

health, Rebekah in her .pregnancy, Jehoshaphat before entering battle, Ben

Hadad in his sickness, Hezekiah when surrounded by the Chaldeans, aJ_} came 

to the prophet of their day to enquire of God about their predicament. 

When people desired to enquire of God they could go either to the prophet 

or to the priest. The latter's means of enquiry were mechanical, involving 

the use of the sacred lot Urim and Thummim~ Although the purpose was the 

same, the method was very different; one was a personal approach to God 

the other impersonal. The method of enQuiry used perhaps depended in part 

on the availability of the prophet or the priest, evidence is insufficient 

to determine the point. 

To distinguish these two methods, separate words ere used for consulting 

God. The ordina_ry verb !, ,~"/is used of pries'!:.ly enquiry, whereas vJ -i ":i 
- -r - "t' 

involved prophetic enquiry (see Appendix 4). 
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The Use of ~1)1 \J;/: The Priestly Method. 
----:;:-,,-· -. ·------·~·-·--·--

The movements of the congregation in the wilaerness were regulated by 

consultation of Urim e11d 'I'rm.mmim (Nm 27 .2::.). These stones were placed. 

in the breastplate of' the High Priest (Ex 28.30; Le-v 8~8) but were 

lacking in the Second Temple (Ezra 2.63; Neh 7,65). The simplest under

standing of these is that they were two st0nes which were thrown to 

fall (a) face upwards, (b) face downwards, OJ'.' ( c) one either way indi-

cating no answer from Yahweh (1 Sam 14.37; 28.6). (a) a..'1d (b) would 

give. an .answer yes or no. A double throw wi.th the same result would 

give an insistent positive or negative answer (1 Srun 23.2, 4, 30.8). 

The priest apparently had the liberty to add a prophetic word of en
couragement (1 Sam 23.4; Jdg 18.6, 20.28) or di:::-ection (1 Salli 10.22~3; 

2 Sam 5.23). 

The priests by whom such enquiry of the Lord is recorded were Eleazar 

(Nm 27.21), Phinehas his son (J~g 20.28), Saul 1 s priest (1Sam14,37), 

Ahimelech (1 Sam 22.10, 15) and Abiathar his son (1 Sam 23.2-4, 30.7f -
I 

note the use of the ephod). 

J.A.Motyer sees Abiathar's use of the 2phod (1 Sam :3 1).7) as being the 

High Priest's garmsnt (0riTu and Thummim - New Bible Dictionary) • If 

this were so there would be only one ephod in ·Israel, yet SBul claims 

specifically tc have enquired of the Lord by Urim (1 Sam 28.6) and this 

is during the S"!lle ep~sode in which David enquired of the Lord by 

Abiathar. It may be that the priestly garment consecrated the stones 

and more than one set was. used; however, it is clear that similar means 

of consultation were available to both Saul and David by means of a 

priest at the same time. 

Use of Urim anQ Thummim is not mentioned between the early monarchy and 

post exilic times. Motyer claims: 11The existence of prophecy seems to 

make the Urim and Thummim superfluous." But this statement requires 

closer examination. The fact that Urim and Thummim are not mentioned 

does not necessarily imply that they were not used. The word Thummim 

only occurs six times in Scripture, always linked with Urim, and Urim 

alone occurs on two further occasions. Of the eight times that Urim 

occurs~ four are in the Pentateuch, two during Saul's life and the other 

two are in Ezra and Nehemiah. It would seem more natural that Urim and 
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and Thunrrnim were in use tbroughout this period. than that they were re

susci tB-ted after an interval of 500 years. The statement is particularly 

strange in the light of 1 Sam 28.6 in which Saul is stated to have con

sulted with prophets and Urim a.t the same time. If the use of S ~· ':j in 

its teclL."!.ical sense implies enquiry by a p:dest using the Urim and Thummim 

Is 30.2 may well indicate that this means of consultation was still used 

in the middle of the prophetic era. The fact that Urim and Thummim are 

so rarely mentioned may well be due to the scope a..~d interests of the 

Biblical writings ~nd their authors.rather than because they fell into 

disuse. 

The use of W 1 ":l": The Prophetic Method . 
... :i; 

Whereas 5 ,)'!//is the simple verb for ask or enquire, 'II ):Jf° involves a greater ... .,. 
degree of thorough ress and determination, thus "to seek, to care for, to 

study, to frequent" (B.D.B. in Zoe.). A deeper involvement is envisaged 

which is satisfied more readily by the prophet and a personal approach 

to God (Ezek 14.73, 20.1,3) than by the priest with his more mechanical 

use of the sacred l~t. 

Jehoshaphat enquires for the word of the Lord tbrougL the prophets (1 Ki 

'22.5, 7, 8; 2 Ki 3.11). A fuller prophecy was received from Micaiah and 

}!;lisha than the "yes/no" a.llswer from a priest. When Ben-Hadad was sick 

he sent Hazael to Elisha to enquire of the Lord "Shall I recover from 

this sickness?" 'l'his' question like that of Jehoshaphat (1 Ki 22. 5) 

could have been asked (f:,.,\'I//) of a priest but was in fact asked (t111:i) of 
,~ ,~ 

the prophet. 

When the book of the law is found, Josiah sends a priest and others to 

enquire (eµ"'l":T) of the Lord about its significance a.nd they go to Huldah 
. , " 

the prophetess (2 Ki 22.13). 

'li)iis again used of Zedekiah enquiring of the Lord by Jeremiah concern

ing the outcome of battle (Jer 21.2; 37,7), Like Josiah, Zedekiah sent 

a priest to make this enquiry on both occasions. 

There is no need to suppose that the prophet became the sole reeans through 

which men believed they could consult (f.(1./-:f) God for they also consulted . ,~ 

<'i:.;r)· necromancers (Dt 18.11), mediums (1 Sam 28.7), Baalzebub (2 Ki 1.2), 

socerers and wiza.Yds (Is 8.19; 19.3). All of these involve the personal 

rather than mechanical element. 
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The use of 0""17! occurs only three times -before the divided monarchy, but 
.- ' ~ . . 

the paucity of references does net necessarily imply a lack of resort to 

this· means of consultation. Though 1 Sam 9. 9 is an isolated reference 

in the life of Samuel this states a general principle and a normative 

pattern of life when a prophet was available. Likewise Ex 18 .15 ghre·s 

the impression that Moses was readily available for enquiring of God 

although tbe reference is particularly to Jegal matters. 

Fo.r completeness Gen 25. 22 must also be mentioned. John Calvin mentions 

both views of this verse in his days "it is commonly received opinfon 

that she enquired. of some prophet". That conjecture he says has no pro

bability "for at that time what prophets, except. her husband and father

in-law could she have found in the world, stiJ.l less in that neighbourhood. 11 

His view is t'1at Rabekah "having sought retirement, prayed more earnestly 

that she might receive a revelation from heaven" (J. Calvin 1965, Vol. II, 

p.43). If Calvin is right at this point it is a unique meaning of the 

word V'~J. It is more logical to suggest that she enquired of someone,, 

and why not her husband or father-in-law, .if no one else was available to 

mediate a word from the Lord. 

5,\'Wis never used of enquiring of God by a prophet; \:ijT is never used 
, 4l'f .... _, 

of enquiring of God by a priest. Ei the1· methods of enquiry may be used 

in certain sitm•tions•. On two occasions Ahab asks Jehoshaphat ''Will you 

go with me to battle?" (1 Ki 22.4; 2 Ki 3.7) and on each occasion Jeho

shaphat insists on enquiring of the Lord (\Jh':'l') by a prophet; in Jdg 20.33; 
-~ 

1 Sam 14.37, 23.2; 2 Sam 5.9 similar questions were asked ()xv) of the 
.. 'I' 

Lord by the priest. 

The type of question that could be determined by the priest's use of the 

sacred 10t was limited as the answers were confined to a yes/no a.'1swer; 

the priest was, however, at liberty to embellish this basic answer at 

his own discretion. 

On occasion the priest would go to the prophet to enquire of the Lord 

(2 Ki 22.13; Jer 21.2, 37.7) but the. prophet never to the priest. 

The literature we have is not sufficient to enable us to know whether the 

use of the sacred lot fell into abeyance. The literature we have concerns 
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clliei'ly those men and women who loomed large in the politic al arena, 

and not the ordinary man or woman with questions o:f equally burning im

portance to themselves but of little significance to the writers of the 

Scriptures. Whether or not the option was oy;en to them to go either to 

the prophet or to the priest and what the comparative costs were we do 

not know. 

As a bi-pro"duct of the fact thst the Deuteronomic history was ·written 

from a prophetic standpoint the day to day activity of the priests in 

the era of the monarchy is not evident to us. 
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2:6 TRE QUESTION OF FULFILMENT 

It seems that i~ the prophet's experience of God he is led, frequently· 

at a specific moment of call, into a new ministry as God.'s spokesman to 

his people. He has a self-assurance~ be it by reference to the heavenly 

council, dreams, visions or something else, that what he proclaimed is 

the word of God. 

The onus is then on the people to discern t:::te nature of this message, 

and consequently the messenger (or vice versa). If it is authentic then 

their response to the word is equivalent to their response to God·. 

Dt 18 gives as one test of authenticity "coming true" so we turn now to 

the matter of fulfilment, which will in its turn lead to the question of 

canonicity. 

There is no simple criterion by which to distinguish true from false 

prophecy, and it is this that creates the dilemma for the prophet's con

temporaries. The dilemma is heightened at a time of national crisis be

cause two prophetic parties can claim tradition and ~he covenantal 

character of God i:: sup::ort of thei:r message and thus preach it with 

confid.ence. I.f these voices are contradictory the truth may only be 

revealed by subs~quent events. 

In some instance'.:> a sign (n) ~·) is given by way of pledge for some more 

distant prophecy, so that its .fulfilment is assumed to guarantee the 

truth of the whole. The sign may ·be a natural sign (1 Sam 2.34, 10.1; 

2 Ki 19.29; Is 7.14; Jer 44.20; Ex 3.12) or a miraculous sign (Ex 4.1-18; 

Jdg 6.17-22; 2 Ki 20.8-11). Samuel's reputation was "all that he says 

comes true" (1 Sam 9.6). Fulfilment is of decisive importance (Is 41.23) 

and non-fulfilment proves presumption (Dt 18.22). But non-fulfilment 

raises the problem of how long one need legitimately wait before a prophet 

can be said to fail. Ezekiel's opponents did not wish to call him false, 

they suggested ~.e spoke well but his words were for a later time (Ezek 

12.27). Jeremie.h's prophetic ministry lasted 40 years before he was 

finally vindicated in the fall of Jerusalem, whereas Micaiah's word 

proved true the same day. 
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F'ulfilr.ient of pl_'edictio~s if; on1y one -part of the canvas, 'l1he fuller 

picture reveals "rd story as a history wi tb Goo., a road on which she 

travelled under God 1 s guidance" (G.von Rad~ 1966, p.107). This lifts 

our eyes frum the rno:r1"ent :ln histoTy at which a yro:phet speaks to the 

-vihole sweep of history ana the Prime Merer behind it. This does not re

move the dilemma frcm his contemporaries hu.t ;:at.her puts it in :perspec

tive. Qobelet.h enw1ciated thi3 tension between seeing that there is a 

direction in history a.nd being unable to d.iscerr. the detai1s; 11 He has 

put eternity into man's mind, yet so tha:t; he cannot find out what God 

has done from the beginning to the end." (Eccl 3.11). 

History is then seen as God 1 s activity, and prophecy the vehicle of his 

revelation to his covenant people (P.m 3. 'Tf). The Old •reEi~arnent. presents 

all tl1e events \of Israel's natj_onal life as 'it11e ·reference of ever~rthing 

to a div~Lne will which applies to a whole people and creat0~s for it an 

inward coherent history" (W. Eichrodt, 1961, p.322). History is the locus 

of' Yahweh 1 s revelai:;ion in grace and power - now j_n judgment 5 now in re

newed blessing. 

We can lift ol:;r eyes yet f\n_·-~her; we ~hen see prophecy not just as a. 

message at a point of time nor yet as simply part of Israel's history 

but as part of the total revel at ion of God 1 s will and character to the 

whole people of God as envisaged in Gen 12.2f. John Milton describes 

th • • • - I- • II Pr b T t t d" is insig!fv in ~ _ec.,;y:--:,_n erpr£.!:_ .. He takes the basic premise of 

the New Testament as being the total fulfilment of the Old 'I'estament ani 

c;,pplies the principles of Old Testament prophecy to specific questions 

that confront the thoughtfuJ_ 20th ·century reader of the Old Testament. 

He considers such questions as "What is the m2ssage of Old Testament 

prophets for us in an age of fear?" "What tire the time-dimensions of 

prophecy'?" 

In the former essay Milton points out that the fulfilment is greater than 

the prediction, so one should not look just for literal correspondence 

between fulfilment and prediction. A prophecy has a central idea and it 

is this that is fulfilled, not necessarily all the details. Where there 

is literal correspondence between prediction and event, this prophecy may 

be a sign - then the thing signified is the central religious idea: "The 

chief aim of p~ophecy is not to prove that God can predict events with 

meticuJ.ous exactness before they happen" (J.P.Milton, 1974, p.20). This 



is not to ignorE".' the letter cf' a pro1)hecy ~ but to look beyond and beneath 

for its essential truth. 'l'here is a JJredictive prophecy in the Old Tes

tament but we need the commente.ry cf redempti ·:·e history to declare all 

that was :really essential in the prophecj·. 

For instance in Is 7 .J)1 the:t~e are two significant words ( i) 1:1.5)1) (a young 
'f"; -

woman of marriageable age) and '(;,,, .7Jl'JJ.j(Ini;IJanuel - God with us). The 
,, ,,. .• 

former is the sign and the latter the central idea of the prophecy. A 

child will be a sign of God's presence with his people. This relates to 

the heart of the covenant blessing "I will be your God". 

In Is 40-45 the vocation of Israel is seen as serving Yahweh in a uniq_ue 

way by being a blessing to all nations of the earth. The fuJ 1'i1ment. in

cludes the ca::.1 of the Christian Church to a ~3ervant vocation. 

Prophecy is seen as having its first significance for the Prophet's own 

day, but also an enduring significance oi' the essence rather than the 

details of each :prophecy. 

First the prophet is a. preacher and teacher of the will of Goe. Predic

tion is not ruled out; the primary emphasis, however~· is placed on the 

message of repentance, :f'?t.ith and obedience. 

Next the message reflects a.nd reveals something of the contemporary his

torical situation. It speaks to that situation yet has a significance 

beyond the immediate into the future. The prime task in its interpreta

tion is to ask: "What did it mean then concerning faith, hope and the 

religious life?" 

As to predictive elements, we have no right to project these beyond the 

situation visualized by the prophet himself unless a clear continuity of 

theologj.cal principle is involved. We are not permitted to treat Old 

Testament prophecies as disjointed parts of an eschatological pict-u.re 

puzzle to be assembled later without regard to their historical origins. 

'I'here is a double emphasis in prophecy - judgment and redemption. Prophecy 

concerns the goal of God's covenant and the way to that goal. God acting 

j_n history has a goal, the cons.umrnat~on of his covena..'1t. The introduction 

of a new age by the advent of Jesus Christ is the primary goal of prophecy 

fulfilling the promise to Abraham (Gen 12.3) and the yearning of Jeremiah 
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for a, spiritually responsive people (Jer 31. 31-3lf). 'l'he ultimate goal is 

of' a new world freed f~rom Verganglichkeit (that which is transitory) 

( 65 .17). ~:'his goal is always a goal of hope, but God moves towards it 

via judgments, "because of Israel's unfaithfulness to the covenant. 

F'aithlessness is seen by the prophets c.s the root cause of sin (Is 53.6; 

Hos 2.13; Mic 3.8). Therefore the preacbing of ,judgment has as its 

prime purpose the repentance of the hearers. God is not only a God who 

speaks but also a God who acts; thus the events of history speak his 

will and lend a concrete predictive eleme1;.t to th~ preaching if the people 

despi.se his word er.id. refuse to hear. 

God acts in judgment (i) when t~e situation calls for it, (ii) because 

he is holy, (iii) as a means to an end, and (j_v) bee:ause without it ther~ 

would be no holy nation. Each judgment leads towards the final judgment 

on the Day of Yahweh. 

Accordingly Milton eoncludes that in an age of fear Old Testament p:ro

phecy is relevant for it may lead to repentance both personally ana. 

nationally, it may lead to the ft..ar of the Lord which is the beginning 

of wisdom, and it may ::;_eaa. to a firm faith in the living God who says 

"fear not" (Is 41.10) and whose ultimate goe,l is shalom (Mic 4.3f). 

In the essay on 11'l'he Time Dimension of Prophecy" Milton considers that 

the past, present and future dimensions of prophecy are interrelated 

oeeause they are base'd on a covenant announced :.:.:n the past, proclaimed. 

in the present and pointing towards its consummation in the. future. The 

firial consummation is always just beyon,d the horizon of the present ex

perience of judgment. The :prophets use the "times-coloring" of their 

ovm age to porti·ay uJ.tirimte spiri tua.l realb~:tes. He spells out the 

implications: 

1. There is a time of covenant consUlll.lJlat3_on coming. 

2. God is active in history which is moving towards a divinely 

appointed goal. 

3. The fund.amentals of the covenant are seen in an ever in-

creasingly spiritual light. 

4. The double motif of judgment and redemption runs through 

history. 
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(,_ 0l."u 'rl · Ur '" 0 1 ), 0'1 • ··i- •·• ()c (.). () 1op c···-i· f -n 1 03 i ·''" C.--··) .. !..t.U ... :l ,_., __ .. t-"'""•--VSi .• 1:) \,.,)~.._1.,.; \ • ....... ~. r•..J... 1• 

We f:i_n.ci. M:i..lton' s a.r>proach re:fre:c.shing as 'it affirms an overall l)lan to 

sal.vat:ioo1 history an<l acc()rds an autho:::·ity to prophecy that does not 

need to -be bolste:ced 1Jy minute archeologic~11 support (e.g. in prophecies 

agL.inst foreign nations), . !1lso his idea of a horizon marries relevance 

to the contemporary situation tc the propbetic goal in the eschaton. 

Conclusion 

'l'here are di.ffersnt levels of f 11lfiJJnent in genuine prophecy. 'l'herc is 

the s:i_gn and the rr_:)re nista11t prophecy which it validates, there if:; the 

ldstor:i.cal canvas in which each prophecy finds its place and there is 

th~: overarching revelation of God's total i1lan o:f salvation to mankind, 

'l':rue prophecy fit:.:; in with this scheme of' things whereas false prophecy 

j_s alien to it. 
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2. 7 THE QTJESTION OF CJ\HONICI'I'Y 

Authorj_tative prophecy can be considered as that "authorised" by C!od. 

'I'his "authorisation" can be seen at the time of its utterance by its 

rational content mid by reference to tradition and to God's character, 

but more than this is necessary since two prophetic voices may claiL"l 

validity on these grounds. The maxmer of proclamation and confidence in 

d.elivery is likewise equivocal. What is more relevant in substantiating 

the authenticity of prophecy are "the demands o·f justice and repentance 

and the moral character of the me~;senger. 

B·..tt ultimately the authority of prophecy is established only in the 

aftermath. This is particularly true in r'-ference to the fall of Jeru-

salem. False prophets were seen to be false and the warnings of J,'.!remiah 

were substant.iated beyond doubt. We rely for our evidence of all this on 

the s:i.fting and editing of the relevant prophecies after the death of 

these prophets. Aceordingly, since we have only the received Seriptures 

for our informatirm ,we must tacitly accept the judgment of those scholo.rs, 

1a:i. gely in the exiJ.ic age, for our picture of truth and falsehood. It is 

thus hard to divorce truth from what became orthodox truth as canon.ically 

ac.ce:pte d. 

Much of the process between proclamation and canonization is _a subjer.t of 

debate. Whether the ,editcrs recorded prophet_;_c sayings faithfully, or 

whether they embe~lished or created the sayings to conform to their own 

theological traditions will remain a matter of speculation. It is noted 

that biblical scholars even today are not beyond being swayed by theo

logical vogue. Whatever the process was by which prophecy was canonized, 

it is the canonical writings which we have received and these include the 

canonical judgment on the subject of truth and falsehood in prophecy. 

Horsfeld and Meyer conclude that "Einzinger Prufstein oleibt a.er orthodoxe 

Glaube" - orthcdo:x.-y remains the single proof stone (1973, p.152). Five 

of their fourteen Closing Reflections concern canonicity. "The genuine 

prophet was the one whose word-succeeded and was received canonically." 

uWhoever accepts the results of prophetic confrontation in the canon finds 

II ( • 6 • models to survey true and false prophecy , etc. op. C't,t. pp. 1 Off). 
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R .E. Clements .reaches a ?irnHar conclusion j_~-1 }?ro:phecy and ~rad~t~..2!.!. 

which he unde:csco:res in Chai;ter 1f !!The Role of the Prophet according to 

Jsy·aelite Tradhion". He sees ex.ilic scholars as creators of the deutero

_nomic coven::.mt, the a.euteronomic history and the editors of the prophetic 

writings to date. True p!'ophets were 11;nen like Moses" (Dt 18.15) who 

must l>e listen.eel to-· e.g. :f<~lijah, Elisha, Afoos, Hosea. The silence about 

the great pL··orl1ets in the: deutc:conomic history suggests to Clements that 

the; prophets' preaching was separately available. He sees a slowly 

emerging conception from the 8th Century on of true prophecy which was 

in i)rincirle cano;1:ica1 . 

. r'\mong certain circles :Ln Israel, those "ivith deuteronomic views, there gJ_·ew 

up a regard for C'ETtain prophetE> and the:ir me3sa.ge which vested. in them 

a kind. of canonical antnority. 'I'he truth of :prophecy was related to the 

unique authority of the to:rah of Moses as presen:'.:.ed. by the book of 

Dei_:.teronomy. · Early in the exilic period theJ.'e was a proto-canonic~:iJ. 

authority of "the Ja,w and the prophets 11 ·both of which subseQ_uently were ex-· 

panded by further editorial deve10])ment until the days of Ezra. Those 

who preserved traditions and. the }'.>reaching of tr:~ prophets viewed them 

against fl backgrom1d o:: covenant ideas, whicb set thei:r J>reaching in a 

marked.Jy new light. The preacbing of the J;Jrophets we.s gi v2n a dee:pee'.' 

dimension, along lines of deutc:conomic covenant theology. The prophet 

hj_mself' became a figure o!~ tradition. The canon of prophecy was set 

alongside the canon of torah. "Both 1 the La1,; s.nd the Prophets' came to 

acquire an authority related to the belief in t1's existence of a covenant 

between Yahweh and Israel" (op.cit. p.57). 

We are thus limited to the judgments of the canon: true prophets are 

those so presented to u~ and as edited for reception into the ca~1on; false 

prophets are likewise those judged by the canonical ·writers to be false. 

'11heir conclusions are based on historical evidence, but mod.ern man could 

perhaps 1rish for a more impartial :presentation of both sides of the 

evidence for the :purposes of making a second opinion. However, as it is, 

the Canon of the Old Testament is closed althot:gh the traditiol'lS contained 

in it have developed draJnatically and, as we shall see in the final section, 

are still open for the judgment of history but in their totality and not 

piecemeal. 
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3. THE EU'.'.J.;lJ.'~ }i .. ACTOH II'ii PEOPR8CY ..i--...:..----·--··------·--.. ·-... ----·-

3.1 INTRODUC~PION 

In the previous section we considered some of the religious experiences 

to which tJ:J.e :prophet laid claim when asserting that he spoke on behalf 

of the Lord, 

We now identify some of the threads which constituted the very warp and 

woof of his national lv:!rite.ge a...'1d :personal life and which delineateQ. his 

outlook perhaps more clo:3el.y than he woul.d have ad.mitt 12d. 

When the :prophet a::J.nounced 0 Thus saith the Lordn 'vhat led him to believe 

that he had the mind of God? How influer/Gial was his l1ackgro'J.nd in 

making this claim? Then, as now, the que::;tion cf authority revolved. 

around. the interrelation of Scripture, '11radi tion ana. F.eason. 

Prophets did not always agree with or1e another yet all claimed the 

backing of Torah, tradition and :;:ea.son and thus ·believed that they had. 

the mind of God. So rich and diverse were the tradiU.ons they inherited, 

and so different were their personal char.s,ct;;:rs and o:pir.ions, that one 

can anticipate a bifurcation o: assessments of the current situation 5 

especially at times of crisis. This led to conflicting diagnoses and 

remedies which in turn le\l to prophetic confronta.tion. 

First we shall consider the Human Influences on Prophecy; these relate 

to ·all prophets on whichever side ·of the confrontation they stood and 

include history and its prophetic interpretation, past prophetic acti

vity, the accumulating traditions and the p:r:iests' role in conserving 

them. They also include the personal elements of family upbringing and 

the many exI>eriences of life. 'fhese combine to make the totality of 

the person who is the prophet. It is finally the contemporary event 

which acts as a spark to ignite the flame of prophecy. 

Tben we shall consider the bifurcation of prophetic loyalties. With the 

same traditions formulating thei·r background prophets nevertheless made 

at times mutually exclusive assessments of the situation. This gave 

rise to w·hat haYe been termed true and false prophets. Doubtless in the 

situation each designated the other false but the canonical writings 



present only one side of the case, al t:hough 1-ii th the hindsight of h:i.story, 

Nevertheless the following chain of g_uest.ion::: r.;a.n be asked: 

(a) What :picture does the Biblical narrative present to 'J.S of 

the ~alse prophets? 

(b) To what extent did. a :prophetic confronta:ticn occur? 

( c) Wnat facts emerge concerning the group which included the 

false prophets'? 

( d) When is the 0 7 s v/( peace) message in fact ~IE~~; ( decei tfu1 )' .r . . 
message? 

(e)- How is the prophet to be assessed by his contemporaries? 

Ultimately it was for the individual to decide where the truth 1a:y and 

how to act. 

,;,. 
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. :3,. 2 - nm }llJMAN INFLUENCJ!::S OH PROPHECY 

3. 2 .1 'l'HE CO:NTRIBlJTION OF TE/IDIT:J:ON TO PROPHECY 

INTRODUCTION 

The prophet of Israel received his understanding of God from his father 

and his family life on ths one hand and from the teaching he received. 

at the cultic centre on the other, The content of what was thus handed 

on to him was formulated throughout the generations of his forefathers 

as an ever accuJnulating traditi0n. 

It is at this a.ccumulating tradition that we now look. Its cohesive 

motif was a sovereign saviour God who had. guided his people throughout 

history. 

Wheeler Robinson in Inspiration ar1d~ation_:il)_~he Old TestaJnent d.e·· 

scribes the Proph~~ic Interpretation of Histor;)' ul;!der three all-embracing 

he adin_gs : _ 

(1) It is theocffirtric - God controls history. 

(2) It is constitutive - the prophets see God as in the midst of 

each situation, so use the past to warn or encourage in the 

present. God is' the supreme fact with which men must reckon. 

(3) It is unifying - history is the sphere of God's redemptive 

activity. 

Other commentators use such phrases as 11History is the field of divine 

action 11 (J. Lindblom, 1973, p.323); history is "a. history with God, a 

road on which she (Israel) travelled under God's guidance" (von Rad, 

1966, p.107), "the word content of the acts of God" (K.H.Miskotte, 

1967, :p.465). Alan Richardson (1946., p.199) lool-rn to the future as well 

as to the past, for underlying the Old Testament "there is an atmosphere 

:of expectation' a looking-forwar:d "to a climax of histo::cy or a fulfilment 

of God's so:l.'."ereign purpose." 

The very 1)rinciple of sovereignty brings a dilemma when considering the 
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rE::1.ationshi:p that existed 1x:twern God ar.d his prophet. How far was the 

p~·o1ihet himself eontr~lled by God a.nd to what extent was be free to 

speak his own mind'? 

'I'his· dilerr,ma is emrnc:iated ·by A"T .Heschel in his introduction to The 

Prophets. ----- To stress the supernatural is to disregaro. the prophet's 

:par·t in the prophetic act; to stress re·;relG.tion is to ignore the response; 

to stress inspiration is to lose sight of the rn:m1an f:.~ituation; to stress 

supjective phenomena iE to disregard the prophet 1 s a~m1·eness of his con-

frontation with facts not deTived from his 'JWn mind (1962, Intro .xiii). 

ms pi thy conclusion with which we concm· i::; 11 the i)rophet is a person not 

a microphone a ( i.bicZ x:.v). 

Inspiration c11n be stressed &,t the expense of freedom and individuality. 

It can lead to mhmnderstand.ing to describe a p1"o:phet as being over~-

whelmed by God and compelled to :proclaim publicly what he has seen or 

beard (I,indblom, 1r(3, p. 323). Eichrodt comments '1 ''Th·t.:.s saith the Lora.' 

re1)resents the prophet as nothing more thar:c the speaking 'cube of a. 

"' h 11 r196~ ,. ,._,.·o) u.lg .. er power \·- (' 1). _ .. ,_, • This is, ~10wever, one side to tbe coin of 

the prophet 1 s relationship with God. He was aware of an j_rresistible 

constraint, he was under compulsion. "His hand was heavy upon me'' said 

Ezek:l.el, "the word of the JJord. came to me" said J·eremiah. And yet the 

indiv:Lduality of these two men is patently recorded in Scripture. 

The prophet was both 1)ound and free. He was under God 1 s control and 

yet free to use his own insight. To re-curn to Heschel: the prophet is 

not only o .. prophet but also a poet, preacher, patriot, statesman, social 

critic tmd moralist, (Heschel, 1962, Intro.xiv); he has a sensitiidty 

to evil(op ,ait. p. 3), he is an assayer, messenger and witness (op. cit .. 

p.20). 

It was his very freedom that made his submission realistic. The God 

whom he met in the tradition was one that claimed his ·complete devotion; 

he was willingly overwhelmed. and thus received a word that accorded 

with his ovm insight into his c.ontempora::r·y situation. 
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We have seen tl1at the prophet ir.theritecl a. trc"dition which spoke of· a 

sovereign, se:viour God. It was to thj_s God that he willingJ.y nub-

mitted himself~ yet he reta:i.ned his own indi-riduality and freedom of 

insight and accordil1gly was Et-ble to speak .:..,.,.r)m his tYadition ~o :tis 

fellow men !1urtured. in the s8Jll'~ tradition, una.erstaflo.ing the sarnf.: con

straints, The ~propbet could apply elements of th0 tradition tc the 

conscienc:e of his contemporaries in their new situation and thus develop. 

the tradition one step ftirther. 

John Skinner in P'..cop~:ie~y ~E~. _ _D!i:lg;_ion speaks he1.pfu1ly of prophets 

thus: 

Being men imbued -v.ri th the spirit of revealed Te1ig:7_on, and seeing 
all things in the 1igbt of its princ:L:p:Les tbey weTe al)le to de
velop those principles in their applict'ltj on to new sit·..:iations a;,; 
they· arose, and brfr,g forth new truth from the depths of their 
inspired insight into the mind a:nd characte:;.:' of Go(L (<T. Skinner, 
l.961, p.3). 

Tbere 1rere th"'ce elements i:ii thi.:; accumulating traditio::.: 

a, History and its prophetic interpretatio~. 

b. The influence of past rropij 12tic activity. 

c. The prief::t' s conserving role. 

To these we now turn. 

aA Hi_story and its ProJ2.hetic Interpretation 

It was not only the teaching, at his father's side, the family and com

munity worship ar1d the Torah which the prophet shared with his fellow 

men; he also was heir to the same histo:>:·y. History was intimately en

twined wit:h worship ?.nd traditions. In this Israel differed from her 

neighbours; it is this that separates the revealed religion of Israel 

from the natural religion of other ancient near eastern nations. Na

tural religion is ci.rcu1ar being based on the cycle of birth, growth 

and death seen both in human a.11d animal life and also iri the seasons of 

nature and. the que,rters of the moon. Being circular such a religion 

lack.s OJ~igin and finality. 
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Israel 1 s history added to all chat she 1ea.rnt from her neighbours an 

overriding em:ph&..sis. She had her new moons ~m<1 sabbaths, her annual 

agricultural feasts ar.td new yee..r celebratiJns. But eyen with mc;,ny of 

these was mingled the eonsciousness of a God Fho acted, of a history 

that had a beginning and an end, of a journey 1d_th a destination, of a 

rest and a shaJ om that lay in the future, that was built on deep con

viction rather than wis!:lful -chinking. 

J.N.Schofield (196Li, pp. 26f) illustrates the Hebrew's lli"1.d.erstanding of 

time as a man 'riding i:.rith hiE: back to the e~gine'. 11 The past la:r in 

front of him~ clearly set out for l:lim to sec) to trace its patterns, 

and watch the lines of its conseg_uences rum1ing on into tbe present ..•. 

the future all iniseen lay behind bim as he travelled. 1)aclrnards into 

its unknown regions; it wa.s 'afterwards' , 'behind' ... , -because Goc1 was 

constant .... the HelJrew believed· that the lines of the patte1·ns he 

traced in the past and saw running into the present cont:lnued into the 

future, so he could foretell the future and glance over his shoulder 

into the 'afterwards'". 

History revealed to the prophet as to the people the ~ature oi' Yalw::i:. 

as a God who acts. . This activity was interpreted before, during e.nd 

£.fter the specific: events (Moses, Shemiah). Each prophetic interp:ce

tation that proved to be correct, validated liy fulfLLment, deepened 

the nation 1 s confidence in Yahweh's consisten~y and enhanced. h2r under·-
' 

standing of Him as a living God (Is 64.4). 

Israel as a nation, on the evidence we have, is first referred to on 

Mereneptah's stele (c. 1220 B.C.) and first seen by outsiders to have 

a. separate idt:::ntity. But from within, her emergence from Egypt and 

settlement in Canaan is seen as the fulfil.!r.cnt of promise by a God who 

cares (Gen 50.24; Ex. 3.7-·10). Moses is chosen to act as God's agent of 

deliverance; his obedience depends on the authority of God's self

disclosure, as had Abraham's (Gen 12 .1) , but it was also based on God's 

prom5_se: God had revealed Himself as the Cod of Abraham (Ex 3.6). He 

had ful:filled some of his promises to Abraham (Gen 12. 7; 17 .16) in his 

.Jifet ime and others after 'his death ( 15. 5; 16 .10) . The fulfilment of 

the former gave grou_TJ.d for confidence that the latter too would ·be ful

filled. So it was with Moses, the promise that the people would return 

• 



where Moses stood (Ex 3.12) was supported by the promise o:f dramatic 

:po-wers ( 4. 2-9) . 
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In the book of lJ;xodus we e,,re presented w5"::.h Yahweh's concern to demon-

strate the continuity between the revelation in the time of Moses with 

those in the times of the Patriachs (Ex 3.6~ 15f, 4.5, 6.2f). He we.s the 

same God, but also wfth the sa.'lle character~ a covenant keeping God. (Ex 

2.24, 6.4-8). 'rlms the new p:r:)mise in Moses' day) of deliverance from 

bondage, was the fulfilment of the earlier promise to Abraham, of 

inhe·ritance. 

Israel's concept of history- was u.i.'1ique -· that God should control histor;y 

from beginning to end on the basis of a promise a...11d its fulfilment. To 

. this was add.eel the dimension of Israel 1 s response. I~ot only Yahweh but 

Israel herself had responsibility in shaping history. Yahweh is a moral 

God, and the privileg~ bestowed on Israel of a unique reJ.ationship re

quired a unique responsibility. They were H:ts JJeO::ple (Ex 3.10, 33.13). 

He was: a father to Is1·ael (Dt 32. 6; Ps 89. 26; Is 63 .16, 64. 8) ancl when 

Israel was in exile Yahweh became her next-of-kin Redeemer (5~ l#) (Is 

41.14 etc.). 

This twin conc,ept some would say has been over schematized by the Deutero

nomic historian. It would. not be ::possible to write a history on such a 

theory if it were not fou.,'lded on a firm ~onvict ion based in fact. This 

was certainly thP. attitude of the prophets who warned of God 1 s punisbmerit: 

"You only ha.ve I lmmn of alJ. the families of the ear-th; therefore I will 

punish you for all your iniquities" (Amos 3.2). 

Not only is the nature of Israelite prophecy unique but also the prophets' 

grasp of the ii:-1teraction between Israel's behaviour and Yahweh. The 

Rabshakeh described this perfectly (Is 36.13-20). That there is a dif

ference between Yahweh and the gods of the nations was demonstrated in 

that Jeru:::.a.lem was delivered out of his hand (v. 20). It was Yahweh who 

made a d:Lstinction between Israel and Egypt on Passover night (Ex 11. 7); 

therea:t'ter when Israel was true to her heritage she made a distinction 

between Yahweh and other gods (Ps 135.15-18; Is 44.9-20; Jer 10.1-5). 

Other gods were impotent, less than ma.n, because created by him; Yahweh 

is al..mighty ,Isre.el' s master and not her servant. 
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Jeremiah, in his reflection at the potter 1 s home (18.1-11) sees Yahweh as 

the Lord of history (7 ,9) but a moral Lord {3,10). When Isaiah speaks of 

the potter's vessel (30.1lt) it is notewo:rtlly that this is in confronta.tion 

with false prophets who want peace without repentance, who do not wish to 

hear of the Holy One of I:-:::rael (11). 

The difference between natural religion and revealed religion is seen in 

the stature of the God they :proclaim. A God who can reveal Himself is 

master of his people's destiny; a God who is deduced from the cyclical 

nature of birth and. death and of the seasons is the servant of the nations 

who use religion to manipulate him. But such a god is less demandfog and 

this helped to br:i_ng about the syncretistic nature of Israel 1 s worship. 

The prophet learned fro:tn history that the God who called him into his 

service was the God who had revealed himself many times before; his 

revelation was consistent botb in promise a:id demand to every generation; 

Israel was God's i;eople, the privilege of being in a covenant relationship 

included the responsibility to obey Yahweh's moral precepts; the Ten 

Commandments required exclusive :i_.'.)yalty to Yahweh and respect for the 

rights of othe::ts withir_ the community. The idea of blessing and curse 

was a deserved reward and not an arbitrary convention. Punishment was 

finite and did not abrogate the coveriant relationship. Just as punishmen.t 

could be proclaimed so was it right to proclaim restoration (Amos 3.2, 9.l:L, 

11~). 

b. The Influence of Past Prophetic Activitl[_ 

The warp and woof of' life which made the prophet into the man he was 

threaded the backcloth of his world not only with the inherited traditions 

of history and Tora!1 imbibed from his infancy at home, but also with past 

prophetic activity. 

There was a.succession of prophets, named and unnamed,addressing the people 

of many generations, interpreting past.teachihg to present situations. Thus 

a prophetic tradition accumulated. 

The scribe commended by Jesus is he 11who brings out of his treasure what 

is new 8nd what is old" (Mt 13.52). So the prophet has a new message 

based on the old traditions. The word 'new' may imply either what is fresh 



or what is novel. It is :>:'r"J.evance that portrays the true :prophet, not 

necessm·il~r novelty. 'l'b.ose prophecies that have been given canonical 

recognition may well meas·0.re up to R.E.Clements' maxim "it is of the 

very essence of :pro:phetic revelation, as usually understood~ that its 

messages f.J..t'e unique and are not merely in.herited ideas and assertions" 

(R.E.Cle:!11ents, 19'75, :p.25) 9 but there is no necessity for all :prophecy 

to be so judged, nor is there eYidence that other prophecy is false. 

'l'rue prophecy is the correct interpretation of the state of the nation 

a:nd the application thereto of the correct lll':'s::;age, a. jv.dgment made by 

posterity. 

T:>-i.e point that Clements wishes to stress is tbat prophets took earl.ier 

religious tracl:Ltions and e.dded someth:i.ng fresh and imp'.)rtant to them -· 

they neither abandoned nor acce:pted tradition wholeheartedly.- Tbe 

something fresh was the renewed interpretation of the Yahwistic tradj_·

tions to the contemporary scene. Levi Olan calls them 11 b'llardians of 

guiding principles 11 (Goldensen Lectures~ 1969,p.126). 

'I'he prophet was the conscience of Israel bringing a modern thrust from 

the ti·aditions that were woven into the fabric of her society. Onl:r on 

the basis of these traditions would the demands ,,f tr-:; prophet :produce 

a chal1-enge. They were mora.l challenges directeci at a morally educated 

nation. ~Ten if the Commandments were honour.:d more in the breach tl:.::i11 

in their observance they w.::re still part of t~1e child's upbringing. 

ifriat was unique to Israel was an open denial. of the right of man to own 

man. This led to the prop~etic protest against injustice. God t:ranP

formed holiness from the non-moral to the moral, from fickle power to 

redemptive energy. Thus prophets could reiterate demands upon the in

formed moral structure of Israelite society, a society based on covenant, 

privilege and responsibH:l. t;:r. 

R.E.Clements in ·Prophecy a~d Tradition discusses the q_uestion of pro-.. 
:phetic traditions. He notes the distinction between Uberlieferu.'1gs-

gescbichte and Traditionsgeschichte. _ Although they inevitably pass 

into one another the former is "the activity of transmission by which 

the words of a folk--tale, a legend, a psalm or a prophecy were handed 

on to subsequent generations" (1975, :p.4), i.e. a process of transmission, 

¥hereas the latter l'Gfers to the content Of what is handed On, e.g. a 
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wbole :cange of c.ustoms, ideas and conventjons, He then asks the question: 

\\lha.t relative weight should be ascribed to ihe pro:phet 1 s own claim 
to have exper:i.enc;::d Goel in a direct encounter, and to the evident 
fact that the prophet's words are related to themes and motifs 
already current in tile tradition? (op.cit. p.28). 

There are dangers in each extreme whethe:r the prophet 1 s clependence on 

tradition is so stressed to make this the decisive factor or whether 

appeal is made too directly tc the prophet 1 s experience as a mea.ns of 

clar;ifying his message. These two, experience and tradition, are inter

related; his experience of God illuminates the tradition he has inherited 

to proa.uce the word releYa.nt to his own generation. 

Clements poin-~ s out that varim1s features are common to several prophets 

from which the inference ca.n be rimde that a pro1!hetic tradition grew. 

praclE;?s concerning fo_re:i:gr::.,_nat?.o~. Clementr> suggests (op. ci·t. p. 60) that 

this may be the earliest form of Hebrew prophecy. 'I'he thTeat of' foreign 
' 

power has direct beari:ig on a nation (cf. Nahum, Obadiah). The1~e is a 

Mari text concerning the coming downfall of Hammurabi of Baby:.Lon. Bala.sun 

is hiredhopefu11y to c1r·se Israel and ioes declare tnreats against Amalek~ 

the Kenites and Kitt.jJn (Nm 24.20-24). ]\.mos, Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel 

each haYe a section of oracles against foreign nations. Zedekiah threat.ens 

the Syrians with horns of iron(l Ki 22.11). 

Call narratives. These comprise another element common to many prophets. 

Zimmerli, as mentioned above (p.5)_ sees t1~·0 basic typef>'._ (i) with Moses, 

Gideon, se~u1, Jeremiah there is "the di:.rine overcoming of the inadequacy 

and consequent reluctance on the part of the person called", (ii) to 

Micaiah ben Imlah, Isaiah, Ezekiel came a vision of God and a summons to 

the deJj_.berations of the Heavenly Council. In both types there is a 

warning of rejection and hostility. This raises the question "Is this 

pa.rt of the call or does it reflect back from his subsequent e:A.rperience?" 

"~Po tM s we should perhaps add that it raises the question how far it has 

become a tradittonal element of the call-narrative as a distinctive type 

of prophetic account" (R.E.Clements, 19~(5, p.35). "The prophetic call-

narrative shows a complex interpll:!.Y of traditional and new elements which 

makes the question of the relationship between the :prophets and tradition 

a real one" ( ib-id. p. 39). 
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Against this vie,w it nm~t be stated that an initial call experience }_s 

qui.te different from the content of later preaching. The content of 

preaching must ·be TC/23.ningful to those who are addressed and traditional 

forms w:i.11 emerge) but any similarity of experience with God will be 

based on the fact that alJ. mer. share a common human nature. A ma.n who 

becomes aw:::_re that he is being called to prel::l.ch to his own erring natioJ. 

will be onJ.s too aware that he must face rejection and hostility .. He 

will be aware: of this from his own observation of the character of man, 

and also of the ostracism of others he has respected both in his own time 

as well as in previous ages. There is no need to appeal to a prophetic 

tradition to explain what is self-evident. 

Clements discerns ~he two elements in a prophet's teaching - what is new 

or original and what is traditional or inherited. He then appears to 

make the equaticn: 1-that is new equals what comes to h:im from direct i:ier

sonal experience with God, and what is tra0.itional is what he learns 

from history and rrom his contemporaries. This equation does not allow 

for that area of preaching which applies traditional teaching to a new 

situation with an authority derived from a perr'.)nal experience of God.A 

prophet r:ay, but he need r1ot be, an innovator or reformer. His ministry 

is to say what is relevant and true in his situation, if his messQge 

contains notbing unique that dues nc,t invalidate his ministry. 

Wisdom elements. Clements takes a via media stance concerning the 

prophet's relationship to wisdo::n tradition. Wi.:;e men and prophets were 

not. separately identifia.ble groupE'. of men as is the_ case with priests. 

Some view the pursuit of wisdom as primarily a court activity and some 

a domestic interest going back to the tribal society of early Israel. 

But this pursuit was shared with her Ancient Near-E~stern neighbours 

and no one's :particular prerogative. 

Wisdom forms of s~eech, the proverb, the riddle, the skilful saying, are 

all common oral heritage in a nation. Amos is sometimes linked to a 

'I'ekoa school of wis:'lom. (cf. Jo ab' s wise woman 2 Sam 14. 2) because of his 

DUJ¥ber says (Am 1. 3-2. 6) and logical reasoning of effect to prior cause 

(3.2-9) but the evidence is inconclusive that there was any precise 

wisdom influence upon him. It is hard to mark boundaries between wisdom 

and prophecy. Any public speaker will use stylistic forms that he finds 

appropriate. 
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Conclusion 

Although we bel:ieve that Clements overstresses the prophets' depender.ce 

on thefr :predecessors we accept that earlier :prophetic activity had a 

profound effect on moulding a prophet 1 s outlook. 

Continuity derends on consolidation. 'l'he Jews loved their history for 

it was so intertwined with God's mercy and God's wisdom. To the priest 

fell the role of celebrating and instructing each generation in the 

·glories of the past. Torahs frc..m the root i11 "1 includes law, instruction 

and direction in the w&..ys of' life. The inspiration of Abraham's nomadic 

faith, of Joseph 1 s varied fortunes with the refrain "the Lord was with. 

him 11 (Gen 39 .. 3,23): of Moses' and Joshua's leadership were no less a 

part of Torah than the decalogue, the detailed ca:=uistical laws, or the 

levitical offerings. As prophetic activity increaseds however radical 

it may have seemed in its days s it was retainecl. and passed on to suc

ceeding gener?..tions as part c.:f t~1e accumu1ating tradition. The eldc:rs 

of Jehoiakim' s reign ( 609-597), for instance, could relate the prophecy 

of Micah in de.ys of Hezekiah a century earlier ('716-687) (Jer 26.18). 

A11d indeed it is thanks largely to the Priestly influence during the exile 

that the work of the prophets was recorded and retained in the canon, 

(Rowley, 1945, Chap. 7 T:qe RJ:se of Judaism). 

Asb,er Ginzberg is his essay 11,Priest and Pro12het" contrasts their roles 

as pragmatist and idealist. The prophet is the giru1t, "The prophet is 

a one sided man. A certain moral idea fillc his whole being. His whole 

life is spent fighting for this ideal with all his strength" (1912 ,p.130). 

This contrast is helpful though overdone. The outstanding prophet is 

contrasted by Ginzberg with the average priest. There were also rank 

and file prophets who were not giants, ar.d there were priests who were 

also prophets (Ezekiel, Jahaziel,Zechariah the son of Jehoiada). 

The roles of priest and prophet a.1'.'e differe-:it, so comparisons are not 

valuable. The eye cannot say to the hand "I he.ve no need of you" {l Cor 

12.21) both are part of the body; they have their own ministry to perform 

and yet are interdependent. If it were not for the prophet the priest 
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would. l1ave less .to teac:h, and if it we:r-e not for the priest the p:ro:phet 1 s 

11essage ~.wulcl not find :foots :in his heare:rs, Both the Jlriest a.nd. the 

proph0t faciJ5tde a s:i.g;Jific::,,;.1t part of the other 1 s ministry. 

One of the prc1J1ems in understanding the respective reties oi' :priest a..11d 

:prophet is t1Y.at Script-ti.re presup1)oses a. norm~?.tive 1·6le without deseril:dng 

it in detail.. It is accordingly the occn.sion~.l p:!:"ophetic or priestly 

outburst that claims cm· attention which by definition· is not normative. 

Refe::·ence is made to priests and prophets :Lii almost every generation of 

Is:ra-e1 partic:lJlarJ.Y: during the monarchy~ bui:; their conserving and teaching 

role is not mentj.oned. It is evident that such e, task was assumed, other

wise there would have been no point of contaet for the prophet's message. 

It is instruet;ive to note several elements in, fo:r.· example, Isaial1 Ch. 1 

that presuppose considerabJ.e teaching if' they were to be understood -by 

those addressed. Reference is :made to three aspects of past history (9f, 

21, 26), to moral values of justice and injusti.::e (4; 16f, 2lff, 27), to 

rea.l:ity :i.n worship and not mere ritual (11~17); a.gainst this background 

the.id.ea of rebellion is :relevant (2, 5, 20, 23, 28); and ther• from the 

whole cor•text the theme of reasoning, retr1t·.ition wd. restoration is 

intelligible (3~ lRf, 24, 26). 

'I'his riclmess of prophetic themes is al1. the more instructive when it is 

remembered that Isaiah is the earliest cf the writing prophets in J"ude.h. 

Isaiah bad. inhe:cited a very full tradition and the priestly role in his 

instruction is to be given due credit in this. 

In his essay "Prophets and the problem :.:if continuity" Norman Porteous 

widens this theme. He observes that the runphictyonic traditions were 

preserved despite cultic corruption in Israel. Amos and Hosea bear wit

ness to a cont~.nuing awareness of the Sinai covenant and its moral obli

gations. Although Hosea could say that there was no knowledge of the 

Lord in "'.:.he land (Hos 4.1-6) nevertheless he himself 1'..new and cherished 

the traditions. He knew of the Lord's gracious acts towards Israel in 

the pa.st (11.lff) and details of the law (4.2) and he himself used covenant 

language (1.9f; 2.19~ 23). His answer to the question "How were these 

traditions remembered?" lies not only with the priest but with the whole 

texture of Israelite life. Covenant traditions were preserved not only 

in a. cul.tic continuity but more in the "humble folk who received the 
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' 
tr1?,di tic:c.s and r.espond.ed in o-o~O.ience of hear7- and li:fe 11

• This, he suggests) 

"represented the +rue Israel of the Spirit 11
• It ·was both the :prophet a.'1.d 

the priest who inspired t.he ordinary man so t!1at in days of darkness the 

light of the honoured tradi t.i'.)ns never died out entirely. 'l'hese were 11 the 

humble and quiet in the land who had no memorial but who were the salt of 

the earth" (Anderson & Harrelson, 1962, f:p.2l+f). 

Priest an.Ci prOilhet must share in our gratitude that the whole canvas of 

Israel's tradition was faithfully passed on to each generation and embel

lished by new insj_ghts in its :preservation. 

3. 2. 2 THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE PERSONAL ELEMENTS TO PROP~JECY 

We have seen tlrn;t the outlook of a prophet is moulded by many things that 

happened before he was born: the history of his people, the wa,y in which 

that history was understood, B.ri.d the whole accu..rnulating tradition to 

which he was heir. 

We consider now tbe additional influence of the personal facto,..s which 

informed his ministry as a prophet. A man 1 s underst<mdinc; of God and 

his attitude to others 1:1..ce shaped inte1" aUa by the family in which hE: 

is nurtured ancl other experiences in his own life. 

From the earlies"t days t:he education of the home played its part. The 

child is brought :into. a life interwoven by the Torah in being born into 

a family whose very ethos is moulded by it. The 11words of Moses 11 are to 

be upon the heart, upon the hand, between the eyes and on the doorpost -

they are to be taught diligently to the children at any and every hour 

of the dE1y (Dt 6.4.-9). It is difficult to overemphasize the impact of 

such family life. 'l'wentieth century western man compartmentalizes his 

life and. is inclined to refer only a small port:"Lon of bis outlook and 

behaviou:c to religion or to God; for the rest he operates within a closed 

system of cause and effect. But to the Hebrew, God permeated the totality 

of his world view; from childhood he would understand that God was in

volved w.i th every as1;ect of life; the weather, food laws, social relation

ships, as well as worship and sacrifice. 

The influenr.e of farriily life would also affect his attitude to other people 

and to t-he ·society in which he lived. A village lire would orientate a 
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child's lllind very differently from city life, a peasant's home diffe:::-entl.y 

f:com a prince 1 s. Nationalism, strict :r:oral:ity, radical or conservative 

approacbes to politics or rel5gion - a=tl these are freq_uentl7r imb:tbed 

from parental outlook. 

Apart from the family, friends also' have im:!:>L.ct in forming a man ts atti

tude to life end to God. Thus the f:::-iends Qf a pro:p:het contribute to 

·the form8.tion of his prophetic ministry, be they friends from the neigb-

bourhood or from a prophetic or priestly milieu. This element may be 

presumed from the nature of things although there is no direct Biblical 

evidence for or against it. 

'There is however Biblical evidence to show that not only personal back

ground but a muJ.titude of experiences to which the prophet is subj ectecl. 

contribute in shaping his prophetic message. A few examples will clarify 

the.se as:peets·. 

Moses. Why shouJ_c1 GciCL have chosen him of all people? A Jewish child 

reared in the court of Pharaoh, yet his innate humility and lack of 

oratorical pcwel'.'s allied· to an intensity of feeling and compassion for 

the helpless prepare him for a peculiar responsib:iJ5ty. These qualitie,3 

reveal themselves: 

- as he champions the oppressed, both in Egypt (Ex 2.llf) when 

he went out to his.people and looked on their burdens and saw 

an Egyptian beating a Hebrew, one of his people (note the 

.identification despite the alien upbringing), and in the wil

derness (2.17) when he stood up and helped the shepherdesses, 

as he spends his life in the service of the people and is wise 

enough to accept his father-in-law's advice (Ex 18.13-23)~ 

;... as he both pleads with God for his 11 8tiffnecked people" (Ex 

32.9f) and piLeads with the people to.be "on the Lord's side" 

(v.26), declining the offer to be father of a new nation (v.10), 

- e.s he refuses to justify hi::r..self when opposed (Num 12.1-8;16.l--7), 

- as he sees Israel as himself, unworthy;, insignificant yet elect 

by the mercy of God (Dt 7.6ff). 
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!~mos~·· The rugged farmer in liis country surroundbgs was shocked by the 

affluence and permissiveness which 11e saw on tlie occasions of his visits 

to market in the societ~r a.nd people of S2maria - their ivory couches, 

lamb, pop songs, ·guitars, cosmetics (6.1-·7). '11he countryman who knows 

where the sleekest cattle gra?;e has the :forthrightness of country people 

in denouncing t.he well fed, well-~upholsterea. women of Samaria - cows of 

Bashan ( 4 .1). The villager more in touch with agricultm·al matters re

minds his hearers of drought, mildew and locust which decimated the crops 

(4.6-9). His logic is gained from the study o;f nature (3.4, 5, 8, 12; 

5 .19). 

Bnt all this te~1.ds to enhance the traditional message of privilege and 

responsibility (3,2) and a God who will punish (3.14). 

Living a simpler lifestyle of' the country he observes the inequity of the 

city - its rejection of truth E~Yid honesty, tni:mpling the poor, its unfair 

taxes and its bribery ( 5 .10-13); religion without justice and compassion 

is a mockery (5.21-24). 

His visions come too from his normal surroundings and wha-c would st':'.'ike 

terror to his own heart - locusts, f:Lre ( 7, 1,4) tbe ,...un sinking at noon 

(8.9) a famine of hea.r:tng the word of the Lord (8.11). 

,!lo~. We know few details of the life of H::;sea, but what we know is 

significant to his ministry. He still finds a ten.der love for his wife 

d1=spite her desertion. (H.H.RowleJr in Men C?,f Q.?d inclines back to this 

traditional understanding). Thus he grasps a facet of God's charactc~r and 

of his attitude towards Israel that other prophets failed to appreciate. 

"Plead with your Mother" ( 2. 2). "How can I give you u:p, 0 Ephraim - my 

heart recoils within me, my compassion grows wE.!'m and tender." (11.8). 

Married to an adulteress, he sees Israel's i11Yolvement with alien religions 

{2.2) and foreign alliances (2.5; 8.9f) as adultery. It was religious 

apostas:y he chiefly noted (4.12ff, 13.2) although violence a.."'.ld corruption· 

are also mentioned (4.lff, 7.1), yet not.nearly as extensively as by .Amos. 

Because of !Jis traditional understa.TJ.ding of the character of God he pulls 

no punches in describing the fearful reward for iniquity: it will be God.' s 

initiative ( l. 4; 7 .12; 13, 7f); the keynote will be dest!'uction. (5. 9; 7 .13; 
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13. 9) ; " 6 10 1 0 14 ,~ -') t • ; • ..i..t.. ~· ; ..L 5 ~ .LO. ; 

religion will be 2.Xt:Lnguished (2.11; 3.~; 10.2,8) and exile is decreed 

(8.8)13; 9i~,17; 11~5). 

Hosea sees the mon<J.rchy as the greati=st apostasy. TI1e King is tt,e lea.der 

of his pc~ople yet is made g1ad by tbeir wickedness and treachery (T.3,4). 

Samuel was hesitant to allow the people "' King and Hosea reminds the 

people of the sins of Gibeah (9.9; 10.9). Gibea.h was the home of Saul 

and the centre of his effort: to destroy David (1 Sam 23.19; 26.1); it 

was ·a place famed for violence from the days of the J\i.dges ( tTdg 19 ~20). 

Hosea names his chilc1ren as a, sign cf God's ~udgment on wickedness of 

. the monarchy. Jezreel is a reminder of the bloodshed of Jeht... Ee put 

a..'1 end to thP dynasty of Omri at Elijal1 1 s behest (1 Ki 21.2lf) for Ahab 

had usurped the autho:city of God at Jezebel's instigation; she h.e,d. in

troduced the worship of Ba.al Melkart with its understanding that the 

King was divine and therefore o-vmed the land, J:ience the controversy of 

Elijah over Naboth's vineyard. Such foreign theology neede<l to be 

eradicated; however, Hosea's condeITu.'1ation would suggest that -J<:!lm's zeal 

. overstepped. the mark. :Not only did he dest1·0y Ahab's family but he also 

murdered Ahaziah t:-ie K:5.ng of .Judah (2 Ki 9,27) and 42 of his kinsmen 

(10.13f), as well as Ahab's friends ·(10.11) and all the adhcrenti:: of 

Baal ( 10 .18-27). However much of the CPrnage was seen to be necessary, 

Hosea clearly d~ems it excessive, for violence breeds violence. The . 
author of Kings comments that J"ehu' s loyalty to the Lord was still only 

partial (2 Ki 10.31). 

If the name of' Comer's first child, Jezreel, specifies the sins of the 

dynasty in which it is born the names of the next two children reveal 

Goa.' s abrogation of his covenant with Israel, and this is eA."J)erienced in 

their lifetime in the rapid and. violent succession of five dynasties 

culminating in the fall of Samaria itself. 

And yet to Hosea with his inextinguishable love for Gomer he perhaps 

never truly envisaged all this happening. This insight into the com

passion of God ma.de him feel th2-t such love could not go unrequited 

(1.10; 2 .14; 11. 8); and the re?ll:edy on ma...'1 's side was so simple - repent 

(14~1) .e...nd they would again be accepted and their faithlessness healed 

(14.4). He delineated so clearly what w:as their due but seemed to be-

lieve that God's love would somehow reach them without the need to 
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destroy (11. 8) because they ·,,_-Gci.:l.·1 listen to Eosea and repent. This 

thinking is clear in Chapter 2. trPlead with your mother, plead. lest I 

strip her ( vv. C'., 3) then sl'.'.e shall say 'I will go and return to my first 

husbar1d:, for it was better w:.:_th me then'" (v.7). 

Hosea i.s of the same mind at the end. of his :pro:phecy (14 .1-·3 ,8); the need 

to return to Yalrweh is so obvious a.nd the way back so simple. In his 

optimism Hosea, even indulges in a pun: "Assyr:ia cannot save you, ·but I 

can be your Assyria" (14.3,8)( lJ /Hj}~l ,. I will look after you with 
·: ·~ .... 

watchful care j, cf .. 13. 7 too when ··i 7~,.~ is used in its opposite sense 

("I will lurk11 beside the way). 

It would seem tba.t Hosea's pers,mal experience guided the shaping of his 

prophecy, yet i)erhaps ·Lhrougb it he assessed the character of Goa_ l)etter 

than the nat u::-e of his own people. He understood God's yeai:ning tq fu:,~-

give his people better thx.1 the insidious nature of rebellion that pre

vented them seeking that very forgiveness which vouj_d save them. [Note 

also the freq_uent use of )f'J ~ (to know) used of marital faithfulness -· 

2 . 20 ; 4 .1 '6 ; 5 . 3; 6 . 3 ; 8. 2 ; 13. 1· ) 5 J • 

Ezekiel. Ezekiel: s priestly background :i. s noticeable -in much of his 

propheti.c activity. The openin.g ref:erence to "the thirtieth year (Ll) 

rftay well speak of his age, the age at which, had he been in <-Terusalem, he 

would have begun h:i.s J>riestly ministry. 4.14 refers to his strict ob
servance of all the food laws. In his visions tie is carried to the 

Temple in Jerusalem, a..'1d sees the. sanctuary ( 8. 6); yet God is a sanctuary 

to the exiles (11~10). 

At the age of 50 (cf. 40.1 with 1.2) his due age for retirement from the 

priesthood he re?eives a vision of a renewed Temple (40-42) and the glo:ry. 

of the Lord filling it ( 4 3. 5 cf. 1 Ki 8 .11) as it filled the Temple of 

Solomon. The priests shall not defile themselves (44.15-27) and the 

passov-er shall be restored (45 .21). The river of life will issue forth 

from the Temple (4,7.1), the land will be reapportioned. to the 12 Tribes 

and the name of the city be called 11 'l'he Lord- is there" ( 48. 35) • 

Two persomd experiences are related to his prophetic ministry and linked 
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to the occasion of the destruct:i.on of the 'I\:cm:p1e. Ezekiel is d.1J.mb ex-~ 

cept ·when God opens his mouth (3. 26f) but his ciumbness will be removed 

when a fugitive comes to report the news of the fall of Jerusalem 

(24.25ff). In fact his mouth was opened the night before he arrived 

( 33. 22). 

The other personal experience interwoven with his ministry in connection 

with the fall of J·erusalem was the death of his wife (24.15-18). Ezekiel 

was not to mou.1'.'n for his wife as a sign to the exiles that they were 

not to mourn for the Temple, because this was the hn.nd of God at work. 

Their mourning was to be inward and not outward. 

3.2. 3 THE CONTRIBUTION OF CONTEMPOR'J:n:- EVEN~§ TO_ PRO?HECr_ 

We have seen that -\:.he source of prophecy stems not only from the prophet 1 s 

personal experience of God b:ut also f::com everything that made the pro

phet the man he was, incl11d.ing the t:caditions he inherited, the family in 

which he was nurtured and. the multitude of e:.;:perienccs that happened to 

him in his own lifc-;.;ime. 

To these we now add the contemporary events which he JJ.ddresses, We 

r,ssumecl that, to be worthy of mention and. also in being faithful to God, 

the prophet is ever relevant; he has somethiLJ; to say, &."ld he says ·+ l\> f 

All this is presupposed in our modern day con~ern to date oracles, to 

discover their Sitz im Leben, and to judge what is authentically of the 

prophet himself and what comes from his disciples or the editors of his 

works. 

The work of a :;irophet is to answer the question "W'nat has God to say to 

us in all this?" The activity of surround:5ng nations, the incidence of 

natural disasters, national and international policies~ the state of 

rel.igion, social injustice, all these are grist for the pro:phet' s mill. 

Indeed, one of the s.everest judgments is not a famine of food but a 

dearth of hearing the words of the Lord (.Am 8 .11) . An expla.'lation of' 

the spiritual chaos in the day's of Eli is given as "the word of the Lord 

.was rare in those days" ( 1 Sam 3 .1). 

The prophet is thus cf' necessity a politician a.rid a man of prayer. A 

· politici~""l. because he is involved in the affairs of his nation, a..'ld a 



man of prayer because he is a r2&::i of God and what he sa:rs is not just 

his own ideas, bu:.. what have become his ideas as· a resu1t of reflection 

on both the state of the nation in which he is involved a.'10. also the 

character of God who is the God of Israel. 

(a) 'l'HE PROPHET AS POLITICIAN 

Most of ou:r informat:lon of prophetic activity stems from the period of 

the monarchy' for the founding of the mo!1archy d:l.vided the roles of 

leadership in the community. 

Meses unites the roles of national leader, lawgiver i;:,:nd prophet. Deborah 

is judge and prophetess. Samuel is prophet, priest and judge. When the 

people ask for a King Samuel not only sees this as a rejection of theo-

cracy {l Sa.~ 8.7) but also appreciates the attendant problems of monarchy 

due to the inevitable division of leadership roles. The wisdo,;i of the 

Israelite monarchy is seen in the necessity i.;o keep these three r6les 

separate so that a. balance is maintained - King, prophet and priest each 

hmre their 01-m function. When the King attempts to usurp tr • .:= func:tion 

of the priest, the first step to claimirg divine authority, he is re

minded of his l:'.mitations (e.g. Uzziah in 2 Chron 26.18). Monarchy is 

at its best when there is harmcmy between these three roles. 2 Chron 

21~-26 is enlightening on this aspect. The King is educated ·oy the priest. 

Joash is instructed by Jehoiada (24 .2) ~md all is well as long as he 

listens to him, but after Jehoiada' s death Joash hearkens to some 

princes who lea.d him into idolatry (24.17,18); prophets then enter the 

scene 11to bring them back to the Lord", although in fact they fail. 

Joash' s son Amaz.iah treads a sinilar path; he begins in submission to 

the law as taught by the priest (25.2-4); when he makes a foolish 

alliance he heeQs the counsel of the prophet (vv.7-10) but later in his 

reign he closes his mind·to prophetic counsel (v.16). Amaziah's son 

Uzzi·ah again follows a similar course; he is instructed by Zechariah 

(26.5) and prospers. Success l~ads ~o pride and an attempt to usurp 

the r8le of the priest in offering incense in the Temple. The priests 

attempt to withstand him, he becomes ap.gry and is struck down with 

leprosy (Yv.18.19}. 
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his :Leµclership upon the To:rn11 (u·osh J..8) anci .i.ts subsequent traditions 

(.Josh 24.26), ~.'he darl< . .ness of the Judges period ste:rrened f'rom everyone 

doing what was :eight in h:Ls ow1~ eyes (Jdg 17.6; 21.25) for there was no 

King (who wouj_d bave Jr,..nown the 'forah), When Saul was made King Samuel 

wrote the right;:; and duties of Kbgship. in a book to be kept at the 

cultic centre (l Sam 10.25). 'I'he priests were to instruct the King in 

the principles of the '.I'orah. ' A It was tnus the role of the prophet to 

intervene eitr~er when these principles were being vio1ated or when some 

event occurred which needed specific instruction. 

The prophets thus had. a, clear pr-li tic al r6'le to play. Those "ll'hose ac

tivities are mos"t; :;:Jromineritly recorded. a~e those involved with particu

larly significant ni.oments in the history of Israel. 'l'ension occurred 

between King and prophet because the King tended towards pragmatism 

and the prophet tc:wards idealism. The pragmatist seeks strength in 

political alliances, the idealist says "Trust in the Lord". In this 

way Isaiah both withstood Ahaz (Is 7) and encouraged l1ez2kio.h (Is 37). 

In times of p~·osperity the J eadership of the state is satisfied with 

the stat-.1.s quo and it ~ s for the prophet to remind them of the suffering 

arid injustice endured by the poorer people. 

This can 'b~ seen througliout the history of Israel. 

We turn nv1r to see how the c:anonical prophets were repeatedly caught up 

in the political arena as a 2·esult of their ministry. 

Nathan advised David ar)out his plans to build a Temp1e (2 Sam •(), up

braided him for his behaviour toward Uriah (2 Sa.m·l2) and was involved. 

in the debate concerning a successor to the throne (1 Ki 1). The episode 

of Uriah and Bathsheba is of special importance not simply on the moral 

level but more positively because with it was involved the continuation 

of the dynasty, as Solomon was the son of Bathsheba.· 

Ahijah made manifest the rift that had never been closed between the 

tribes of Judah and Benjamin anQ those to the north. David's sovereignty 

had been accepted later in Jerusalem than in He.bran ( 1 Ki 2 .11) . Absalom 



had. exploited the rift the.t remained, a.Dd .Solomon had not healed the 

rivalry. So Ah.i.jah dramatic&.lly sides with ~reroboam (1 Ki 11.31-39) 

hoping to see 'two kingd.oms both loyal to Ya.hweh. Civil war is averted 

only by the intervention of another prophet~ Shemaiah, this time on the 

side of Judah (1 Ki 12 .23). 

But apostasy was not averted in the north and the struggle there of 

Yahwism against Baalism brings to our attention the prophetic activity 

in Samaria of men 1.:ho stood courageously for Yahweh and became political 

figures. An unknown man travlled from Judah to cry against Jeroboam's 

divisive altar. Jehu ben Hanani confronted the regicidal Baasha. Further 

into the 9th Century Elijah withstood Ahab a..'1d Jezebel's Baa.lite entourage. 

Elijah's political career included a call to anoint the man who would 

overthrow Omri's dynasty, and also Haza.el to be King over Syria (1 Ki 

19.16). Micaiah t'Jo seems a consti:mt opposer of the Northern monarch 

(1 Ki 22 .8). 

Not all prophecy in Samaria j.s directed against Samaria; however faith~-

1e:::s she may have "teen, her enemies were also Yahweh's enemies. When 

the powerful Ben Hadad claimed his personal wealth a.."ld harem, Ahab :'.'leekly 

succumbed ( 1 Ki 29. 3f); but when the demands were ex': ended, firmer re

::;ol ve was called for ( vv. 7 -9) . .4n. unnamed prophet encouraged righteous 

retaliation (13'""21) and Ahab was reprimanded :for dealing too lenient:::..y 

with the defeated foe (v.~2). Although Naam&n's health is restored to 

him (2 Ki 5) Elis!">a is used by God to outwit his army more than once 

(2 Ki 6). When Ben Hadad b~sieged Sa..~aria, Elisha predicted a reprieve 

(2 Ki 7 .1). That Elisha was not only a force to be reckoned with bu~ 

also a powerful man of God Ben Hadad admitted when from his sickbed he 

sent Haza.el to learn the outcome of his illness (2 Ki 8. 7 ,8). With 

characteristic candour Elisha deals with the fortunes of both Ben Hadad 

and HazaeJ., and also Israel at the latter's hand (vv.12-14). 

Our attention continues to be engaged in the Biblical narrative by further 

prophet~c activity in the Northern Kingdom during the 8th Century; the 

voice of the Lord seemed consistently to be heard throughout the nine 

dynasties of that Kingdom's stormy history. On the nationalistic front 

Jcnah, though his notice is confined to one verse (2 Ki 14.25) seems to 

have encouraged Jeroboam II in successful territorial aggresion. But 
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sycret:i.sm and. idolatry cont:Lnued abundantly (2 K:i. 17. 7-18); many voices 

were raised in wa.rning (2 Ki lT.13; Hos 6.5). Of these Amos and Hosea 

aJ.on·e are knmrn. to us. 

'I'heLrs are voices speaking not of military supremacy like that of Jonah. 

in 2 Ki 14. 25, but of spiritual and moral a.ecay. 'I'he nation's adherence 

to the covenant we,s always tenuous though <>, residue of spiritual and mora.i 

capital is observable ·- Ben Hadad could presu,.-.Y1e (successfully) on mercy in 

Israel (1 Ki 20.31). Amos cou_ld spealc in the same breath both of the pri

vilege of election as well as of the moral responsibility attaching thereto 

( 3. 2). Condemnation of smTounding nations was on moraJ. grounds ( cbs ::i. ,2) 

and when he turns his attention to Is:rael it is to injustice (4. 7), false 

security (6.1), luxury (6.4-6) and oppression (l+.l) as well c.s to :Lr.sincere 

religious devotion (4.4f; 5.2lff) that he addresses himself. 

Amos, like the unnamed prophet in the earlier Jeroboam's re:;_gn (1 Ki 13.l) 

was a foreig..1er from Southern Judah, But the native Hosea sees both the 

apost8:sy of his :people and the deep compassion of' a covenant making God. 

Lack of faithfulness to Yahweh results in disobedience to the Decalogue 

(4.1,2) and that in turn causes Yahweh to ~rithhold. blessi.ng (~.3). He speti,ks~ 

the true national figur~, al:i.ke to.priest, people and king (5.1). Pimishment 

through war lies around the corner (5.8-11) and as Israel is destroyed the 

foundations of Jud.ah creak ominously ( 5 .12). International alliances will 

be of no avail (7 .11) for there is. no g2nuine re:pentance ( 7 .14) , no 

(no covenant--me:rcy) ~ ·no ·a 1;-r .5 ~- .tl ~} ..... (no knowledge of God) ( 6. 6). 

If other 8th Century prophets have sunk into oblivion whilst Hosea and 

Amos are bequeathed to posterity, it may well be because of the total 

proclamation made by the latter, their message was what later generatior..::; 

would c'.ltego1·iz.e as both spiritual, s,ocial and political. 

As Samaria top~oles, the tide of danger encroaches upon the territory of 

the Southern Kingdom, in fact it is aJ.most swamped by the same wave. 

"The Lord is bringing up against them the waters of the River, mighty 

and many, the King of Assyria. and all his glory; and it will rise over 

all its channels and go over all its ·banks: and it will sweep on into 

Judah, it will overflow ar..d press on_, reaching even to the neck'' (Is 

8.7 ,8). So ~-n 701 B.C. the armies of Assyria swept through Judah, and 

Mount Zion alone kept its head above water. All the fortified cities 
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fell to Sennacherib (2 Ki 18.13) and a similar fate f"or Jerusalem was 

just averted (2 Ki 19.36). Sennacherib claims to have besieged and 

taken 46 strong walled cities,· as well as the small er cities in their 

neighbourhood (R.K.Jfarri.son, 19'Tl, p.23'T). 

That the compilers of the Old Testament honour Isaiah as a political figure 

of high calibre ir-: - seen from the fact that this narrow escape is reco:>:"ded 

three times (1 Ki 18 ,19; 2 Chron 32 and Is 3G~37). Isaiah, like his con

temporary Hosea, cov.ld also point to national corruption, spiritua,l dis

loyalty and religious superfidality (1.4~ lJ...;.15). Perhaps 1.7--9 descrihes 

the calamity of 715 B.C. Through war or exile Judah will be deprived of 

leadership ( 3 .. 2 ~ 3) a ;just reward fo:r:- a misplaced loyalty. 

When the innnediate danger of national disa~ter had passed little of the 

voice of prophecy has been preserved - perhaps it was suppressed by 

Hezekiah 1 s untimel;/ so:i Manasseh or perhaps it was not of sufficient 

historical interest to be preserved. Hoi;.:ever, that it did not cease is 

certain (2 Chr 23.18; 2 Ki 21.10-16). But his death seemed to release 

dynamic spiritual fervour in several young men. Josiah the Kin(£ insti

tut0d a religious refo:r:-m at the age of 25; his drame.tic young cou..visin 

Zephaniah preached the total overthrow of the kingdoP', its religiou:. 

institutions together with their idolatrous or syncretistic adherents 

{ Zp. 1. 2-6) . {Zephaniah must have been a young man as he was the great-

great-grandson of Hezekiah who had died only Go years earlier; Josiai:.. 

was a great-grandson)-. Jeremiah was a young man when he received his 

call as a prophet in 629 B. C., a task that would bring him into poli:U cal 

conflict for 40 years, and it could well be that Nahum was of a similar 

age as he rejoiced i:l. hope at the overthrow .of evil Nineveh. 

By comparison the prophets of the Return seem shadowy figures yet their 

political contribution is clearly marked, especially Haggai and Zechariah 

who in spirea. the rebuilding . of the Temple, rallying r:iorale that had 

flagged for 15 years. 

(b) PROPHE'I' AS Iv'.iAN OF PP.AYER 

A prophet's political insight is drawn from his spiritual perceptiveness. 

What sets apart the true prophet from his fellow man, and at times from 

his fellow prophet, is to be found in the inner recess of his spirit, in 

the attunement of his personality with that of God. He is so conscious 
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o:::' the presence· of God that.he becomes sensitive to the message of God, 

and himself mediates the di vine wor'd through hls ow:i huma...11 personality. 

'.!.'here is a strange blend of hux;:i311 free will with divine sovereignty, A 

man yielCled to the Spirit of God becomes both human and yet more thar1 

human, both frr..;e and yet constrained. And :~n this counteraction God 

Himself seems also to become free and yet constrained. On the one hand 

Jeremiah cannot remain silent, fire is shut up in his bones and he ca1mot 

hold it in (20.9); on the other God's anger against His rebellious people 

j_n the wilderness is stopped ·by the intercessory Moses "let them alone 

that my wrath may burn hot against them11 (Ex 32. 9). 

Gcd is the God of history yet he so often reveals his :plans to those 

capable of receiving them a.Yld even require: their intercession before they 

can be enac:ted. 'I'his j_s so on a personal level as wel:L as on a national 

level - to Abimelech God spoke in a dream concerning Sarah, "restore the 

man's wife for he is a prophet, an.d he will pray for you, and you shall 

live. 11 Then Abraham prayed to God and God healed Abimelech (Gen.20.7,lT). 

On the nationa.1 level Moses' prayers halted the plague of frogs, flies, 

thunder aJld locusts (Ex 8-10). Note the collaboration of Mo3es wit~ his 

God. "Ask the Lord to take these frogs away: 11 S'1ys :Oaraoh: "Cert a.inly", 

comes the reply, "when would you like me to .ask the Lord." "Tomorrow." 

"Be it as you say that you may know there is L1o one like the Lord our 

God." Moses cried to the. Lord and the Lord G.id according to the word of 

Moses (Ex 8.8-12)-

Moses is also recorded as interceding for the nation of Israel (Ex 32 

above), an occasion he remembers to the end of his life, "I lay prostrate 

before the Lo~d for these forty days and forty nights, because the Lord 

had said He would destroy you. Jl..nd I prayed to the Lord, 'O Lord God, 

destroy not thy people and thy heritage, whom thou has redeemed through 

thy greatness. Remember thy servants Abraham, Isaac and Jacob: do not 

regard the stubbornness of this people, or their wickedness or their 

sin.'" (Dt 9.25-29). 

A similar situation arose at Kadesh Barnea (Num 13,14). Moses again 

pleads for forgiveness for the people and relies on an earlier promise 

of God (14.18) and even reminds God of His need to honour his own name 

(14.13-16). 
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Samuel is another man of prayer. At Mizpai1 after a time cf national 

penitence he pre.ys for vietory o7.er the Philistines (1. Sam 7. 5-11). Ee 

prayed concerning the inception of monarchy (l Sam 8. 6); his later re

proof of them included prayer for the destruction of crops at harvest 

time (1 Sam 12 .17). SaEm2l saw his pe:csonal role as that of interces

sor (inter aZia) and considered it sin on hi~ part against Israel if he 

were to cease to pra.y fo:r :them (1 Sam 12. 23). Specifically he prayed 

for their leader, cry:ing all night to the Lord when Saul was :rejected 

(1 Sam 15 .11). 

Elijah's renown as a man of prayer is mentioned by James (5.rl) to re

mind his readers of the efficac~r of prayer by righteous men. Apart 

from his prayers f'Jr drought and rain referred to by Jam.es he also pra.yecl 

for the widow of Zarepath' s son who had died "and. the Lord harkened to 

the voice of Elijah; and the soul of the child cs.me into him again, ar..d. 

he revived" (1 Ki 17.22). On Carmel in contrast to the fruitlessness 

of the long and frenzied pleas of many Baal worshippers, the simple prayer 

of Elijah acknowledging God's initiative in this contest j_s :rewaI'ded by 

immediate results (1 Ki 18.38). 

Micaj_ah is also conscious of direct communication between himself 2.nd 

God and confesses himself willing to be obedient in relaying t.he message 

verbatim wl-:latever the cost ( 1 Ki 22 .14). The message comes by iotaY of' 

vision (v.17) but is clear enough. Opposition and suffering cru1not de

flect his assurance. "If you return in peace t:ie Lord has not spoken 

by me" (v.28). His prophecy is vindicated despite the efforts of sub

terfuge by Ahab (v.34). Whether or not Micaiah perished for his faith

fulness is not recorded. 

Elisha is a man of unusual psyc~ic exJ?er~ence an~ _praye_r. It is recorded 

that he too raised a widow's son.tbrough prayer (2 Ki 4.33ff). Certainly 

his fame as a·healing prophet was known to Na.aman's maid (2 Ki 5.4); 

Ifaaman expected him to heal not by magic or charms but by prayer ( v .11). 

Elisha apparently accompa.11ied Gehazi in spirit to his meeting with 

Naaman (2 Ki 5.26) and joined the Syrian Commander's private ~ouncils 

of war (2 Ki 6.12). He prayed for his servants' eyes to be opened to 

see the invisible ~osts of God (v.17), for the Syrians' eyes to be closed 

in blindness (v.18) and subsequently for them to be reopened (v.20). 



Isaiah was so naturally the man to whon Hezekia...11 tun1s when looking for 

someone to intercede for Israel (2 Ki 19.4; Is 37.4), He also :orayed 

for the sign that. .should indicate Hezekiah's recovery from sickness 

( 2 Ki 2 0 . 11 ) . 

. Amos interceded effectively for Israel against a plague of locusts and. 

an outbreak of fire, "How can Jacob stand? He is so small!" (7.2,5). 

Hosea considered prayerlessness a form of rebellion (7.14). He prayed 

for Ephraim for a miscarrying womb and dry b:teasts ( 9 .14) ; it is better, 

thought Hosea, to have no children than tha.t children should suffer the 

destiny of vv.12,13. 

In the 7th Century we see Jeremiah in his autobiography a.s a man of prayer. 

Zedekiah twice sent Zephaniah the priest to ask. .Jeremiah to pray for 

Jerusalem (2L2; 37 .3). After the fall of Jerusalem the sUTvivors and 

their commanders ask intercession (42.2), which Jeremiah proceeds to 

make (vv.4,20). On three occasions the Lord tells Jeremiah to cease from 

prayer ( 7 .16; 11. :::J~; 14 .11). "Do not pray fc:;r this pe_ople, and do not 

intercede with me, f'or I do not hear you." The queen of heaven and other 

gods are worshipped ( 7 .18) and incense is burnt to Bao.J. ( 11.17). Even 
' 

ritual offered to the Lord is of no avail without repentance and obedience 

(7.21-23; 11.15). 

Ezekiel too is seen in intercession with the :L.ord (9.8; 11.13) and again 

it. :ts neutralised ·by sycretism and violence (8.16-18). 

And Habakkuk opens his book, "O Lord, how long shall I cry ... " 

It is the deep concern of prophets of the Lord for the people of the Lord. 

that contrasts so vastly with the prayerlessness of the false prophets. 

"If they are prophets," says the Lord through Jeremiah (27.18) "then let 

them intercede with the Lord of hosts." And through Ezekiel, "Your 

prophets have been like foxes among ruins, 0 Israel. You have not gone 

into the breaches, or built up a wall for the house of Israel, that it 

might stand in battle in the day of the Lord." (13.l+,5). "I sought for 

a man among them who should build up the wall and stand in the breach 

before me for the land, that I should not destroy it; but I fou..."ld none." 

(22.30). 
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Failure to pray ~o the Lord is as effective as fervent pra.yer to fa1se 

gods, HThey have no knowledge who carry about their wooden idols~ anci 

keep on praying to a god that cannot save;" (Is 45.20). In Jeremiah's 

day the gods were multiplied, one for each city, and an altar for every 

street in Jerusalem "but they camiot save them in the time of trouble." 

(11.12f) .. 

Conclusion 

These two act ivi ties of political involvement and pre.yer speak of the 

manward and Godward aspects of the same ministry. They ai·e contained 

together in the designation of watchman. The watcr.u11an stands in his 

tower and warns his people, according to the sight of his eyes, what is 

about to happen (Is 21.6; 2 Sam 18.24-27; 2 Ki 9.17-20). The prophet 

has another tower, his place of prayer, and is a seer of fU!'ther eYents, 

but his task is jus·t as responsible, to warn of com:Lng doom~ that men 

may be ready and prepared to avert disaster. Hosea d.esc:ribes the p:r·opbet 

as a watch.man ( 9. 8) though a hated watchman. Well over a century later 

Eze:~iel sees his mi;;.istry in the same light ( 3 .17; 33. 7) - a ministry of 

watching and of warning, an onerous responsibility. 
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3.3 BIFURCATION O:F' PROPHETIC J~OYAI,TIES 

3.3.1 INTRODUCTION 

We have so far pointed. to many influences that formed u. major part, .from 

a human point of view, of the complex array of sources from which the 

prophet drew his inspiration and message. 

We· now ask the question: "What led him to be1ieve that his message was 

of divine origin?" The answer is that the elements of Torah, tradition 

and reason are intertwined with a personal. experience of Goa.. The. prophet 

being instructed from a child in the Torah and the tradition<.: of his people 

both at home and in his local cultic centre, co;:;.siders the vital questions 

of his day. 'rhese perspectives combine to give a coherent understanding 

of the mind and will of God. From this it is no great step to proclaim 

"Thus saith the Lord"· His deep conviction as r .. 2 faced contemporary events 

was that the Lord had something to say about them, and his background was 
i 

largely responstble for formulating what that "something" ·was. This deep 

conviction could convincingly be introduceC. "Thus saith the L(':r·d." 

Although our illus-cratinns have been drawn from the canonical prop}1ets 

the principles are of wider significance. Once the richness and variety 

of the ever-acc-:.:;_mulating trad.i tions is e.ppreciated, and when it is borne 

in mind that every contemporary situation is fraught with deep complexi

ties, ru1d that d.ifferent men see these from different perspectives, then 

it is easy to understand that varying diagnoses will lead to conflicting 

remedies. A bifurcation of attitudes is thus manifested. 

This is all ths more apparent at a time of natural c:r'ises , and indeed it 

would be surprising if conflict did not arise among the many prophetic 

voices. As long e.s prophets are champions of the status q_uo and speak 

with the voice of nationalism, harmony will prevail; but if a radical 

voice speaks of painful change and even of destruction of a nation's 

very existence, as Jeremiah did, a sharp confrontation is bound to arise. 

Each was equally convinced that he was right, each believed that he spoke 

with God's authority, each drew on Torah, tradition and reason; but one 

spoke of a..~ hour of judgment, whiist the other spoke of weathering another 

storm by the grace of God. 



The canon of Scripture has determined w1licb prophets were adjudged true 

and which false, and :Lt is not often th&t the viewpoint of the so-called 

"false prophet" is considered sympathetically. He was not necessarily a 

wilful charlatan; he too was equally involved in the future wellbein.g of 

his nation. He was, it s,;ems, in the rnajority but yet stands roundly 

condemned in the Bible narrative. It is easy to look back with the com

pilers of the record and see hmr wrong he turned out to be. The agony 

comes, not in testing prophecy with the hindsight of history, but in 

discerning truth and error at tbe time the prophecy is spoken. 

What is needed is to imagine a soliloquy in' say' the last quarter of 
the 7th Century B.C. 

How do I know whether to believe Jeremiah or hj_s opporients? His 
opponents say "All will be well .... I have dreamed of peace ..•. 
thus saith the Lord 'Is it not ~ Temple in Je:rusa.lem and I will 
defend it' etc'.' Jeremiah says "If you wish to save your life 
desert to the Babylonians." 'I'his is no mere academic exercise, 
it is a matter of life and death. Almost everything is weighted 
in the favour of the prophet of' peace. The Davl.dic dynasty has 
weathered many storms in 400 years of history. If God feels it 
right to pun.j_sh us why not· in vhe 50 years of Eanasseh' s reign 
rather than r.:ow afte.,. Jos:i.al1' s religious revival? Last century 
the No:rthern Kingdom had been swept away and much of Judah over
come but Isaiah and Micah bad strengthened our morale and we had 
been saved. 'rhey had reminded us of God's promise to David 
through Nathan - are not the Temple of the Lord and the line of 
David in-violate? It certainly seems so and. history proves it. 
And if God is the same, is not his word ever the same, all our 
logic says these prophets of peace must be ri~ht. And yet here 
is Jeremiah saying t~e last thing we want to i1ear: "Desert to 
Babylon and live11

, and he pacsi0nately believes it. No one has 
ever spoken like this -before, not about David's line anyway -
Samaria was different, they were never genuine, they didn't come 
up to Jerusalem, they worshipped the bull at Bethel, they even 
kept the feast of booths a month late, th~y were just Baa.lites 
thinly disguised. And yet something in our conscience makes us 
wonder. He certainly has courage and his life matches up to his 
preaching which is not true of many. 

How does one r4~ow the truth? The prophets of peace have three of 
the strongest arguments possible; spiritual tradition, spiritual 
experience ("I have dreamed") and a message that people want to 
believe. "Out of the abundance of the heart ..•. " This is true, 
and it seems so right. Jeremiah speaks of deceitful dreams - the 

. essence of deceit is that you ·d.o not know you are deceived; suppose 
Jeremiah is deceived., he is morbid, he fears the worst, after 20 -
30 years his fears have so far proved groundless. It is only his 
word against theirs. And he is in danger of ruining our morale, 
then maybe his prophecies will come true; but if we treat him the 
way we treated Uriah maybe our troubles will be over ••.• and then, 
maybe not. 
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Jeremiah called ·into quest:Lon the two aYenues of spiritual certitude in 

matters of faith - tradition and experience. He also had spiritual ex·

periences and his he claimed ·were superior; actually being admitted to 

the council of the Lord. 112 also argued from tradition but reminded his 

hearers of traditions they knew in their minds but had neglected in their 

behaviour. Yes, God had said. to David "I wi2-l -appoint a place for my 

people Israel, and will plant them, that they may d~·Tell in their o·~m 

place, and be disturbed no more" (2 Sam 7.10) but he had also said on 

the sa.me occasion "when he commits iniquity, I will chasten him with the 

rod of men" (v.14). · Nathan had said to David on that occasion "I will 

give you rest from all your enemies", but after his adultery with Bath-

· sheba and murder of Uriah he h&C:. to proclaim "the sword shall never de

part from your house, ·hecause you have despised me" (2Sam12.10).Jeremiah 

reminds the people that there is an ethical as well as a religious tra

dition and th.at the latter is dependent on the former. It is recorded 

that Solomon percPived this in his memory of God 1 s covenant with his 

father David: "There shall never fail you a man before me to sit upon 

the throne of Israel, if only your sons take h:::ed to their way" (1 Ki 

8.25). The people and prop1'.1ets of Jeremiah's a.ay had forgotten the 

conditio11 upon which their traditions were based. If these were not the 

original words they were based on some tradition, and it would be a very 

late tradition if it were not already in existence to be drawn upon by 

· Jeremiah. 

If the prophets of peace of Jeremiah's day were calling upon the tradition 

of .Jerusalem's inviolability proclaimed by their 8th Century forbears, so 

too was Jeremiah reminding the people of Isaiah's and Micah's ethical 

tradition (Is 1.12-20; Mic 6. 6-8). The traditions of Israel were long 

and wide and individual prophets could draw on different elements of 

those traditions. 

3.3.2 THE BIRFURCATION EXPLORED 

We have concluded that variety was to be expected in interpreting the 

inherited traditions at. certain .times, particularly in times of national 

crisis. We have noted too that an impartial assessment of the resulting 

factions is rendered difficult by the theological views of the Biblical 

editors. 
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However, there in sufficient material to consider the following chain of 

questions: 

{a) Wnat picture does the Biblical narrative present to us of 

the false prophets? 

(b) 'l'o what extent did a prophetic confront Pt ion occur? 

( c) What facts emerge concerning the group which included the 

false prophets? 
. v 

( (l_) When is the O 15 ~(peace) mes sage in fact a / f '!/ (deceitful) 

message? 

· (e) How is the prophet to be assessed by his contemporaries? 

1(a) What Picture does the Biblical Narrative Present to us of 

the False ~_!"9phets_? 

The Term False Prophet: 

Eor convenience we distinguish b-:::tween prophets "by use of the titles 

'true prophet' and 'false prophet'. The term 'true prophet 1 never in 

fact occurs in the Bible, such a man is called simply 'prophet'; yet 

the term 'prophet' includes a12- parties in the prophetic conflict. 

The term '.i'alse prophet' is a New Testament one(f~v~-o-flf 0 ~1""JS ). 
It is used by Jesus only in the plural. In one text he refers to Old 

Testament times (Lk 6.26), in one text he refers to his contemporaries 

(Mt 7.15) and in three he refers to the future (Mt 24.11,24; Mk 13.22). 

Elsewhere in the New Testament the word is used in the singular of the 

apocalyptic false proph2t (Rev 16.13; 19.20; 20.10) and of the Jewish 

false prophet Bar-Jesus (Ac 13.6). The word effo11f?S always in the New 
'\ 

Testament describes the true prophet. 

Jesus, therefore, under the title false prophets, describes a class of 

people ever present in society. They were those spoken well of in the 

past (Lk 6.26). They were destructive whilst appearing innocuous 

(wolves in sheeps clothing - Mt -7.15) and could be discerned by their 

fruits (Mt 7.16-20); they were those who would lead many astray by a 

shmm of signs and wonders and might. even deceive the elect (Mt 24 .11,24). 
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The title "false prophet" does not occur in the Old Testament; indeea. the 
. . 

nounA'":J.J(prophet) is qualified in the singular in only one situation . .,. 
an "old prophet~· thrice referred to in 1 Ki 13 (v-v .11, 25, 29) ; a...rid in 

the plural in only one place in Ezek 13.3, foolisb prophets. Elsewhere 

the noun describes true ana. false prophet and its significance can be 

discerned only by the context. 

Turning from nouns to verbs we di.scover more about a prophet's activity 

and thus a"bout his character. Al~cording to Jeremiah: some pro1)hesy 

falsely (5,31~ 29.9), prophesy a false vision (14.14)~ prophesy false 

dreams (23.32) or prophesy Hes (8 times). Ezekiel says further: some 

prophesy out of their ov.'!1 minds (13.2) and see visions of peace when there 

is no peace (13.16). In Isaiah's.day too the people hacl wanted the pro

phets to prophesy illusions (30.10). 

Sunnnary 

In the :New Testament i:prophet" refers to a "true prophet 11 unless clearly 

designated otherwise as a "false prophet". 

In the Old Testament "prophet" refers to any who claims to be or is 

accepted as a prophet. The noun is qualified iri a derogatory sense on 

only one occasion - tbe foolish prophets of Ezek 13.3. The verb "to prophesy" 

is, howeVfa', frequently qualified and shows the bifurcation of prophetic 

understanding of the ~radi tions; when the verb is quali:Cied in a derogatory 

sense it always occurs in the mouth of a "true prophet" describing the 

ac~ivity of a "false prophet". D~:mbtless the "false prophet" also de-

rided the "true prophet" as being false. 

It seems inevitable to use these designations "true prophet" and "false 

prophet" although in doing so we must remember that there are more 

judgmental overtones to the word "false" than there are to the word 11true", 

and that we are presupposing the canonica.l judgment in the light of his

torical vindication. 

The "true prophets' picture of the· "false prophets" 

The.bifurcation of prophetic analysis of the contemporary scene and thus 

of their selection of traditions becrune most prominent in the period pre

ceding the fall of Jerusalem. Or rather we should say that the records 



we have, whj_ch reveal such a clash, come chiefly from this period .. Mic:aiab. 

and Isaiah both reveal a division of loyalties~ but neither describes it 

in detail. Jeremiah and Ezekiel have most to say about their opponents~ 

and are trenchant in saying it. 

JEREMIAH. It is in Chapter 23 that we come to the most trenchant denun-

ciation ·by Jeremia.11 of his opponents. His claims ca..'1 be summarised. as 

follows: 

( i) Their character. They are ungodly (ll) , adulterers, liars, 

accomplices 'to evildoers ( 14); ai.1 inspiration to ungodliness 

on a national scale (15). Jeremiah links their behaviour to 

their character and would thus dissuade his hearers from 

listening to their message. 

(ii) They are dee!eEive. They prophesy by Ba2.l and lead :people 

astray' (13); they fill the people with v-ain hopes, they 

speak visions from their own minus, they say "it will be well 

with you", "no evil will come upon you11 (16f); they prophes;y 

lies supported by spurious claims from spiritual experiences 

"I have dreamed" -· all this comes from the deceit of their 

own heart (25f). 

(iii) They have ·failed. They have failed in their pastoral res

ponsibilities (2); they have scatterec rather than protected 

their flock (cf. 50. 6). Jeremiah mah:s a pun on the ver-b 

-ro S) (to attend to). The word mea.ns to pay attention to, to • r-- "f. 

visit but also imports the action required. It is thus ren-

dered "punish" more than 20 times in Jeremiah. Here God 

says "1.,ecause you have not paid attention to your flock, I 

will pay attention (and act accordingly) toyou." The Lord 

is by nature the shepherd of his people.'/~';? is frequently 

used in Exodus of God Is pastoral care in observing their 

sufferings in Egypt (3.16) and visiting them (l! .• 31) to set 

them free. Jeremiah claims that the false prophets are the 

very antithesis of this, they have failed to attend to the 

welfare of the people. 

{iv) They are ineffective. No one turns from his wickedness (14); 

genuine preaching will have a good effect (22) but theirs had 



none. They encourage people to forget rather than to remember 

the name of the Lord ( 27) and to act accordingly. 

They were ineffective because their message crune from the 

wrong source. Their words caJ:n.e from their own minds, not 

from the Lor,d (16) because they had not stood in the Lord's 

council ( 18 ,22) . 

(v) Therefore judeE!:_ent faces them. Their ministry will receive 

its due reward (1,2); the pathway they have chosen will lead 

to their downfall ( 12) ; the basic nece::3Si ties of life, food 

and drink, will be withheld and replaced by evil (15); the 

Lord will wreak havoc and injury in their affairs (19) and 

they will be broken and. huJniliated ( v. 29) • 

t12. 

EZEKIEL. In Chapter 3~ Ezekiel stresses the pastcral failure of all 

the leaders of <Judah including the prophets, and imputes the exile to 

their failure to proclaim the truth. 

Elsewhere Ezekiel's explanation for the falseness of his opponents' 

message is similar to Jeremiah's in many rcs::::iects. Whereas Jeremiah 

spea.l{s of "not standing in the council of the Lord" Ezekiel refers to 

"not standing in the breach". Jeremiah refers to the ministry of :inter

cession as approaching the Lord to discover his message for his people. 

For Ezekiel the ministry of intercession is more a means to protect 

Israel and avert calamity. 

"You have not gone up into the breaches, or built up a wall'for the house 

of Israel, that it might stand in battle in the day of the Lord" (Ezek 

13. 5). "I sought for a man among them who should build up the wall a.'1d 

stand in the breach. before me for the land, that I should not destroy it; 

but I found nonen (22.30). These verses speak o.f a protective ministry 

for the prophet, and include both his private. ministry of intercession 

as well as his pul:lic activity in proclamation and teaching. The private 

side of such ministry may be exemplified in Amos 7.2-6 and the public 

side in Mal 2.6, Jer 23.22. Another reference to standing in the breach 

occurs in Ps 106.23 where it speaks of Moses turning away God's wrath, 

referring presuma-o1y to his intercession mentioned in Ex 32 .10-14. 

Thus Ezekiel's chief ad:iition to Jeremiah's list of denunciations against 

false.prophets is prayerlessness. 



(b) To What Extent did a Prcrphetic Coni}"onta~ ion Occur? 

Since we read largely of only one side of the pro:pbetic confrontaticn in 

the -Biblical narrative some y,7iters wonder if the picture has been over

dra1ffi. Ji.-::itable among these are F .L. Horsfeld and Iva Meyer in ·Prophe~ 

~egen Prophet · (Prophet v:ers·us Prophet). They do not deny that such a 

confrontation occurrecL but minimise it.. This they do on literary 

grounds, claiming that confrontation is a literary device by the exilic 

redactors to give a theological explanation of the catastrophe in 586 B. S., 

and thus expose Israel's guilt, and lay the responsibility for the Fall 

of Jerusalem at the feet of the false prophets. 

It is important to ask this question since it implies that the superficial 

picture is very different from reality; it also· raises the issue whether 

the exilic editors were creative or merely selective in their material, 

whether their theological presuppositions led them to put into their 

heroes' mouths words and ideas which were not in fact theirs. Horsfeld 

and Meyer in· fact say with reference to Ezekiel's disciples,. who red.acted 

hio work~ importi:..e, and building _up the theme of false prophecy, that if · 

they had discovered the idea their Master must also have discovereci it 

(op. cit. p .126). 

Horsfeld and Meyer examine every reference t0 prophetic confrontation in 

the Old Testament. Much 1 s eliminated on textual grounds; some· episodes 

are eliminated be1.:aus·e they bring into view criticism rather than out-

. right conflict (e.g. Is 3.2; 28.7-13); others are eliminated because they 

deal with conflict, but.not conflict with other prophets (thus Amos 7 

concerns a priest, Jer 29 concerns an exilic leader, and Hosea's conflict 

and Deutero-isaiah's with the people). 

Having considerably reduced the field to be reviewed the_picture remains. 

essentially unaltered. 

The Md.caiah episode of 1 ki 22 is acb1owledged~ confrontation with the 

priests· and people is accepted, and criticism of professional colleagues 

is admitted. Jeremiah's is granted to be a lone voice amongst the pro

phets at J·erusalem. Yet it is maintained that the conflict with false 

·prophets WftS the creation of the school of exilic redactors to hold them 

responsible for the calamity of the Fall of Jerusalem. 
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J'.gainst this view we say that if there were criticism as powerful as 

that SJlOken by J~re,.'lliah (5.30,31 - which is accepted as genuine) a.11d 

2, century earlier by Isaiah (3.2; 28.7-13) and when it is borne in mind 

that the outlook of most prophets was in accord with the majority of 

the national leaders, it ;_s more likel:r that there was inde.ed forceful 

conflict in the ranks of the prophets than otherwise. J·eremiah' s con

fessions and imprisonment J?Oint also to opposition. 

We would therefo1·e incline to the view that the prophetic conflict did 

occur substantially as recordf;d in the Biblical narrative, despite the 

fact that only one side of the dialogue is normally recorded. To be left 

with i)rophetic criticism without prophetic conflict and with condemnation 

without conf'ront1::1,ti..on is 1mrealistic, and no explanation is given for 

this. 'l'his is particularly relevant when considering the critical times 

at which most of the classical prophets lived a.rd the irreconcila1Jle 

nature of the cont.rasting prophetic messages being proclaimed. 

(c) Wha:~ Facts ~erE;e Conc~ni£g_the Group which include.~ t~e 

False Pro:Qhets? 

'.I'hat there was a deep cleavage of opinion in the critical stages of 

Isr-ael's history is not disputicd. In times of crisis passions rise and 

beliefs are translated from theory to practice. 

The cleavage centres on opinion rather than ear1.ier loyalties, lesser 

differences are forgotten and each man must decide for himself where he 

stands. 

Throughout his 40 years of ministry Jeremia::l has an unswerving conviction 

that evil is determined against Jerusalem because of their wickedness 

(Jer 1.15 ,16) aJ1d a social and spiritual revolution is called for of 

dramatic proportions (1.10). He is war:1ed. too that there will be a 

united opposition against him including the King, the princes, the priests 

and the people (Ll8). It is this group that many of the prophets soon 

joined (2.26). 

The main facts the.t emerge concerning this group are: 

( 1) They form the majority. 

(:2) Their U...'1ifying force is nationalism. 



( 3) 'l'hey inflict suffe:dng on the minority. 

( 1) 'They form t}1e MaJ..2!'j, ty 

This group is observed in Jeremiah's call as containing the princes, the 

priests a.nd the ])eople rather than some of them. Also it is understood 

from the fact tbat Jeremiah is in a defe:r:isi_ve position but God promises 

that he will not be overwheLmed (1.19). 

During Jehoiakim' s reign greater sympathy was shown "by the princes to 

Jeremiah. In 26.16 he is acquitted when indicted by the priests and pro

phets who ask for the death sentence (26.11). In 606 B.C. Jeremiah is 

excluded from the Temple (36,5) by the priests -t.Jut the princes again show 

their sympath~-· toward Jeremiah and Baruch (36 .19) despite the King's 

attitude. Afte1· the exile of 597 the attitude of Zedekiah's princes is 

much more severe (37.15; 38.4) although the King himself vacillated. 

We see; then that there was consistent opposition by the priests and 

prophets against Jeremiah and frequently the princes and peopJe also 

sided with them. 

(2) f'hei.r_ Unifying Force is Nationalism 

Nationalism is concern for the welfare 0f a state and implies that its 

survival is essb1tiaL :National policy is directed by the state 1 s 

leaders which in Old Testament times consisted of the King, prj_nces, 

prophets and priests. When a voice is raised threatening the status 

quo passionate opposition is released, particularly since the status quo 

implies conservatism on the part of those in leadership, who are unwillirig 

voluntarily to accept change. 

We see the resultant confrc:htation in the lives of Mic.aiah, Amos and 

Jeremiah. 

It was :;;. nationalism stemming from untimely optimism that Micaiah with

stood to his co!3t. Ahab 1 s recommendation was aggresi ve and not defen

sive (1 Ki 22. 3) and the words .of. th_e prophets "were favoura.ble to the 

King" (v.13); but Micaiah's was an independent voice speaking what the 

Lord said and not what aggressive nationalism dictated. 
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Amos too was dismissed because his message was a threat to the security 

of the state (Am 7 .10). Israel 1 s fai thfJlness :'ailed in a sudden pe~:iod 

of affluence and this destroyed the egalitar:ian nature of her state . .A.mos 

reminded Israel of the demands of the Sinai Covenant, whilst she was 

basking in the comfort of blind optimism - but his voice was unwelcome. 

Jeremiah, true to his conviction that Je:.>'."UP3.lem would fall, advocated 

desertion to the enemy (38.2). Some of the people in fact followed his 

advice (38.19) but the princes countered this with a charge that he was 

weak.ening the morale of the resistance, and this ipso facto amou11ted to 

11not seeking the welfare of this people, but their harm" (38.4). Jeremiah 

later tells Zedekiah tba.t if he wants his life spared he must surrender 

(38.17), but in his case it was fear that restro,ined him (38.19). 

It is hoped that by suppression of the voice of' opposition the troubles 

will V!filish. We are told that "the land is not able to bear all his 

(Amos') words" (..11.m 7.10). The trouble maker is seen as he who criticises 

rather than those who c:reate ~onditions dererving critid sm. Aha:b calls 

Elijah the troubler of Tsrael, but Elijah replies that it is Ahab a...""ld 

those with him who have troubled Israel (1 Ki 18.17f). 

So A.mos is bani sned ,Elijah is threatened. by Jezebel ,Micaiah is sent to 

prison, Jeremial1 is p;.;.t in the pit, in prison and banished from the 

Temple by the various authorities, Uriah is murdereci and according to a 

later tradition others suffered mocking and scourging, and even chains 

and impris,:)nment. They were stoned, they were sawn in two, they were 

killed with the sword; they went about in skins of sheep and goats, 

a.estitute, afflicted, ill-treated - "of whom the world was not worthy" 

(Heb ll.36f). 

(d) When is th·: Q..j)tt;°(peace) Message in fact a I Otti(deceitful) 
"i r~. ·: 

Messa~? 

We reiterate the,t however opposed :prophets may be to one another ee..ch 

is deeply convinced that he is right·. We have seen that this is not 

altogether an u.~expected state of affairs in view of tpe variety and 

richness of the inherited traditions and thus of the plausible assess

ments of' the current situation that could oe made. 
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Prophets often be1i2ved themselves to -be prophets of peace~ although they 

proved to be fe.lse. The question is raised "where is peace to be found?n 

Some desire it in worship, some in morality; some believe it is a privilege, 

some the b:i.-pT0duct of responsibility; some seek it in the short term, some 

in the long term. 

0 i 5e/(J?eace). The word embraces in the fullest sense the welfare of a ---4'---·--
cmmnunity. This involves weighing the immediate comfort against the ulti-

mate good of the peo:ple. It was here that vrophetic conflict arises, one · 

man says "all is well 11 another says "all is not well unless you repent". 

Jeremiah says to the innabitants of Jerusalem "desert to the Chaldeans if 

you want to save your life" to which the princes reply "this ~1an is not 

seeking the welfare of this people, but their i.iarm" (Jer 38 .1.~f). This 

was the conclusion of l+o years of preaching; all along Jeremiah's thrust 

was that in a.rder to build and to plant changes were required, change was 

of the essence if O }$;r°were to be obtained. Ic:rael was travelling a 
I 

course1 that led to destruction, a destruction that could be averted only 

by repentance. Repentance involves swallowing one's nationaJ. nride; it 

was this thg,t the princes of Jerusalem resis+ed witb such talk as 

"ruining the morale". C'.::,remiah applies the logic of this same reascnj.ng 

even to Kir.g Zedekiah: "If you wish to save your life s your family and 

this city, surrender" (Jer 38.17). 

Likewise Amos' L:2ssa.g.e was of ultimate O. j) 1~'by way of repentance. By 
• 

means of intercession (Am 7.2,5) and the clearest of warnings (7.11). 

He trusted that the lea,de:rs of Samaria would changes their ways ( 5. 6) 

Micaiah too seeks the welfare of the King by trying to prevent him settin~ 

off on his foolish retaliatory raid on Ramoth Gilead. It was his own 

nationalistic pride that· led to his downfall. 

Shemaiah was one of the few prophets able to disuade his people from 

pursuing, the road to tragedy and thus see Q.)$ J{-. achieved in a small way 

(1 Ki 12 .23f). 

The genius of the Old Testament understanding of their God was that 

was part of his nature and his 'desire for Israel. The covenant relation

ship shocld p:r-ocure peace both between man and God a.'11.d between man and 

man - this is the thrust of the Sinai decalogue. The Exodus revealed 
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God 1 s desire fo:r the welfare of his people, providing them with a land 

of millt a-:i.d honey , but reminding them that their welfare depended on 

their h120.1~tfelt response of grs:t:i.tude to him and justice i:q their 

community. 

The prophets spoke to people's conscience when they began to go astray 

reminding them "this is the way walk in it." 

Pe.rsistent rebellion, however, led to their captivity. One of the unique 

facets of Old Testament history is that thb was not the end, either of 

Israel, or of prophetism, or of God's existence and ability to act. 

Thus in exile a new side to the message of o.i> ;/is revealed. The pro-
' 

phets proclai.ul that the covenant :Y.'elationship is not dead. Deutero Isaiah 

indeed crystallizes it in the kinship metaphor of the family redeemer 

(5,~ J.:J). Whereas O ?.\~/had been seen in terms of repentance and justice 

it is now seen in terms of hope replacing despe.ir (Is 40 .1) 2r(). Jeremiah 

speaks; of the same God,but a new covenant; the same Law, but a new ability 

to keep it and a restoration based on forgiveness (Jer 31.31-~4). 

Another element in the T) )} IJ) message after ti.1e Fall of Jerusa,lem is that 
"f 

the restoration wi:l be to something far better. Ezekiel's message in 

Ezk 37 speaks of restoration after despair but also of real .mi ty between 

Judah and IsraeJ. The 'I'emple and the Tvelve 'l'ribes will be perfected 

when God restorc3 the, fortunes of Jacob, vindicates his holiness in the 

sight of nany nations, pours his spirit on the.house of Israel (Ezek 

39.25-29) and dwells himself in Jerusalem (48.35). 

Peace and security are amongst the deepest desires in the heart of man, 

so it is no surprise that this constitutes the ultimate aim of prophetic 

preaching. TM.s desire for peace is witnessed by the many names of 

people and places that contain the root QS f.ll·. One of the earliest strcnds 

of tradition links the king of righteousness (Melchizedek) with the king 

of peace, (Salem) (Gen 14 .18). This Salen was, of course., later known 

by the name Jerusalem. Two of David's sons speak pf peace Absalom and 

Solomon. There are fifteen people named Shallum in the Old Testament, 

including twc kings, one of Isr.ael ~d one of Judah. That men do not 

always live up to their name is borne out by the fact that these two 

kings reigued only one month and three months respectively, yet the desire 

for peace remains. 



The prime mea~mgof j 05VJ i.3 completeness, soundness, hence safety, 

welfare and peace. There is thus a close link with the Biblical idea 

of rest. God completed his c~eation with a day of rest, and throughout 

her history Israel was ever looking forward to its fulfilment. 

Thus the messae:;e of[}. i )rt./ is that which tends towards the wholeness of 
'( 

the people of God in time to come. 

_,,. 'n. ~(Deceit) speaks of deception, disappointment and falsehood. In 

the prophetic realm it involves both deception and self-deception. Since 

the prophet is himself deceived, he deceives others. 

v 
Tlie content of the ") f.// mes sage is frequently O. i ~ <£[. , but the claim of 

the canonical prophets as vindicated by hLtory is that it is a procla

mation of "Peace where there is no peace" (Ezk 13.10) which misleads the 

people into ~ false security. 

It is not the words but the relevance and the historical context of the 

" message that makP it 7 R. r or 0 j ~ i;r·. What is true for one generation 

may be false for another. Isaiah's message to Hezekiah and Jerusalem 

was a message ofOi~f.t); but the same message reiteraved by liananiah a 
-r 

century later was? P;.11(.~ It was Martin Buber who called Hananiat. "Pa.pagei 

a.es Jesajan (a parrot of Isaiah). Later there were to be 'Papagei.en 

eines Jeremia' (Parrots of Jeremiah) as Horsfeld and Me;yer put it ( 1973, 

p.155). Shemaiah is bne such in Nehemiah's day (Neh 6.10-14.). 

T.W.Overholt in his excellent study in the theology of the Book of ,Jeremiah 

entitled 'The Threat of Falsehood , asks the question "What gives security?" 

To the leader.:: and the people it was the temple, the sacrifices and the 

promises to David. To Jeremiah it was a moral life. "You must protect 

the temple, it is not able to protect you" (in lac. p.6). The people's 

confidence was in an easy attitude to Sinai and in an easy attitude about 

the certainty of Yahweh's protection. Yet, says Jeremiah, Shiloh was 

de.stroyed because they had relied solely on the presence of the ark (1 Sam 

4.3). 

The remarkable claim of the prophetic tradition is this: that the greatest .,, 
tragedy of the 1 T?.V!."message is not simply that it is ineffective, since . ' 
it is unable to alter the course of events determined by Yahweh, -but rather 
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that it is destructive , for it prevents repenta.'tlce which could alter 

that very course of events determined by Yahweh. Jeremiah says on God's 

behalf "Amend your ways and I will let you dwell in this place." Here 

is the essence of his O i 5v' message. The reverse side of the coin is 
I ,-: 

"a.o not trust in these deceptive (:~~!.) words ''rhis is the Temple of the 

Lorc1 '· If you truly runend your ways .... if yo"'.l truly execute justice .•.• 

I '.Yill let you dwell in this place .... forever" (Jer 7. 3-7). 

The responsibility of the whole leadership of Israel was to frame their 

life according to the ways of God and thus ensure the security of the 

whole community. Kings were the ultimate administrators of justice,. the 

elders "sat in the gate", the priests were to teach the law and "turn 

· many from iniquity" like their t'orefatber Levi, for they are the "messen

gers of the Lord of hosts" (Mal 2."6f); and the :prophets were there to 

keep people up to the mark when others failed. 

(e) How is tb'=-~F2J.2het to be Assessed by his Contemporaries? 

The message of falsehood was both deceptive and destructive as we have 

just observed. Nevertheless the false prophet believed in it himself;-he 

believed he hac'.. the wo-rd of God behind him; he had the authority of tra

dition to support him; he was saying nothing heretical. Nevertheless two 

further points must be made abriut the false prophets. Their understanding 

of truth was too narrow and their message was superficial. 

'.l'heir understanding of the truth was too narrow 

What made the message false, as we have seen, was not its content but its· 

context. Jeremiah did not disclaim the orthodoxy of his opponents but 

their relevance. "God is saying domething different now", was the burden 

of his message. The so~ething different, however, was equally orthodox. 

Both prophets inherited the same traditions, but the false prophers were 

so conscious of one area in the tradition that they were blind to others. 

The continuance of the Kingdom of David was a foregone conclusion, based 

on a prophetic word from Nathan 2 Sam 7.16; moreover the David dynasty had 

continued for ove~ 400 years, and it is doubtful if there has been a 

dynasty in world history to last longer. What, however~ was forgotten was 

the conditional nature of the prophecy ( 2 Sam 7 .14; 1 Ki 8. 25) upon which 

the dynasty was founded. 
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Likewise the Te~ple was built by Solomon at God's direction to David 

( 1 Ki 8 .17-19) and was thus invested with the s e...me in viola.bi li ty as 

his dynasty. T'11is inviolability was bolstered. by Isaiah 1 s ministry. 

Again the fact was overlooked that Solomon's·blessing on the people ended 

on a note of exhortation to obedience (1 Ki 8.61). 

Witness to tliis conditionality of God's protection is also found not only 

in Micah 1 s preaching but in the fact that his preaching was remembered 

for more than 100 yea.rs, and that not simply by the cultic authorities 

but by the e1Jers of Jeruss.l.em. The cultic leaders threaten Jeremiah 

with the death sentence on the ground that he has prophesied harm t.o the 

city of Jerusalem (Jer 26.11). Jeremiah replies that he is fulfilling 

a commission frcm the Lord based on the conditions under which God bad 

offered his protection to the· city and the Temple; he also states that 

destruction is .no more than a threat, for the threat will be withdrawn 

if the people repent and Ghange their ways ( 26. 4-6 ,13). It is at this 

point that some of the elders mention the prophetic tradition stemming 

from Micah, in which Jeremiah stands. Hezekiah did not seek to put 

Micah to death, but sought the Lord's favour fr.stead, and the threat was 

~~verted. On this ground Jeremiab was acquitted. As a rider to this 

acquittal those princes say "We are about to bring great evil upon our

selves "(26.19). ·They thus accept Jeremiah's message as involving the 

correct ir.terpretation of current events, and also acknowledge the des-
·t/ 

tructive power of the, l'f?.'l( message of the false prophet a. 

Th~ir message w~s superficial 

Having considered the theological inadequacy of the false prophets 

message, we now consider their moral inadequacy. 

'l'he canonical prophets withstand their opponents primarily on moral, 

social and religious grounds. I'.IlI!lorali ty ~ sod.al injustice and idolatry 

a.re all rife and pros:per together because encouraged by the leaders 

(J.er 23.13,14; Ezk 13.17ff). Thus the people find no protection or 

security within the covenant community (Ezk 34.3ff). The problems that 

are fragmenting society are ignored and the situation is allowed to 

flourish unhindered. 

The message of the false prophets inspired confidence that God would 
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continue to protect his people Jes:pite their unres:pcnsive att:i.tude to 

their covenant responsibilities. Their juC:.gnent of the socie~y in 

which they lived was superficial for tbey did not perceive that the 

people were abrogating the very covenant whose privileges they depended 

upon, and. if the covenant were abrogated the privileges would cease. 

T.W.Ove2'holt comments: "The lopsided confidence in Yahweh's relationship 

to the nation and the spurious utterances which strengthened these con-.. 

victions formed a pervasive web of falsehood which encouraged muddled 

thinking and superficial observations" (1970, p.103). 

So the false prophets by word and action encouraged the status quo to 

continue a..r1d shut their ears to the indictment of others or~ the moral, 

social and religious attitudes of that sta-cus quo. They thus promcted 

the destruction that they should have prevented by proper exercise of 

their calling·. 

It is easy with hindsight to say this of the false prophets. Most people 

br0ught up in Jeru.sa.lem within the David-Zion tradition must have found 

it wellnigh impossible to accept Jeremiah's preaching. Nevertheless the 

days were critical, and however hard it was to receive u...~palatable truth 

they renounced it' at their peril. Some of Jehoi akim' s princes apparently 

accepted the truth of what Jeremiah was sayir.g (Jer 26 .19) even before 

the deportation of 59'( B. C., and during Zedekiah's reign certain individuals 

did in fact heed .Jeremiah's advice to desert to the Chaldeans (Jer 38.19). 

Each man had to decide for himself whom to believe and how to act. 
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l+. THE INTANGIBLE FAC~COR 
- - . ·--·-'-··-----·- ------. 

4.1· INTRODUCTION 

We he,ve considered Old Testament prophecy from two standpoints. Firstly 

we took a phenomenolcgica1 approach ancl ~:;s~r the prophets and their re

ligious e.>..1)eriences as they are presented to us in the Bible. Then we 

looked at the human factors which made the prophet the man he wa,s and 

thus contributed to his ministry. If this were the total picture we 

should be left with a purely naturalistic view of prophecy. 

We are therefore led to the questions "Is the::'.'e something more? Is there 

some inta.ngi'tle factor which sets the prophetic tradition of Israel apa:r·t 

from other forms of prophetism?" To answer these questions we must look 

not so much within the traditions but outside them to see how and why 

they have survived so 1ong. 

TheJ.·e a.re two areas of expl.oretion that could help us - the areas of 

discontinuity imd of enrichment. 

( i) Discontinuity is a look within the traditions ana sugP,ests 

that at certain stages in their development there is divine 

intervention (i.e. the miraculous element). We shall see 

that there seem's. to be such intervention, most notably in 

the days of Moses. 

(ii) Enrichment is a look outside the traditions to see what value 

they have as a whole, which goes beyond what we should ex

pect on naturalistic grounds alone. 

Neither of these is a. logical argument but both, and especially when 

taken together, are the surest attest, perhaps the only true attest, of 

religious belief. 



i}. 2 DISCONTilWITY 

Where th2re is smooth progression from simple beginnings to a fully 

developed religion· such develo~ment may be credited either to the 

flourishing of natural insight over the ages or to the guidance and 

gradual revelation of a. merciful God. 
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·where, on the other hand, the traditions disclose a discontinuous leap, 

one must argue either that a spiritual genius has appeared or that there 

has bei:;n dran1atic di vine intervention, or that both have occurred together 

and that these are the two sides of the same coin, namely that God has 

. stepped into human history and ~as chosen to speak and act through human 

agency. This well desC'ribed the situation in the days of Moses. Scholar

ship is divided about how much of the Torah can be ascribed to Mosaic 

origins. R.E.Clements in· Prophecy and Tre.diticn (p.27) says of Moses 

"it is. notoriousl;y" difficult to be at all cle·ar about his actual historical 

role in Israel's origins, though a vast wealth of national and religious 

tradi t:i.on from various ages has been ascribed to him .... even though it 

is difficult i:;o know what we can say positively about Moses; it is even 

more dift'icult to dispense with him altogether." 

The traditions present us with a rer.iarkable change when we move from 

Genesis to Exodus which argues strongly for divine initiative and reve

lation. "The exodus from Egypt, like the Cross on Cal VF..ry to Christiru1s, 

was essential to the Jewish understanding of th2 character of God. It 

was the act by which supremely he revealed his graciousness, stooping 

to men's need, breaking in to rescue him before there was any binding 

obligation" (J.N.Schofield, 1964, p.46). 

There is a natural transition between Genesis and Exodus, as the story 

records. The family of Abraham, the God who revealed himself to each 

generation, the growth from family to nation during the hidden years in 

Egypt, the slavery, the longing for freedom, the upbringing of Moses. 

But there is also a marked discontinuity exemplified in the revelation 

of a new name for God. 11 I AM has sent me to you •.. YAHWEH, the God of 

your Fathers, the God. of Abraham, the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob 

has sent me to you: this is my name for ever, and thus I am to be re+ 

membered throughout all generations. 11 (Ex 3.14f). 
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This Yahweh was -not only a God. who spoke, but a God who acted. In order 

to deliver the people from Egy-pt, the plagues, the Passover event, the 

crossing of the Red Sea, the sustenance in the Wilderness were all 

involved. 

Some find the miraculous,or the extraordinary, a stumbling block to their 

appreciaticn of Scripture. Alan Richardson in Christian Apologetics 

helpfully points out that both acceptance and denial of miracle are based 

on philosophical rather than historical conside:r3.tions. The problem for 

mode2·n man m2.y be embedded in unquestioned presuppositions. "The vie'.7 

that physical science can solve the problem of the miracles can be jus·

tified only by the assumption t.1-iat the only forces in the universe are 

those which physicsl science can measure and describe, but that is a 

philosophical and not a scientific assumption" (1946, p.174). This is 

not to say that many miracles have not a nat1rra:1 .• explanation-· the miraele 

may be in the tirring rather than the method. Richardson's apology helps 

to remove modern man's embarrassment when confronted by the subject of 

miracle. Faith is, after all, faith and not proof', it is a different form 

of reasoning; it is not blind, b11t able to see events in a new light, a.."ld 

acknowle:Jge a Prime Mover behind unusual mcvements. 

The discontinuous element in t:ie Moses story is not restricted to the 

miraculous events of the Exodus or the new revelation of Ya.1-iweh, although 

these together form the basic understanding of a unig_ue relationship "I 
'· yill be your God, and you shall be my people" (Dt 7.23); it also embraces 

the spiritual genius that was Moses himself. 

There is uncertainty as to how much of the Pentateuch can be credited 

to Moses, and we refer to the original content rather than the finalised 

written form. We accept that a substantial amount is of Mosaic origin. 

The Temple was built in the golden era of Solomon and would have requi:::-ed 

ceremony and ritual on a large scale consonant with his reign. The 

traditions do not accord spiritual originality to Solomon, but spea.lt of 

an ark and tabernacle and ritual predating the Temple. Accepting the 

Dark Ages of the Judges period it is likely that much of the Levitical 

code must have come from Moses. The genius of Moses was that he was able 

to dr'aw on the ritual of surrounding nations but fit it into a new context 

of faith_. 
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What is true ritually is also true ethically. An ethical understanding 

of God's demands on Israel is presupposed b:r the Eighth Century Prophets, 

and acknowledged by Ds:vid an Ci Nathan. .AJ:1 ethical decalogue must surely 

therefore have come from Moses. 

There is a kinship between the religion of t"i1e Patriachs and cf their 

contemporaries in the Ancient Near-Eastern world, but after Moses there 

is a sharp di visior, between the religion of Isr.ael and that of her neigh

bours. Israel has an aJJsolute, transcendent God of whom no images may be 

made, a God who bas chosen, created and guided hls people; their neigh

bours have a religion dominated by no more than the rhythm of nature. 

With Moses we ha.Ve a discontj_nuous leap whicl: has no adequate explar:.ation 

which does not ·involve a God who cares and who acts in the affairs of Illbl. 

Everything else in the Old Testament flows from this and little in Genesis 

has prepared us for Exodus~ 
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1t • 3 . ENRI CHME;NT 

'.rhe enrj ching quality of a tradition can but be submitted to the test · 

"by· its i'ruit it shall be known. 11 

The Christian claim is that the Old Testament is fulfilled in Christ, 

who himself as a Jew was thoroughly conversant with it. G. Adam Smith 

said "What was indispensible to the Redeemer must also be indispensible 

to the redeemed." Accordingly Christians stand in the same tradition 

as the prophets of old. The wisdom, worship and witness of the Church 

l 
is to the same Lord. The Christian ethic is based upon the same "in

tolerant ethical monotheism as declared by the prophets. 

Although much harm and evil has been perpet:rated in the name of Christianity, 

it is also true that the history~ li ter·ature, education~ scientific research, 

legal reform, hospitals anO. other caring instj_,vutions have been bequeathed 

to the world by J'ew and Christian alike. 

The 01d Testament, including the prophetic trad.itions, hangs L.ogeth2r as 

a whole. The discontinuous element included in it, ·ueginning with Moses, 

has led to a world view which proclaims that God is separate from the 

cosmos, since he created it and it is dependent for its existence upon him. 

From this world view flow the following assertions: 

1. The cosmos i.3 mea..."lingful -· one must therefore reject atheistic 

existentialism. 

2. The cosmos is real and originally good - one must therefore 

reject reJ.igions of withdrawal and philosophies that seek the 

ground. of ·being only within. 

3. Th"' cosmos is secular - one must therefore reject pantheism 

and any belief that the cosmos is ~ither divine or an exten

sion of the divine. 

4. God is transcendent. There is a radical gulf between God and 

the cosmos - one must therefore reject all forms of nature 

religion. 

5. God, being transcendent, chooses to relate to his cosmos; he 

therefore revels himself as a personal God - one must there

fore reject mechanistic views of an imperso~al force which 
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c&.n be ma.nipulat. eel b~r man, as in nature religion. 

6. The cos:i:nos, not huving d:i. 'line status, is not self existent. 

It therei'ore has a bee;i!ming and presuma.lily a purpose or 

destiny. Time is thus Linear - one must theTefo:re reject 

cyclica.l understandings of time. God., not being primarily 

a part of man's natural environment nor to be four1c1. within 

it but essentially transcendent relates himself to man in 

covenant. 

7. Man. has free will to enter into covenant relationship with 

the transcendent God. ancl to co-operate in bringing about his 

purpose for the cosmos. It is by this that he finds meaning 

to life a.na. net by entering into the rhythms of the cosmos 

nor by withdrawing from it to find. the spark of ultimate re

ality in hirrise:.1..f. Meaning lies in bringing in the future 

Kingdom not in maintaining the status quo i.e. in fut•1re goals 

rather than present texture. 

8. Goel has acted in history and is free to continue so to act. 

One cannot foreclose on revelation or treat it as a comp1eted 

event in the pa.st. Neverthele~;s God's character is consistent 

and one cannot claim as revelation somethi.ng that is inconsis

tent with pa.st revelation. 

9. This personal God is ~overeign, righteous and loving. To ignore 

any of these elements in his personality will deny something 
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that is essential to his nature - viz. to make God impotent, 

arbitrary or aggressive respectively. On the other hand to 

overstress one aspect will lead to fatalism, legalism or licence. 

10. Man can respond to such a God not only in gratitude but in 

love; in doing so man finds freedom rather than determinism, 

and freedom leads to the responsibilit~{ of sonship rather than 

the slavery of fear. Being thus assured cf his end he can 

launch out, explore and take risks in the present. 

11. Since God's love is not dependent· on man's initial worthiness 

(Dt 7.6-11) nor ~:m his subsequent response (Hos 11) it sets a 

standard. of rigbteousness which he restlessly demands, but has 

-vltimately no sanctions to enforce. Jeremiah (31.31-34) thus 

foresaw the inadequacy of the Sinai covenant and the need for 



a new covena.nt which WO'-lld lead to a Ss.viour dying on the 

Cross and en to Pente:::ost. 

12, God relates to .man -both individually and corporately. 

Accordingly, man finds his security both in a direct re

lationship w:L th God and also in 1J':~inG one of the chosen 

people through descent and circumcision. 

13. Men who relates to God seeks ,justice both on account of 

the corporate Datu.re of the covenant community and also 

because material possessions are of grace- and thus to be 

shared. 

(Drawn from a paper by ~T. S. Cumpsty to the independent Schools Head 

Teachers Conferen~e, Cape Town, September 1978) 
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4. ~- . CONCLUSIO~; 

Whether the worlo. view, pre.sent in enibryo with Moses, drawn out by the · 

prophets of the Old Testament and further explored by Judaism and 

Christianity, represents such a discontinuity o:r is so enriching as to 

constitute the evidence for the presence o:::' our intangible factor is 

in the end a personal judgment. Moreover it necessarily remains, even 

for the cornmi tted individual, an open question, for the judgment of 

history has not been finally declared. 

Within the grandeur of this world view the great Western technologica.l 

exploration has come to birth, but the moral values remain unaltered; 

and while eae::1 is challenging the other' they stand or fall together. 

If they fall then a philosophy of withdrawal is to be preferred to the 

Biblical view. of a .transcendent God. But if such a God exists he will 

.have his vindication in the enrichment of the 1'.uman condition against 

the tijlle when all will be revealed. 
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20.7 Abraham 

25.22 Urmarned to Re-be1rnh 

49 ,,l Jacob 

7.1 Aaron 

::_5 .20 Miriam 

11.25,27 70, including Eld ad and Medad 

22.5 Balamn 

18.15 Moses 

4.4 Deb'.)rah 

6.8-10 Unnamed re Midi an it es 

10.11-16 Unnamed re Ammonites 

2.27 Unnru11ed to Eli 

UNITED MONARCHY 

~.20 Samu~..:l 

10.5 Band of prophets at Gibe ah 

19.20 Band of prophets at Ramah 

22.5 Gad 

7.12 Nathan 

DIVIDED MONARCHY 

11.29 Abija.h the Shilonite 

12.22 Shemaiah 

13.1 Unnamed to Jeroboam from Judah 

13.11 Unnamed from Bethel 

16.1 Jehu ben Hanani 

13.22 Iddo 

15.1 Azariah 

16.7 Hanru1i 

18.22 Eli,jah 

18.4 100 prophets of the Lord 

18.19 450 prophets of Baal 

18.19 400 prophets of Asher ah 

Judah ---

Rehoboam 

Abijah 

Asa 

Asa 

101, 

Israel 

Jeroboam 

Jerobo&"'Il 
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Ahab 
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Ahab 

Ahab 
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22.7 

22.6 

22.11 

1. 3 

2.1 

2.3,5 

4.38 

9.L4 

20.14 

. 20. 37 

20.20 

10.30 

10.19 

24.20 

24.19 

13.14 

25.7 

25.15 

14.25 

1.1 

1.1 

28.9 

17.13,23 

1.1 

fi. 3 

i..1· 

33.10,18 

21.10 

22.14 

23.2. 

1.1 

1.1 

1.1 

5 Unnamect pror:hets 

Mic.:aiah ben Imlah 

400 prophets of Ye,hweh 

Zedeki.ah ·ben Ch2~1aanah 

ElijE.h 

Elisha 

Judah 

Jehoshaphat 

Bana.s of prophets, Bethe1 & .Jericho 

Ba.YJ.ds of prophets, Gilgal 

Unnamed annointed J-ehu 

Jahaziel 

Elic~zer 

Many unnamed 

Unnamed to Jehu 

All the prophets of BF.al 

Zecheriah 

Many 1mnamed 

Elisha 

Unnamed to Amaziah 

Unnamed to Amaziab 

Jonah 

Amos 

'Hosea 

Oded 

Many u.rm a.med 

' Isaiah 

Isaiah's wife 

Micah 

Many unn a.me a. 

. Many unna.."!l.ed 

Huldah 

Many unnamed 

Zephaniah 

Habakkuk. 

Nahum 

Jehoshaphat 

Jehosha.phat 

Jehoshaphat 

Joash 

Jo ash 

Amaziah 

Amaziah 

Uzzian· 

· Uzziah-H_ezekie"h."_ 

Uzziah-Hezekiah 

Jotham-Hezekiah 

Manasseh 

Manasseh 

Josiah 

Josiah 

Josiah 

Josiah 

Josiah 
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Israel 

'Ahab 

Ahab 

Ahab 

Ahab 

Ahaziah 

~Tor am 

Jorim 

Joram 

Jehu 

.Jehu 

Jehu 

Jerobo:::JE 

J 2ro"boarn. 

J erooosr, 

Pekah 

H:::ishea 



. Ttb Cent Jer l.l 

26.20 

28.1 

29.8,15 

29.21 

29.21 

29.31 

2 Ki 24.2 

2 Chr 36.16 

Jer 7,25 

6th Cent Ezk 1.1 

2.3.1,17 

l{g 1.1 

Zeh 1.1 

5th Cent Obad 1.1 

Mal 1.1 

Neh 6.1l+ 

6.10,12 

· Joel 1.1 

Uriah 

}lananiah 

Unnamed prophets 

Ahab 

Zedekiah 

Shemaiah 

Many wmamed 

Jud.ah 

J"os:i.ah-Zedekiah 

,Teho:i.akim 

Zedekiah 

Exile 

Exile 

Exile 

Exile 

Jehoiald.m 

Many unnaraed till end of dynasty 

Many vnnamed ever since Exodus 

EXILE AND RETURN 

Ezekiel 

Unnamed opponents (including women) 

Haggai 

Zechariah 

Obadiah 

Ma.1 achi 

Noadiah and others 

Shemaiah 

Joel 
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Jff:t'i~'NDIX 2. (see :p.23) 

This 'l'abl.e reveals both the pauci t:r e..nd balance of the historical narrative 

and the prophetic writings which form the SOlU"Ce of our info::omation con

cerning prophecy during the d~i,ys of the monarchy. 

Page numbers have been taken from B. F. B. 8. }iebrew Old Testament reprinted 

in 1962' 

c• • + 
2.£~1.!.~ 

His!-_9,;;'t'.;L 
1 Sam 8 - 1 Ki 11 

1 Ki 12 - 16 
~ Ki 17 2 Ki 9 ..L 

2 Ki 10.1 -. 14.22 

'2 Ki 11+.23 - 17 
2 Ki 18 -· 25 

Prophetic Writings -.a.----------··-

Eighth Centug: [2 Ki 15-1'7] 

.Amos 

Hosea 

Isaiah 1-39 

Period 
·-·-~ 

1020 - 921 

921 - 8'71 

s~(1 8hJ. 

041 - 781 

781 - 721 
. 721 586 

Years 

100 

50 

30 

60 

60 

135 

435 

P~ses 

120 

11 

33 

9 

7 

17 

197 

9 

11 
),r\ -.c. 

llic~ 6 

50 68 

Seventh C_::.!:Xt~: [2 Ki 22·-25] 

Note: 

Jeremiah 92 
Zephaniah 3 

Nahum 3 

Ezekiel 80 

50 178 

100 246 
·=-== = 

The history covering these two classical prophetic eras is 

recorded in 9 pages each. 



APPENDIX 3. COl.J"NCIL -ri'"Cl (see p.7) 

References per Brovm, Driver rmd Briggs with RSV te:x:ts 

References relating to the Lord are set first in each section 

1. COUNCIL (a) Circle of familiar friends. 7 references. 

Job 15.8; Jer 23.18,22 - Council of the Lord. 
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Job 19 .19 (intimate friends); Ps 64. 3 (secret plots of the wicked.). 

Jer 6.11 (gatherings of y01.LDg. men); Jer 15.17 (company of merrymakers). 

(b) Assembly, company. 4 references. 

Ps 89,8 - the council of the holy ones .. 

Ps 111.1 (~he company of the upright): Ezk 13. 9 (the council of my 
people). 

Gen 49. 6. (their council - Simeon and Levi) . 

2. COUNSEL, taken by those in familiar conversation. 

(a) r.ounsel itself. 3 references 

Ps 55.15 (sweet converse with fam,iliar friend); Ps 83.4 (cra.ft~r plan8). 

Pr 15.22 (without counsel thing~ go wrong).· 

(b) Secret which is revealed 

Am 3.7 The Lord ... reveals his secret. 

Pr 11.13; 20.19;' 25.9 reveal secrets. 

(c) Familiar converse. 3 references. 

4 references. 

Job 29.4 (friendship of God); Ps 25.14 (friendship of the Lord.). 

Pr 3. 32 (in the Lord's confidence). 

References relating to the Lord: Council 4, Counsel 4. 

References relating to human affairs: Council 7, Counsel 6. 

References in Biblical order: Gen 49,6 
Job 15.8; 19.19; 29.4 
Psalm 25.14;55.15;64.3;83.4;89.8;111.l 
Prov 3.32;11.13;15.22;20.19;25.9 
Jer 6.11;15.1?;23.18,22 
Ezk 13.9 
Am . 3. 7 

1 
3 
6 
5· 
4 
1 
1 

21 
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AIJPENDIX 4. (see p.36) 

;ENQUIRING OF GOD 

The incidence of the terms S/11 '{:/and rd 7 ·:-r as referring to priestly and 
.--1"' .. ~ 

prophetic inquiry of God. 

A. 

Num 27 .21 

Josh 9 .ll+ 

Jdg 1.lf 

18.5 

II 20.18 

II 20.23 

1 Sam 10.2lff 

II . 14 • 37 

II 
2?.10~15 

II 23.2 

I 

used in a technical pense of enquiry by means of the 

pr.iest. 

Eleazar the priest is to enquire for Joshua by the 

judgment of the Urim before the Lord. 

The Gibeonites were accepted at face value, the Israelites 

did not ask direction from the Lord. 

The people enquired of the Lord "Who shall go up first?" 

The Lord saicl) "Judah shall go up;'behold I have given 

the la.."ld into his hand." 

"F.Dquire. of God to know whether the ,iourney will succeerl." 

The priest said' II Go ·in peace; your journey is under the 

eye of the Lord." 

"Which of us shall go up first to battle?" 

(Enquiry made at Bethel) 

"Judah". 

"Shall we again draw near to battle?" "Go up against them." 

(vv .26ff concern Bethel, sacrifices, the Ark and Phinehas) 

Saul was taken by lot. They enquired again of the Lord. 

"Did he come here?". "Yes, he is among the baggage." 

Saul enquired of God, "Shall I go down after the Philistines?" 

Wilt thou give them into the hand of Israel?" But he did 

not answer him that day. (N.B. v.36 the priest is the 

enquiry agent). 

Ahimelech the priest enquired of the Lord for David 

frequently. 

David enquired of the Lord "Shall I go and attack?" 

Lord said, "Go and atta.ck the Philistines and save 

Keilah." 

The 



1 Sam 23.3,4 

28.6 

" 30,7,8 

· 2 Sam 2 .1 

" 5,9 

" 6.23 

" 16.23 
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-DaYid' s· men we1~e afraid, so David repeated his request 

and. recej.ved the same answer. Presumably Abiathar, 

Ahimelech' s son~ was the priestly enquiry agent, bringing 

his ephod with him (22 7 ~l3; 23,6). 

Saul enquired of the Lora, the Lo:::-d did not answer him 

either by dreams or by Ur:iJn or by prophets. 

David enquired of the Lord, "Shall I pursue .... shall I 

overtake them?" He answered hirri, "Pursue; for you shall 

su.1'.'ely overtake and shall surely rescue." Abiathar was 

using his ephoa.. 

David enquired of the Lord. "Shall I go up?" "Go up." 

"To which city shall I go up?" "To Hebron." 

David enquired of the Lord, "ShPll I go up against the· 

Philistines? Wilt thou gi1·e them. into my hand?" The 

Lurd said to David, "Go up; I will certainly give the 

Philistines into your hand." 

When David enquired of the Lora., he said, "You shall not 

. go up; go around to their rear .... ba.lsarn trees." 

The counsel which Ahithopel gave was as if one consulted 

the oracle of God. 

This method seemed normal in days before the mo::iarch was settled in Jerusal2m 

though Isaiah 30. 2 and 65 .1 may R!1ggest that the priest continued this 

furiction. S 'X Vi is the normal word for "to ask" yet it does seem to have - ., 
this technical connotation so frequently and B.D.B. includes these tv:ro 

Isaianic verses in the same section as the 0thers listed above (Qal 2.b). 

S ~·vj is also used of consulting the teraphim in Babylonian divination - "\ 
(Ezk 21.21), enquiring of a thing of wood (Hosea 4.12) and consulting a 

mediu.TL (1 Chr 10.13 and Dt 18.11). 
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( i) 

Gen 

Ex 

1 Sam 

25.22 

18.15 

9,9 
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used generally of enquiry by a prophet, involves greater 

thoroughness or involvemeYJ.t. 

Rebekah receives an oracle at the birth of her children. 

People all come to Moses, to enquire of God. 

1 Ki J_l~.5 

When a man went to enquire of God he said "Come let us 

go to the seer." Saul was seeking his father's asses. 

Wife of Jeroborun coming to enquire of Ahij ah about her 

sick son. 
11 

2 Ki 

11 

II 

Jer 
II 

Ezk 

" 
(ii) 

22.5,7,8 

3.11 

8.8 

22.13,18 

21.2 

37,7 

llr. 7 

20.1,3 

(= 2 Chr 18.4,5,7). Jehoshaphat and Micaiah. 

Jehoshaphat and Elisha. "Is there no prophet through 

whom we may inquire of the Lor.d?" 

Ben-hadad, Hazael and Elisha. trTake a present, go to 

meet the man of God, inquire of the Lord through :O.im: 
11Shall I recover from this sickness?" 

' 

(= 2 Chr 34.21,26). Josiah and Huldah a·bout the book of 

th~ Law. 

Zedekia'h: "Inquire of the Lord for us concerning NebuchadnezL.a.r. n 

ZedekiPll concerning Pharaoh's army. 
11 Coming to a prophet to inquire for himself of me. 11 

TJ..e elders ca.me to inquire of the Lord and sat before me.· 

1,Jil :-T -.,.. - is also used of consulting false gods, stress is st.al laid 

on the person rather than on the method involved. 

Dt 18.11 refers to the necromancer, one who consults the dead. 

1Sam28.7; 1Chr10.13 Saul enquires of a m,ediumseeking guidBnce. 

2 Ki 1.2,3,6,16 Ahaziah enquires of Baal-zcbub. 

Is 8.19;19.3 Speaks of consulting mediums, idols, sorcerers and wizards. 

Ezk 14.10 Inquirer of a faJ.se prophet. 

(iii) On three occasions in 1 Chr the verb is used in the negative in 

connection with the Ark. 13.3 "we neglected it 11
; 15.13 "we did not care 

for it 11
; 21.30 "David did not go before it to inquire of God11

• The Ark 

represented God's presence; the concern here is inability or unconcern in 

seeking God. 
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APPENDIX 5. (seep. 26) 

PARAVJELS BETWEEN AC'm .AND OLD 'J1ESTA.1\1ENT HISTORY 

1. Acts 1.26 - casting lots cf. 1Sam10.21; 2 Sam 2.1; Jon l.7. 

2. " 8. 39 - the Spirit of the Lord caught up Philip .••. found at Azotus 

cf. 1 Ki 18.12 the Spirit of the Lord will carry you 

whither I know not (Obadiah to Elijah). 

3. " 10.3 - an angel of God told Cornelius to send for Peter. 

"10.13 5 20 -·.a voice to Peter "Rise, kill and eat" .•.. "Go down and 

accompany them" cf. 1 Ki 13 .18; 19. 5; 2 Ki 1. 3 - although 

the contexts are different the ideas are similar. Although 

th~ prophet lied he could plausibly invent an angel saying 

"B . h. . . t h II ring .im .••• in o your ouse. Im angel told Eli,j ah "Rise 

and eat" a.nd "Go up to meet the :!:lessengers." 

4. " ll.27f - rrophets came down from Jerusalem to Antioch; Agabus 

foretold a great famine. 

" 21.9ff - Philip's-~ unmarried daughters prophesied and Agabus in 

symbolic fashion takes Paul's g~rdle and speaks of his 

captiv5ty. This is redolent of the prophetic bands w:Lth 

a spokesman, e.g. 2 Ki 2.3 speaking of Elijah's being taken 

away. Symbolic imagery was ·also common in Old Testament 

times (1 Ki 22.11). 

5. 11 5 .15 ; 19 .11 To Peter 1 s shadow and Paul's clothing are accorded. 

6. II 5 ,9 

miracle's of healing. Likewise hlisha expects his staff 

to be used miraculously 2 Ki 4.29 as had Elijah's mantle 

(2 Ki 2.8,14). 

The sudden death of Ananias and Sapphira at the words of 

Peter may be likened to Hananiah's death at the word of 

Jeremiah (Jer 28.16) .. 
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